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1 Avalon Hill Philosophy Part 67 
A u r  attention has been drawn to a letter from 

Michael Zynski published on page 33 of the 
January/February 1978 edition of this maga- 
zine. The editor has been informed by Games 
Centre that the game ordered by Mr. Zynski was 
not despatched to him because he failed to put 
his address on his order or his follow up letter. 
Games Centre went so far as to institute 
enquiries through the postal authorities to try 
and establish his address, but without success. 

Games Centre have confirmed that if they 
are advised by Mr. Zynski of his address, the 
game will be despatched to him immediately. 

In the circumstances, any implication that 
Games Centre have acted other than entirely 
properly is much regretted and unreservedly 
withdrawn. 

The above comes by way of an apology to 
Games Centre and the readership for a momen- 
tary lapse in good judgement. The decision to 
print the alluded-to letter from Mr. Zynski was 
made atthe last minutewhile attempting to keep 
up with our perpetually late publishing sched- 
ule. Professional courtesy in such matters calls 
for a check with the accused supplier to see if 
there is any foundation to the claims being 
made. Extenuating circumstances were pres- 
ent, but do not constitute sufficient excuse for 
our action. 

The subject touched upon in Mr. Zynski's 
complaint was a sore one because we had just 
heard that the perpetrator of the hobby's largest 
mail order sham to date, Liberator Games, had 
just returned to this country due to the expira- 
tion of the statute of limitations on mail fraud. 
This unhappy news, coupled with our fai,lure to 
recall the connection of Games Centre with 
Graeme Levin's excellent GAMES & PUZZLES 
magazine led toour hasty action. Games Centre, 
by the way, runs a very reliable and complete 
mail order service for games enthusiasts with 
over 300 titles constantly in stock. As such, they 
are an exceptionally valid source for hard to 
locate foreign games and we urge readers 
looking for help in this area to inquire at their 16 
Hanway Street, London, Great Britain W I A  2LS 
address. 

There is a lesson to be learned by my 
unfortunate experience, however. Regardless of 
how bad things appear to be from one individu- 
al's viewpoint, there is always the possi bility of a 
completely different view when approached 
through the other fellow's eyes. Mr. Zynski's 
letter is a case in point. His letter gives every 
indication that the writer is well versed in mail 
order procedures and extremely literate. The 
reader may well understand my dismissal of the 
notion that the writer hadn't included a return 
address, not only on his initial order, but on two 
subsequent letters of inquiry as well. Was he 
counting on a check perhaps bearing his address 
or an envelope too soon discarded to be 
sufficient? It was the alleged non-reply to Mr. 
Zynski's follow-up letters which convinced me 
his complaint was genuine and that perhaps he 
had latched onto a small time hobby shop 
dabbling in mail order sales which had since 
gone out of business. My failureto associate Mr. 
Zynski's Games Cedtre with the reputable firm 
connected with GAMES &PUZZLES and inquir- 
ing further with them was my mistake. Not 
including return address information was Mr. 
Zynski's error, and cashing a check for an order 

they could not fill was Games Centre's. The 
moral of this little story is that everyone makes 
mistakes, so perhaps we should all be a little 
more patient in understandingthe other fellow's 
problems. 

That's why I took Richard Berg's diatribe on 
SQUAD LEADER in a recent issue of MOVES 
without too much concern. Despite a taste for 
games at great variance with my own, 1 
recognize Richard as perhaps the best critic the 
hobby has yet to uncover. His reviews are 
always witty, entertaining, and informative, if 
somewhat slanted towards his own particular 
preferences in game, or more aptly, simulation 
design. As such, I had no qualms with his review 
of the game, indeed, I found myself agreeing 
with much that he had to say. Unfortunately, at 
this point, Richard found it necessary to expound 
on the makeupof the Avalon Hill staff. Again, we 
can give Richard the benefit of the doubt and 
accept, or at least pardon, his definition of 
"original" or "rocky". We must, however, draw 
the line at accepting erroneous statements of 
fact whichsloughoff anoriginal AH design asan 
"acquisition". The only acquiring we've done 
with TRIREME or "WOODEN SHIPS & TIRED 
M E K  as Richard Humorously refers to it, is the 
abandonment and subsequent re-design of 
three different game systems-all original 
innovations from Richard Hamblen's pen. Now 
all of this is hardlygroundsfora Holywar and no 
offense is meant or taken. Berg, however, made 
the mistake of being carried away with the need 
to document the premise of his article, and, in so 
doing, left the safe confines of the critic's 
subjective opinion to make statements of fact. A 
Statement, which unfortunately, had no basis in 
reality. Rich should have picked up the phone 
and inquired into the nature of the design before 
leaving his readers with a totally false piece of 
information. So everybody makes mistakes. My 
experience with Games Centre has left me more 
tolerant of other's shortcomings. 

Nowhere is this in greater evidence than our 
conduct of the AREA player ratings. Not a month 
goes by that someone doesn't feel the need to 
register a complaint against a fellow AREA 
member. How many of these complaints could 
be resolved amiably between the parties in- 
volved with a bit more understanding of the 
other fellow's position and a more mature 
attitude is anybody's guess, but it is a cinch that 
the situation could be improved. Not that AREA 
iscomposed of a bunch of crybabies. . . farfrom 
it. Two dozen ejections out of total field of nearly 
4,000 speaks well of the general maturity of the 
hobby. Five years ago this rate would have been 
far worse, but as the hobby grows older its 
advocates are becoming more mature. Still, 
there is room for improvement. The main 
purpose of AREA is to provide a pool of reliable 
and mature opponents-not to see who can 
amass the most rating points. Unfortunately, a 
few people have seiredupon the latter as their 
prime motivation for AREA participation. It is a 
pity that these people will never truly fully 
realize the pleasure of pbm competition with an 
amiable and sportsmanlike opponent due to 
their constant state of readiness to accuse the 
other fellow of wrong doing. My own AREA 
matches with good friends Tom Oleson and 

Continued on Pg. 31, Cohrnn I 
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ADVANCED GETTYSBURG 
By Jack Joseph 

The American Civil War is historically unique. 
It is the only time that a large segment of a well 
established nation attempted to secede and form an 
entirely separate country. It was not a rebellion or 
revolution as such since the Confederate states 
believed that they had a perfect constitutional right 
to go their own way; the border state of Kentucky 
wen made a stance of neutrality stand up for awhile. 
This position was accepted by some foreign 
governments. England was prevented from recog- 
nizing the Confederacy by the Emancipation 
Proclamation which made the Civil War a war 
against slavery. Ultimately it was a political war 
brought about by the inability of two groups to 
compromise any further. In effect, the Civil War 
was the final chapter of the Federafist Papers, 
finally settling which level of government would be 
supreme, federal or state. 

The Civil War is also important in the narrower 
context of military history, producing important 
changes in both the art and science of war. On the 
technological side, the most important single event 
was the battle between the Mo~litor and the 
Merrimac which, practically overnight, made every 
wooden warship in the world obsolete and intro- 
duced the revolving armored turret to naval 
warfare. Less dramatic but equally important was 
the growth of the influence of railroads on strategic 
planning, both as objectives and as essential lifelines 

for the maintenance of anarmy. In the broad field of 
strategy the Union commander William T. Sherman 
amply demonstrated the value of strategic destruc- 
tion of the opponents economic base as a prelude to 
victory. In the narrower field of tactics the Southern 
general T. J. "Stonewall" Jackson showed future 
commanders what could be accomplished by a 
numerically inferior army through superior mobili- 
ty. Surprisingly, all of these innovations came out of 
a war in which the basiccombat formation was little 
changed from the line which Wellington used to 
defeat Napoleon fifty years before. 

The battle that most people think about when 
considering the Civil War is Gettysburg. It is the 
largest battle ever fought in North America and has 
been etched into every American's psyche by 
Lincoln's speech and Pickett's charge. This makes it 
the logical choice for any study of the strategy and 
tactics of the period and has been the subject of 
several board games over the years. Besides the 
subject matter, the one element that all of these 
games had in common was a lack of the 'Yeel" of 
Civil War combat. The problems of getting a 
column of marching men into a line of fighting men 
was absent. The problems of a general trying to 
coordinate thousands of men over many square 
miles with mounted couriers as his only means of 
communication were missing. The two most notable 
absences, the two aspects that give Civil War 

combat its unique "feel", were the influence of a 
specific commander as an individual, with all his 
good and bad qualities, and the effect of two lines 
meeting and blazing away at each other. The 
advanced game in Avalon Hill's new GETTYS- 
BURG presents these problems to the game player 
and gives him several innovative systems to allow 
him to work out his own solutions. 

The most interesting aspect of the game is the 
disorganization and casualty point system and its 
effect on a unit's combat value. The various tables 
used to determine point losses are rather complex 
and the bookkeeping required to keep track of 
losses can be a bother sometimes, but the end result 
is well worth the effort. What may seem strange at 
first is that disorganization points have a greater 
immediate, though temporary, effect on a unit's 
combat worth than casualties. This may well be the 
most historically accurate system in the game. A 
unit could, and olten did, lose much of its value 
through a variety of factors other than casualties. 
Even veteran units could break and run if their 
cohesiveness was lost. The disorganization point 
system is an excellent way of bringing this facet to 
the game. The casualty point system is more 
straightforward given that each strength point 
represents a certain number of effectives and all 
these effectives must be eliminated to loseastrength 
point. The four levels of experience accurately 
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portray the varying qualities of troops present in 
both armies. The current experience levelchart, tied 
in with the disorganization level, is a very good 
method of reflecting the various stages of effective- 
ness that a unit would go through in the course of a 
battle and how each stage effects its combat worth. 

One of the most difficult things to assess and 
apply to a combat game situation is the effect of an 
individual commander on his unit. There are many 
factors toconsider and correlate whenattempting to 
quantify this effect, the two most obvious being how 
good is he at controlling his men so that they got 
where they were going as a cohesive unit and what 
effect did he have on his troops in combat. These 
two factors are vitally necessary In any attempt to 
capture the "feel" of Civil War combat. It is a 
commander's ability to lead his men to and into 
battle that makes him valuable and the varying 
abilities of the commanders were more important in 
the Civil War than the present day. It is these two 
factors that have been missing in prior Civil War 
boardgames and that Avalon Hill alone has added. 
The method used for adding these factors works 
well wlthin the game system and allows an 
individual commander's presence or absence to 
have a definite effect. The values attributed to each 
commander may be open to disagreement depend- 
ing on your viewpoint as they are only the latest in a 
series of interpretations of that individual's worth. 
The important point is that each commander has an 
effect on the overall performance of his command 
and the right man at the right place at the right time 
can change a battle. 

The movement system, called the activity 
determination system, seems a bit strange at first. 
What a unit does or how far it goes is not a simple 
matter of expending movement points, but is tied in 
with a three phase movement segment. How many 
activity points a unit can use (activity points being 
roughly equal to movement points) depends on 
which phase it uses them in. This forces a 
commander to juggle his various phases among his 
units so that they ail arrive at their destination as an 
organized force. This system is an excellent method 
of recreating a commander's problems of trying to 
control and coordinate large bodies of men with the 
contemporary means of communicat~on. It is also 
one area where the value of the individual 
commanders become evident. The better the 
commanders, the more brigades they can control; 
the more brigades each commander cancontrol, the 
fewer commanders to be controlled; with fewer 
commanders to control there is less juggling of 
movement segments and this simplifies the top 
commanders job. This phase of the game is made 
even more interesting because if a unit uses more 
than a certain number of activity points it receives 
disorganization points. Thus if a commander rushes 
his units into action they will arrive in poor shape to 
do anything once they get there. This forces a 
commander to be even more mreful how he moves 
his units so that he will not be forced to bringany of 
them In on the run. All this taken together 
necessitates that a commander plan not only his 
basic moves, but his sequence of moves, so that his 
units arrive where he wants them, when he wants 
them and in condition to do  what he wants them to 
do. Tied into all this is the seemingly simple problem 
of how, where and when to changea column into a 
line of battle. If a commander ~sn't thorough in 
planning his movements he will find himself unable 
to carry out any plan. 

All of these systems taken together form a 
framework within which one can get a "feel" for 
Civil War combat not available in a game system 
other than miniatures, but on a scale much larger 
than miniatures would allow. One is presented with 
the problems of coordinated movement of troops 

with inefficient communication, the influence of 
varying qualities of troops and commanders, the 
physical and moral effects of combat and a variety 
of other problems caused by combinations of these. 
Each commander is given the same set of problems 
and the same set of rules; it is up to them how they 
utilize their forces to accomplish their objectives. 

Before discussing the opposingarmies with their 
strengths and weaknesses it would be in order to 
give a little bit of background to the battle of 
Gettysburg: why it happened at all and why it 
happened where it did. Such a discussion will also 
explain why the two armies enter the game in hits 
and pieces instead of as a whole. 

In May of 1863 the Union Army of the Potomac 
had been driven from the battlefield by the Army of 
Northern Virginia at the battle of Chancellorsville. 
What made this defeat more noteworthy than the 
others was the Union commander, "Fighting Joe" 
Hooker, was a proven combat leader when he took 
command, a record that previous commanders had 
lacked. He had produced and started to execute an 
excellent plan, but failed to follow through. Lee 
took the initiative away from him and folIowing a 
brilliant and daring flank maneuver by Jackson had 
driven him back across the Rappahanock River 
near Fredericksburg. Unfortunately Lee needed to 
do more; he needed to threaten the North to try and 
force Grant to release his stranglehold on Vicks- 
burg. In an effort to do this Lee pulled his army out 
of its positions facing Hooker and sent it north up 
the Shenandoah and Cumberland Valleys to 
threaten Washington, Baltimore and Pennsylvania. 
Hooker quickly detected this move and began to 
send his army north, either to intercept Lee or 
operate against his lines of communications, but 
was replaced by Meade before he could follow 
through. Meade continued the northward drift of 
the army, but in a more defensive posture. By this 
time both armies were spread out, the Army of 
Northern Virginia roughly in a line southwest from 
York, Pennsylvania, the Army of the Potornac in a 
rough north-south line to the south. Both comrnan- 
ders were "blind": Union cavalry was unable to 
penetrate Confederate patrols while Jeb Stuart was 
blundering about in the rear echelons of the Union 
forces in an attempt to repeat his ride around the 
Union army of the Peninsula Campaign. A battle 
was inevitable, the Imation was a matter of chance. 
The town of Gettysburg was a IocaIly important 
crossroads and Lee was apparently attempting to 
reunite there. A Union cavalry general had also 
recognized the town's importance and had posted 
two brigades there. Thus the stage was set for the 
two opponents to stumble into each other and the 
rest, as they say, is history. A recounting of the 
battle itself is beyond the scope of this article. 
Suffice it to say that the Army of the Potomac won a 
tactical and strategic victory, but at a tremendous 
cost. It had been so badly used up that A m y  of 
Northern Virginia was allowed to retreat practically 
unmolested back to Virginia. The battle ended the 
last great offensive thrust of the Southand, with the 
surrender of Vicksburg on almost the same day, was 
the beginning of the end for the South. A 
Confederate victory at Gettysburg would not have 
saved Vicksburg, but it could have ultimately saved 
the Confederacy. 

The next step in this review of GETTYSBURG 
is a comparison of the two opposing armies, as 
organizations, and how these differences are 
evidenced in the play of thegame. At first glance the 
Confederate army would seem to be superior inthis 
respect. Their army is more compact with fewer 
corps, divisions and brigades while the total 
difference in numbers between themselves and the 
Union army is small. Their divisions, with the 
attached artillery, are a better balanced force. Their 
corps are bigger and have more artillery than their 

Union counterparts. Unfortunately, leadership 
negates much of these advantages. First of all, none 
of their corps commanders can handle all of their 
brigades in line and one can't even handle one of his 
divisions. Three of the ten divisional commanders 
are unabIe to control all of their brigades and there 
is little capacity for switching brigades since most of 
the other commanders can control little more than 
their own units. The end result is that the 
Confederate commander usually ends up with an 
abundance of independent brigades on the board, 
further complicating an already difficult command 
situation. If a divisional commander is incapacitat- 
ed it will probably mean that most of his brigades 
wiIl end up operating independently and the loss of 
two commanders in one corps can virtually cripple 
that corps' ability to maneuver as a whole. Even the 
Confederate advantage in attached artillery is more 
apparent than real. Without a central artillery 
reserve the Confederate commander cannot hope to 
offset the large Union artillery reserve. Should the 
Union commander commit his reserve en masse to a 
particular segment of the battle, the Confederate 
player will always be heavily outgunned. 

Conversely, the Union army seems to be the 
more difficult to handle. There are twice as many 
units onall levels tocoordinate, thus there should be 
twice as many opportunities for foulups. There is 
also twice the flexibility in maneuver and a 
reduction in the overall effect of severe damage to 
any one unit. The possibility of coordination 
problems is greatly reduced by the Union leader- 
ship: only one of the twenty-two divisional 
commanders is unable to control all his brigades in 
line; one of the corps commanders can handle his 
entire corps in line of battleand the remainingcorps 
commanders can handle at least one of the divisions. 
There is usually enough excess "coordination 
factors" in a corps to handle most brigades left 
leaderless by incapacity to theirdivisionalcomman- 
der. The Union artillery reserve gives their comman- 
der the ability to outgun the Confederateartillery on 
any one sector of the field. 

In view of all this it is obvious that the 
Confederate commander has the more difficult task. 
His army is smaller in men and artillery, less flexible 
in maneuver and weaker in leadership. He has a 
definite edge in average unit experience. His best 
weapon is that the Confederate is "fustest with the 
mostest" on the field. He must strike hard and fast 
while he has this edge, while the Union player must 
keep him off the ridge until the remainder of the 
Union army arrives. 

The next step is to study the individual units 
themselves in order to determine which units are 
&st suited for which tasks. In most board games 
this is primarilya matter of comparing suchnumbers 
as attack, defense and movement factors. The units 
in GETTYSBURG don't lend themselves to such 
simple analysis since such factors as leadership, 
command control, assigned artillery, attached 
artillery and experience levels of the troops must be 
considered. To provide a basis for comparison each 
division was evaluated and ranked in Strength 
Points (SP), Effective Strength (ES), Line Strength 
(LS), Leadership Rating (LR) and Attached 
Artillery (AA). 

Strength Points is the total of the Strength 
Points with which each brigade in a division enters 
the game. It is the most basic and easiest method for 
comparing two divisions. 

Effective Strength is a function of the various 
experience levels of the troops comprising a 
division. To determine the ES of a unit, multiply the 
SP of each brigade in a division by that brigade's 
basic experience level: veteran X4, seasoned X3, 
experienced X2 and green XI. These figures added 
together will determine the Effective Strength of 
that division. The multiple assigned to each 
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experience level doesn't reflect its relative value but 
merely serves as a handy method for quantifying the 
values of these levels. 

Line strength is afunction of a divisions'size and 
effective strength. I t  is determined by dividing a 
division's SP by 8 (6 for cavalry) and then dividing 
this number in that unit's ES. This will give you the 
average ES of that unit's full strength battleline 
marker and is intended to give some idea of the 
"thickness" of a divisions line. 

Leadership Rating is more complex, being a 
combination of a specific commander's command 
and control ratings and his leadership rating. It is 
intended to give an Idea of that commander's worth 
to his specific command. Each corps commander is 
awarded 3 points for controlling his entire corps in 
battleline, 2 points for controlling more than one 
division, I point for controlling any one of his 
divisions and -1 if he cannot manage even that. 
Each division commander is awarded 1 point for 
each brigade that he can control in battleline over 
and above his own, 0 points for controlling his own 
division and -1 if that is beyond him. Each corps 
and division commander is awarded 3 points for a 
leadership rating of 6, 2 points for a rating of 5, I 
point for a rating of 4 and 0 points for a rating of 3. 
Control points and leadership points are totaled to 
determine leadership rating. 

Attached artillery is simple addition. For each 
corps, and each Confederate division, count up the 
number of guns assigned directly to that unit. Do 
not count artillery assigned to army reserve for 
corps, or corps reserve for divisions. 

To determineaunit's overall valuewithinits own 
army total the rankings in each of the categories and 
subtract Leadership ratings, since a good comman- 
der can offset weaknesses in other areas. Below are 
the tables containing the final rankings for each 
army and the component evaluations used to 
determine that rank. 
. Of all the categories Effective Strength is the 
most important since it includes the number and 
quality of troops comprising the division. A 
division's rank in Effective Strength usually closely 
parallels its overall rank. When they don't match a 
look at the SP column will tell you why. For 
example, Gibbon's division of the Union I1 Corps 
ranks 5th in ES but 9th overall. It has a small SPand 
therefore is made up of high quality troops, a 
candidate for spearheading an assault. Another 

-- example is Rodes' division of the Confederate I1 
corps: it ranks 3rd in ES but 6th overall. It has a 
large SP and therefore is made of medimre troops. 
Another good indicator is Line Strength, which can 
also be used to compare units from the two armies 
against each other. 

To determine corps rankings total thedivisional 
rankings of each corps, divide the result by the 
number of divisions in the corps (due to two small 
Union corps) and add the corps commander's 1 Leadership rating. The LR is added in this instans 
rather than subtracted because the corps comman- 
der is adding his effectiveness to the corps, not 
counteracting weaknesses in a division. Below are 
the corps ranking for each army. 

Union: 1) 111, 2)VI, 3) I, 4) XII, 5) I1,6) Cav, 7) I Y, 8) XI 
Confederate: I )  I, 2) 11, 3) 111 
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What good are all these numbers? Of them- 
selves, none. What they can do is provide some hints 
on how to handle specific units. For example, the 
Union player can determine that his three strongest 
corps must be handled in three different ways. The 
I11 Corps is comprised of two equally strong 
divisions which can be used for the same tasks. The 
VI Corps, however, has one relatively weak division 
coupled with the two strongest. If he plans to use it 
as a corps, and all corps should be, he must be 

careful that he doesn't jeopardize his position by 
misplacement of that weak division. The 1 Corps is 
an entirely different case. I t  is made u p  of one very 
good division and two mediocre ones. It is ranked 
third primarily because the corps commander can 
maneuver his entire corps in battleline. This corps 
would best be used in large scale maneuvers where 
command control and coordinationare paramount. 
These are only a few examples of the type of 
information that can be obtained from these tables 
for both corps and division. You won't find the 
secret to victory in them but they may prevent you 
from making some serious blunders. 

Brigades were not evaluated and ranked for a 
number of reasons. The primary one was numerical: 
there are almost one hundred brigades and to try 
and list them a11 would have been tedious. Secondly, 
the brigade is a straightforward unit; it is composed 
of one quality of troopsand has no directly attached 
artillery and thus comparison is simply a matter of 
numbers. Finally, the brigade should always be used 
as part of a division. 

Now that the armies and the units comprising 
them have been discussed, the next logical step is a 
discussion of what to do with them on the 
battlefield. The most logical area to discuss first 
would be the geographical objectives and how to go 
about seizing and holding them. 

The key to the battle of Gettysburg is Cemetery 
Ridge. From its heights the artillery can dominate 
the ground to the west and south and it is necessary 
to hold it to have any hope of seizing any objectives 
to the north or south of it. The strategy for both 
sides on the first day is the northend of the ridge and 
Culp's Hill to the east. The Confederate army is in 

the best position to take it since it hasthe balance of 
power at the beginning. The Confederate comman- 
der should drive all out for these objectives on the 
first day. On the other hand the Union commander 
must be prepared to sacrifice if necessarysome of his 
early units in delaying the Confederates north of the 
ridge. He must buy time for the remainder of the 
army to move up the Ernrnittsburgand Taneytown 
roads and take up positions on the ridge. 

Whichever side can seize and hold the majority 
of the ridge first is in a commanding position. They 
can assume a basically defensive posture for the 
remainder of the game. If neither side can seize 
control of the ridge the game will become a contest 
for the ridge. In most games the battle will break 
down into three phases: the race for the northend of 
the ridge, the contest to seize the entire ridge and the 
loser of the contest to drive the winner off. The 
winner of the first phase will be the odds-on favorite 
to win the second phase. The winner of the second 
phase would be heavily favored to win the third. 
Occasionally a game will never get past the first 
phase, though it is more likely that a game would 
progress at least as far as the second phase. A game 
between two equally competent players may very 
well not reach the third phase. 

Having discussed the background to the battle, 
the opposing armies, the various units and the basic 
geographical objective, the next and last area to 
discuss is tactics. They are the real basis of winning 
or losing. 

The catdinal rule, in attack or defense, 'is don't 
get flanked. Even a veteran brigade can break and 
run if hit from two or three sides at once. For the 
defender this is primarily a matter of the length and 
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position of the attacking line. If his line is going to be 
outflanked, he must either pull back or extend his 
line to cover his flanks. For the attacker it is 
primarily a matter of command control. Assuming 
one doesn't attack a line that will outflank your 
own, the only way for anattacker to be outflanked is 
if one of the attacking brigades doesn't advance in 
conjunction with the others. The best way to prevent 
this is have all attacking brigades under one 
commander. Barring this, the fewer commanders 
involved in the attack the fewer chances there are of 
one segment failing to conform. This facet of the 
game is why the better commanders, the ones with 
good command control, should be kept out of the I - 
battleline except for pivotal assaults. Keep them 
back but within command control distance so that 
they can coordinate attacks. This phase of thegame 
is where independent brigades can really foul up the 
works since trying to get them to conform their 
movements with the main body can be a real 
problem. 

The second most important point to remember 
is that disorganization can effectively eliminate a 
unit, if only temporarily, long before it can be 
physically wiped out. From level 5 on it cannot 
attack, but before a unit reaches that stage it should 
be pulied back for reorganization. If that is not 
possible try and place that unit in the least vital 
sector available, but don't forget and leave it there. 
Pull it out as soon as possible; if your opponent is 
watching carefully, you may find that the unimpor- 
tant sector where you have been sending your units 
for R & R is suddenly very imporant. The night 
turns are an excellent time to reorganize units but 
are just as important as a time for maneuver, to set 

1 up your next day's positions. Never, repeat never, 
allow a unit to accumulate so many disorganization 
points as to be ineffective for the remainder of the 
game. Add two "nevers" for the veteran units. 

Artillery plays an important role in the game so 
guard them carefully. They are best used in a stable 
situation to either chew up an attacking line or 
soften up a defending one. Artillery is best used in 
masses so keep the corps and army reserves intact. 
When attacking, silence the defending batteries 
first. When defending, concentrate on the infantry. 

I A battery or two can be used to support an open 
flank but only when absolutely necessary. In a fluid 
situation keep them limbered unless planning to 
hold a position for at least two turns. Horse artillery 1 is very valuable. They can precede an advancing 
column to pin down any opponents. They can delay 
a pursuing column. They can even be used for 
sniping: run a battery out, fire a few rounds and then 
run like hell.Be very careful when using them for any 
of the above; being fired at by your captured 
artillery is very bad for morale. 

The cavalry in this game is like a good-looking 
blind date: you're glad to have it but not quite sure 
how to handle it. The traditional roles of scouting 
and raiding don't apply. In column it's faster than 
infantry but spread out. In line their speed is the 
same as infantry but their lines tend to be "thinner". 
The best use is probably that of a mobile reserve; 
shoring up a weak spot or exploiting an unexpected 
opening. They can be used to make a fast 
outflanking move but are hard to form quickly into 
a line. The optional charge rule is strongly recom- 
mended. 

You now have all the tools and a few suggestions 
on staging the greatest battle of the Civil War. You 
also have most of the headaches suffered by the Civil 
War commanders. This is your chance to find out 
why, in all those old pictures, Civil War generals 
looked so damn unhappy. 
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GETTYSBURG 
By Mick Uhl 

When I was first approached to redesign 
GETTYSBURG, it was with a tacit understanding 
that it would be a short-term project on a difficulty 
level of CHA HCELLORSVILLE or BATTLE OF 
THE BULGE. The logic for thisapproach was quite 
simple. GETTYSBURG had been in the line for 18 
years and a new game with this title just would not 
command the attention or the sales that a new game 
on a new subject would receive. It was a Civil War 
battle, an era of military history that hasn't 
succeeded in being easily translated into a game. It is 
hard to get a handle on anything about the Civil 
War other than personalities. There was no 
significant revolution in armament or tactics and it 
is just far enough in our past to lose touch with 
contemporary identification. It has its following, 
but it is small when compared to the World War 11, 
contemporary, fantasy and science fiction lobbies. 
Yet a quick glance will show that GETTYSBURG 
'77 turned out to be anything but another CHAN- 
CELLORSVILLE. This article is in response to all 
those who have asked why GETTYSBURG was 
designed in the way that it was. 

The fint  question that might be asked is why did 
I buck authority and proceed along the lines that I 
did? My major argument against the simple 
approach was why redesign the game at all, if the 
new project was not going to significantly improve 
the game and bring it up to the current level of the 
state of the art. There had been two previous 
attempts at updating the game and both were less 
than successful. A third attempt that would be out 
of date before it was even released seemed totally 
wasteful to me. Even more so, I felt the need to 
present a tactical Civil War battle with a t  least a 
modicum of accuracy. The initial plan was to design 
GETTYSBURG as two games. The Intermediate 
game would be a simple playable game similar to 
CHANCELLORSVILLE in both complexity and 
historical accuracy. The Advanced Game would be 
designed to accurately present the tactics and 
history of the battle with an emphasis on color. The 
Basic Game was inserted near the end of the design 
only after it was pointed out that the title 
GETTYSBURG is a popular choice for many 
people just starting in wargaming. Whether or not 
the Basic or Intermediate Games have succeeded 
with the public I have yet to gauge since consumer 
response has almost totally been concentrated on 
the Advanced Game, much of it by Civil War buffs 
and other history nuts who have raised many 
questions as to my rationale in design decisions. 

MAPBOARD TERRAIN 
Certainly the most conspicuous item that one 

sees when first opening the game is the mapboard, a 
multi-colored treatment that seems better suited for 
hanging on the wall than a surface on which to move 
counters. It does seem rather more complex than it 
necessarily needs to be. This presentation, though, 
permitted me to make three statements about the 
battle which I considered significant: 1. the subtle 
influence of elevation in combat; 2. the importance 

of small sections of terrain in combat, troop 
position and line of sight; and 3. the general terrain 
contours of the battlefield as a basis for study ofthe 
actual historical movements of the units. It also 
permitted me to present the battlefield in its 
historically pristine setting. The base map used for 
the mapboard was the General Warren (Chief of 
Engineers of the Army of the Potomac and the hero 
of LittIe Round Top) survey of the battlefield done 
in I868 and 1869. The mapboard is actually a 
reduced copy of this survey with refinements from 
photographic analysis and the descriptive com- 
ments of the participants. Altogether, the mapboard 
is a very accurate representation of the battlefieldas 
it existed in early July, 1863, and, as such, has an 
inherent value in itself as a historical reference. 

The emphasis of elevation levels on the map was 
intentional, and desired. Anyone who has visited the 
Cettysburg battlefield or practically any other Civil 
War battlefield, for that matter, will quickly realize 
that many significant actions occurred over appar- 
ently insignificant terrain. Standing on the crest of 
Cemetery Ridge, one is struck by the gradual 
descent of the slope. In fact, it seems as though one is 
on level ground. Yet, it was against this bastion that 
the ill-fated grand-charge of Pickett and Pettigrew 
was launched. W h y  was a charge of 15,000 men 
violently repulsed here when on the previous day an 
attack against the Little Round Top-Devils Den- 
Peach Orchard line by 14,000 of Longstreets men 
was successful. A tour of that section of the 
battlefield shows that the defending Union lines 
there were on much higher ground than the 
attacker. Evidently, there must be more to influence 
combat than just defending or not defending on a 
hill or a ridge. By instituting different elevation 
levels, I hoped to illustrate what I concluded were 
the significant factors which determined the success 
or failure of an attack. 

When comparing Longstreet's attack with 
Pickett's and Pettigrew's charge, there is one crucial 
difference in the preparation of the attacks that 
doomed one to failure and vaulted the other to 
success. Pickett's charge was launched from three 
quarters of a mile to a mile from Cemetery Ridge. 
The line of attack was across open ground with no 
cover. The Union artillery and battlelines had a 
completely open view of the attack. Any assault 
over this terrain is bound to lose most of its 
momentum by the time it reaches its objective. In 
contrast, Longstreet's assault of the previous day 
was formed barely one quarter of a mile from the 
enemy lines. Much of the attack was made in 
partially wooded and rough terrain that prohibited 
the defending lines from coordinating against 
successful breakthroughs. The attacking Confeder- 
ate lines had enough momentum after hitting the 
defensive line to throw it back and to continue the 
drive. Only a hastily formed artillery and infantry 
line at the base of Cemetery Ridge and Little Round 
Top finally forced the attack to sputter to a halt. 
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Even though the Round Top-Devils Den-Peach 
Orchard defensive position was on substantially 
higher ground in relation to the attacker's positions 
than the Cemetery Ridge line, it was a weaker 
position because its field of fire was limited and 
obstructed. This allowed the Confederates to form 
their battlelines closer to their objective. Because of 
the open plain in front of Cemetery Ridge, the 
Confederates were forced to form for attack there at 
a very disadvantageous distance from their objec- 
tive. In history, it wasn't the elevation of the 
defensive position which was most significant in 
halting an attack. It was the field of fire that the 
defending infantry and artillery lines enjoyed. Lee 
did not have an elevated defensive line at Cold 
Harbor but, with a totally clear field of fire, he 
inflicted the highest casualty rate on the attacking 
forces suffered by any army in the war (7,000 
casualties in 20 minutes). Many other examples can 
be presented in which field of fire was of supreme 
consequence in the determination of victory or 
defeat; the stone wall at Fredericksburg, the rail cut 
at Second Bull Run, the entire defensive line at 
Antietam, to name a few. 

Within the context of field of fire, the true value 
of elevated terrain becomes apparent. Unless at the 
Bonneville salt flats or the North African desert, no 
terrain is perfectly flat. There are slight undulations 
in which regiments and brigades can reform under 
partial cover to continue their advance. In fact, this 
is precisely what some of Pickett's men were able to 
do during their assault. Yet if the defensive position 
is on slightly higher ground, most of the undulations 
disappear. Combine a good field of fire with some 
elevation and decent cover and you have an 
extremely formidable defensive barrier. 

In the game, high ground is important only 
insofar as it relates to field of fire. It does not convey 
an inherent defensive advantage just because it is 
high ground. A defender's bullet does not become 
twice as potent nor does his rate of fire improve 
because he is ona  hill. Adefender on higher ground, 
especially with artillery, does extend his field of fire 
forcing the opponent to start his attack farther 
away. In this way, the elevation of Cemetery Ridge, 
Seminary Ridge and Oak Ridge is in proper relation 
to higher elevations of Culps Hill, Oak Hill and the 
Round Tops, without having to magnify their true 
features to conform to a Terrain Effects Chart. 

Along with slight changes in elevation, small 
areas of terrain played a significant part in the 
battle. If you follow the line of Oak Ridge south of 
Mummasburg Road (hex H38) you will see a small 
line of trees running along its crest. Not particularly 
outstanding in relation to the other terrain features 
on the map, but it was behind that line of trees that 
Paul's brigade, aided by Baxter and Cutler severely 
damaged Iverson's and O'Neal's Confederate 
brigades. Without the tree line, their advance and 
concealment could not have been accomplished. 
The small open area south of Culp's Hill (between 
hexes X39and T39) was the scene of agallant charge 
and bloody repulse of two Union regiments. The rail 
cut, where a good proportion of Davis' brigade was 
captured, is shown between hexes K34 or K35. Of 
course, one can include these important yet 
insignificant bits of terrain on the mapboard 
without going into the total detail of the GETTYS- 
BURG map, but I felt that the game's function was 
not to emphasize terrain features in relation to their 
significance in history. What was significant in the 
actual battle does not necessarily have to be 
significant in your battle and, more importantly, 
what was insignificant in the actual battle may be of 
supreme importance in yours. Therefore, 1 de- 
manded a universal consistency toall features on the 
mapboard. 

The final piece of information that I wished to 
impart through the map was the importance of all of 
the terrain features in their inter-relation, and not 
just when viewed individually. In all other game 
maps, the designer must decide what features to 
include or not to include. He must isolate and rate a 
feature on hisgame map in proportion to its effect in 
the battle. What was important in the battle is 
important in the game; what was not important in 
the battle is deemphasized in the game. Using this 
approach, the Peach Orchard is presented as one 
area, Little Round Top is another, Benner's Hill is 
another and so on. Unfortunately, in many cases, 
seemingly isolated pieces of terrain have a more 
subtle interrelationship than might appear. During 
the Gettysburg battle there was made a far-reaching 
decision, the basis of which can only be understood 
by analyzing terrain interrelationships. Those of 
you who have a GETTYSBURG '64 or other 
version rnapboard may wish to open it up and 
compare it with the GETTYSBURG '77 mapboard 
as you follow along. 

By the morning of the second day of the battle, 
most of the Union Corps had arrived onto the 
battlefield. It was decided that the Union line would 
run from the southern end of Culp's Hill (hex W39); 
around its face; across to Cemetery Hill and south 
down Cemetery Ridge to Little Round Top (at hex 
KK26). Sickle's 111 Corpswas to take positionalong 
the southern edge of Cemetery Ridge to Little 
Round Top (from hex CC30 to hex KK26). On most 
GETTYSBURG mapboards, the strength of this 
position appears perfectly obvious, yet Sickles was 
dissatisfied with it. He scouted forward and decided 
that a stronger line could be formed running from 
Devil's Den (hex 5524) northwestward to the Peach 
Orchard (hex FF24) and thence northeastward 
along Emmitsburg Road to Cemetery Hill. Looking 
a t  the GETTYSBURG '64 map or most other maps, 
one would conclude that there is no logical reason 
why he would make the move. The significance of 
his new defensive line is lost on these maps &cause 
they were selectiveIy designed. Since Sickles did not 
fare well after moving his corps to this forward 
position, it can be concluded that the terrain there is 
not important and is therefore deernphasized on the 
map. Whereas Cemetery Ridge, from which an 
attack of 15,000 men was severely repulsed, is 
important and is emphasized on the map. If you 
look at the GETTYSBURG '77 map, Sickles' move 
&comes far less mystifying. Since there was no 
selectivity in terrain features on this map, it becomes 
readily apparent that Sickles' move placed him on 
the true extension of the Cemetery Hill and ridge 
line rather than in front of it. Henry Hunt, probably 
the best artillerist in the war and one who had a 
trained eye for terrain, concurred that this line was a 
strong position. Unfortunately for Sickles, the 
direction of the Confederateattack plus the fact that 
his new position moved him out of effective support 
uf other units, and not the position per se, caused his 
defeat. In GETTYSBURG '77, you are in the same 
position as your historical counterparts. Your 
movement and positioning are a result of your 
ability to analyze and select the superior terrain 
positions. You do not have it spelled out for you 
with dominating symbols and bold type. 

UNlT COUNTERS 
Proceeding from the mapboard, one next comes 

to the counters. I, personally, would prefer to pass 
them by, as they did not turn out the way I had 
wished. The production o i  thesecounters is a perfect 
example of Murphy's Law with an important 
corollary; "If anything can possibly go wrong, it 
wily and ''The consequences of any mistake will 
always be out of proportion to its size". The 
graphics aside, each counter contains a lot of 

information, some of it objective and some of it 
subjective, that rate the important strengths and 
debits of the brigade or leader that it represents. 

I could use the remainder of this article just to 
expound on the care lavished in constructing the 
strength of each brigade and the composition qf 
each battery. Suffice it to say, I used only primary 
sources when available. It is accepted in historical 
circles that there are gaps in each army's troop 
distribution that will never be filled. This is 
especially true of the Confederates. But the 
strengths that could not be accurately determined 
were reasonably estimated on the basis of much 
general information that is available. I took all the 
figures I could find and worked from there. I never 
relied on one source unless it was an actual battle 
report. The result is as accurate an order of battle as 
can be found in any one spot. 

The experience level of each brigade was 
determined basically as a result of the brigade's 
performance at Gettysburg. Factored into this was 
the brigade's performance at Chancellorsville, 
during the entire Gettysburg campaign, and its 
general reputation. As an illustration of this 
procedure, Pettigrew's brigade(Heth's division) was 
composed entirely of new recruits and had not been 
battle tested, yet their strong performance against 
the Iron Brigade persuaded me to rate them as 
experienced. The excellent performance of both 
McLaws and Hood's divisions on the second day 
backed by Longstreet's comment that it was their 
finest performance in the war earned them all 
experienced or veteran ratings. On the Union side, I 
rated Harrow's brigade as veteran almost exclusive- 
ly on the outstanding performance of the first 
Minnesota regiment which single-handedly broke 
the charge of Wilcox's brigade on the second day of 
battle. 

Rating leader's capabilities is even more subjec- 
tive and more liable to disagreement than measuring 
brigade experience. Each leader was rated in three 
categories; command control, command coordina- 
tion and leadership. Command control and com- 
mand coordination abilities are reflected in the 
number of brigades that a leader can control in 
movement or coordinate in attack. These two 
qualities could have been rated in other ways, e.g., 
variable attack effectiveness and activity levels, 
variation in command range, etc.. I strongly feel 
that the system selected for the game was the best 
system and a vaIid measure of a commander's 
capabilities. As an example, a study of Longstreet's 
performance throughout the war indicates that he 
was capable of directing attacks of 15,000 or less 
men. If the attack contained more men, the excess 
always got misplaced or were late starting. Pickett's 
charge, which Longstreet organized, is an excellent 
example. Acouple of Anderson's brigades who were 
to attack in support of Pickett never got started. 
Fifteen thousand troops did get in the charge, 
though. 

Combat control measures the ability of a 
commander to move units and get them to be 
required location at the proper time. A commander 
like Sonewall Jackson, who was virtually an 
independent commander most of his career, was 
particularly capable in this area. In the overall view 
of a commander, this is his most important 
function. The success or failure of a campaign 
always hinged upon the ability of each commander 
to get his men to where they were supposed to be at 
the right time. It was the cement by which an army 
moved and fought together. Within the operational 
limitations of the GETTYSBURG '77 time and 
distance scale, command control becomes less 
significant. A player must still consider control 
when attempting large scale flank maneuvers. 
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Combat coordination is probably the most 

important function in the game. Combat coordina- 
tion measures the ability of a commander to 
prepare, initiate and coordinate an attack. Note this 
is not the same as command control. Certain 
generals were more capable in one function than 
another. For example, Stonewall Jackson was a 
master at moving large numbers of troops to their 
required position at the proper time(the Seven Days 
Battles notwithstanding). He usually left the 
preparations and conduct of the attack to his 
subordinates. Hood, on the other hand, was 
excellent in organizing anattack, but not so adept in 
moving large numbers of troops. A good rule of 
thumb indicates that the higher one rises in the 
command structure, the more important it is that he 
& able to control large numbers of troops. Hood's 
talents indicate that he would have been best left as a 
division commander. His abilities as commander of 
the Army of Tennessee later in the war left much to 
be daired. 

A commander's leadership rating is, basically, 
the measure of the troop's respect for his ability. 
This is usually revealed in the confidence with which 
these men enter battle. Many leaders had an 
influence over their men which was all out of 
proportion to their actual abilities and other 
leaden, through quirks in their personality, inspired 
little confidence in their men even though they were 
competent commanders. It goes without saying, 
that in any competition, the attitude of a player, 
team or military unit as it begins the contest has a 
great deal to do with their final success or lack 
thereof. 

When it came to rating the two army command- 
ers, I purposefully left out controland coordination 
ratings. Not that Lee or Meade weren't capable of 
commanding troop movement and attack. Their 
function, though, was to set up and put into 
operation the battle plan for their Army. They could 
not, or would not, step down to command a segment 
of their forces. Theactual movement and fighting of 
the troops were the functions of their subordinate 
commanders and for Lee or Meade to take personal 
command would be to subvert the structure of 
respect and responsibility between a commander 
and subordinate that was essential in building and 
maintaining an effective army. 

TROOP MOVEMENT 
Converting actud troop performance into game 

terms resulted in some interesting and, if the mail 
feedback is any indication, controversial conclu- 
sions. Many people have questioned the lack of 
terrain restriction on movement. Initially, I had 
planned to put in some type of terrain restrictions. 
During the early stages of the design, though, I 
conducted tests entering and moving units on the 
board exactly as they had in the battle. The one 
interesting thing that I discovered was that, 
although a unit did not move across country agreat 
deal, when it did, its march rate was not significantly 
slowed. In  other words, 1 had trouble getting units 
to their proper place at the proper time when I 
instituted even minor terrain restrictions. My visits 
to the battlefield reinforced these conclusions. The 
terrain there is just not severe enough to be 
considered an impediment. Reading battle accounts 
of the area was even more conclusive. The accounts 
of cross-country marching indicated that the major 
difficulty was negotiating all of the fences dividing 
the farms. Units usually sent some men ahead to 
pave the way. Accounts of the rivers and creeks 
show that, although it had showered lightly at the 
start of the battle, it had been afairly dry spring and 
summer, and the water level was very low. In fact, I 
read. one soldier's story in which he stated that 
Marsh Creek was almost dry. At only one point on 
the battlefield did I read where troops had trouble 

maneuvering because of terrain. Part of Johnson's 
division had to march across Rock Creek in column 
as it moved to attack the Federal position on Culp's 
Bill. This delay was due more to the rocky and 
woody nature of the areawherethey crossed than to 
the creek itself. It is difficult to maintain proper 
order ina  battleline whenmarcbingacross woody or 
rough areas. In the game, this should be and is 
reflected as increased disorganization rather than 
reduced movement. 

If the terrain around Gettysburg is so mild, you 
may wonder why so much of the actual movement 
was roadbound. The influence of roads on move- 
ment can be more greatly appreciated when 
analyzing their long termeffect. Troops marched on 
roads because: 

I. It minimized their chances of getting lost; 
2. It was an easy route for their artillery and 

trains to follow; and 
3. It permitted them to move at a steady pace 

(which requires a smooth surface) which k of 
paramount importance when moving long dis- 
tances. In a game the scale of GETTYSBURG, only 
the ''lost" factor is of any relevance to play and, 
hence, the minimization of the effect of roads on 
play. 

COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS 
The combat system of advanced GETTYS- 

BURG '77 evolved to illustrate what I considered to 
be the critical factors affecting troop performance in 
attack and defense. In most wargames, a unit's 
fighting strength is a measure of the number of 
troops it contains which may or may not be 
modified by its fighting quality. In GETTYSBURG 
'77, a unit's fighting ability is measured by its 
capability to maintain its organization under 
combat conditions. A unit in attack or defense can 
maintain its combat integrity as long as its 
movement and firepower can be effectively and 
eff~ciently directed to the emergency at hand. As 
soon as the organization begins to disintegrate, the 
ability of the unit to continue in combat begins to 
lessen. The primary measure of a unit's ability to 
maintain its organization is its morale and experi- 
ence. One would expect the veteran troops of the 
Iron or the Texas brigade to maintain their 
formation under combat conditions for a much 
longer period of time than the inexperienced troops 
of Davis' or Schimmelfennig's brigade. 

Casualties are not the only way in which a unit 
can lose its organization. Any attack becomes 
disorganized as the battlelines march to their 
destination. A brigade in battleline can become 
totally incapable of assaulting an enemy line even 
without receiving a single casualty if its march was 
of sufficient duration. It is just very difficult to 
maintain order in a battleline when it must move 
over long distances. This can be compounded if the 
attack is conducted over rough or woody terrain. A 
very effective strategy for a defender would be to 
position his line in front of the position being 
defended. In this way, even if the defending line is 
forced to retreat, by the time the attackers reach 
their original goal, their attack has become 
sufficiently disorganized to be ineffective. Whatever 
else could be said about Daniel Sickles' move of his 
I11 Corps to the Peach Orchard, by the time the 
attacking Confederate lines reached the Cemetery 
Ridge defense line, they were too worn out to make 
the final drive. It lost him a good portion of his and 
two other Corps, but it saved the main Union line. 

Once the importance of combat organization is 
recognized, the value of support formations in 
attack becomes apparent. I used to wonder why, 
during the Civil War, an attacking commander did 
not commit all of his available forces into anattack. 
As assault always seemed to be launched piecemeal 
as troops were sent in a little at a time. It went 

entirely against all the principles of wargaming that 
had been drummed into me from the early days of 
TACTICSiIand D D A  Y. A Civil War commander 
realized that a unit had a limited endurance and, by 
forming support units, he hoped to have fresh 
troops available to exploit any opening created by 
the initial assault. If he sent all of hisavailable forces 
at once, they may cause more damage to the 
defending line, but exploitation of any successes 
would be delayed as the attacking units took time to 
reorganize before continuing. The defender, of 
course, would take advantage of the delay to 
regroup on his own. This is exactly what occurred 
on the first day of Gettysburg. As the final 
Confederate assault against the Union line drove it 
off Seminary Ridge, they had no support units left 
to exploit the success. As a result, by the time the 
Confederates had reorganized their attacking lines 
to continue, the remainder of the Union forces were 
able to regroup and hold Cemetery Hill, a position 
which formed the cornerstone of their eventual 
victory. 

Another design decision which has evoked some 
controversy was my decision to standardize the 
density of battlelines. In advanced GETTYSBURG 
'77, the standard strength of a battleline marker is 8 
strength points (or 800 men per 250 yards). A 
brigade is permitted to concentrate on defense to 
more than 8 strength points per hex, but no brigade 
may ever extend their lines to less than 8 strength 
points per hex tocover a wider front. This limitation 
has been considered by some to be unrealistic. My 
decision to maintain a uniform strengthdensity was 
intentional for the following reasons. When moving 
in battleline, troops were trained to move at a 
certain concentration (i.e., so much distance 
between each man in line.) This was important so 
that any voice command could reach all companies 
in a regiment. If a line were stretched, effective voice 
command would become difficult or impossible, 
resulting in lbss of combat organization. On 
defense, an argument can be made to permit a 
brigade to defend on a wider front than normalIy 
allowed, but, again, the resulting loss of control 
would classify this as an emergency formation, used 
with the knowledge that the unit would not be able 
to reorganize after combat. If I had permitted 
brigades to extend their lines, gaps suchas occurred 
between the Union I and XI Corps on the first day of 
battle, or between the I1 and I11 Corps on the second 
day, would never appear. The only situation in 
which I would accept extending aunit's front would 
occur if it were defending in an entrenched position 
where organization is not so important. 

OPTIMUM FORMATION 
One of the first and most important decisions a 

designer must make when deciding upon the 
parameters of his game is selecting the standard 
formation for the unit counters. The chosen 
formation must conform to several priorities. It 
must not be so large that most actions inbattle were 
performed by formations smaller than it or so small 
that it rarely operated independently. One attempts 
to select the largest formation which operated as an 
independent unit. In this way, the designer reduces 
the number of command decisions during a game to 
a manageable and meaningful level by assimilating 
those which deal with the standard operating 
procedure of lower formations into the structure of 
the formation selected. As an example, a regimental 
commander had the freedom to utilize the compan- 
ies in the regiment inany manner hewished. But asa 
result of wartime experience and current doctrine, 
he rarely deviated from standard procedure when 
moving them in column or using them in battleline. 
There would be no reason to use the company as the 
standard formation, since they all operated as a unit 
within the regiment. 
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Most of the Gettysburggamesalready published 
haveselected the divisionas the standard formation. 
One opted for the regiment, and advanced GET- 
TYSBVRG '77 uses the brigade as  its standard 
formation. 

We can quickly dismiss the division as the 
optimum formation since most of the actions that 
occurred involved smaller formations. In fact, only . . . 

once during the entire battle did a division initiate 
an attack as a single unit (Pickett's division in 
Pickett's Charge). The fact that the Confederates 
had only ten divisions in their entire army 
considerably limits the number of options that the 
Confederate player has. 

The choice between regiment and brigade as the 
optimum formation is more difficult to determine. 
The regiment was the basic unit of combat and 
maneuver because it was the largest formation of 
troops that could be voice controlled by one person. 
The difficulty that arises in its selection as the 
optimum formation is that it is not the largest 
independent unit. The regiment almost universally 
moved and fought as part of a brigade unless it was 
ordered to specialduties suchas flank guard or train 
guard, etc. The standard doctrineemployed by both 
armies utilized the brigade as the basic unit of 
combat and maneuver. Troop identity generally 
centered around the brigade to which they belonged 
rather than the regiment. A soldier felt himself a 
member of the Stonewall brigade or the Iron 
brigade or the Irish brigade rather than the 2nd 
Massachusetts Regiment or the 26th North Caroli- 
na Regiment. By using the brigade as the standard 
formation, the proper historical emphasis on the 
brigade is extended to the game. 

ARTILLERY DAMAGE 
There is one final design decision that I wish to 

cover in this article-the effect of damage to 
artillery. Contrary to popular belief, very few 
cannon were ever destroyed as a result of battle. A 
cannon is just a very difficult weapon to hit for one 
thing. and there was no effective round available to 
take it out. Most counter-battery fire was directed 
against the gun crews and the limbers and missons 
parked behind the cannon. Artillery commands 
could and did call up replacements from nearby 
infantry to fill in the crew losses. This reduced the 
effectiveness of the cannon but did not knock them 
out of the fight. Enough destruction to the 
ammunition supply in the limbers and caissons, 
though. would force artillery batteries to retire. For 
this reason, artillery damage is taken as loss of 
ammunition rather than as loss of firepower. 

CONCLUSION 
Unfortunately, 1 do not have the space to delve 

into the GETTYSBURG design to the depth that 1 
wished. I really have only scratched the surface. 
Perhaps in future issues of this magazine I can 
continue if the response to this article is favorable. I 
would just like to make one final statement. To  
cover the points raised herein with the analysis and 
detail necessary to do  it justice would have extended 
this article to the length of a book. Brevity has 
forced me to simplify much of my argument. I did 
take many other factors into consideration to arrive 
at the same conclusions. 

AWE RVALOH HILL \ GAME CU. 

SCENARIO 
GETTYSBURG 

by James McLean, Jr. 

Civil War games that are realistic, exciting. SCENARIO I: JULY 1-THE FINAL PUSH 
short, and capable of balanced, solitaire play have A. Historical Background 
been practically nonexistent. CHANCELLORS- At 5 A.M. on July 1,1863, Major General Henry 
VILLE is an excellent game: but, with a slow Heth started his division of the Third Confederate 
opponent, it can take 3-4 hours to complete. Corps toward the little town of Gettysburg. Histwo 
Square-Gettysburg, while remaining a fine intro- leading brigades, commanded by Generals Archer 
dictory @me, lacks the depth and realism sought by 
Civil War enthusiasts. Troop immobility in the 
original hex-Gettysburg prevents aacurate times of 
arrival. Furthermore, when starting any of these 
games from the kginning, I find it difficult not to 
favor one of the sides. Fortunately, in GETTYS- 
BURG '77, Avalon Hill offers the most sensible and 
realistic Civil War game on the market. Using their 
superb system, 1 have broken Intermediate GET- 
TYSBURG into short, historical scenarios which 
are realistic, hopefully exciting, and capable of 
balanced, solitaire play. 

Because Gettysburg was a very fragmented 
battle, it lends itself to a scenario approach. By 
fragmented, I mean that I )  combat from July I 
through July 3, though severe, was sporadic, and 2) 
the fighting that occurred at one location on the 
battlefield was often unrelated to the fighting in 
another. An example of this first premise took place 
July 1. After Wadsworth's division (Union First 
Corps) smashed the Confederate brigades of Archer 
and Davis (Heth's division), a 3% hour lull occurred 
before fighting was resumed. In support of the 
sacond premise, activities of July 2 can becited. The 
Rebel assaults on Culps Hill and Cemetery Hill 
should have been coordinated with Longstreet's 
attack on the Union left. However, they were not. 
As a result, none of the attacks were interrelated. 

In the scenarios that I have developed, I have 
sought realism beyond mere historical deployment. 
As the advanced game indicates, the outcome of the 
battle of Gettysburg depended not only on the 
quantity of troops but also the quality of the men 
doing the fighting. Therefore, for those diehard 
wargarners who try to squeeze all possible realism 
out of a game, I suggest they ust my Experience 
Factor Chart in conjunction with my Intermediate 
Gettysburg scenarios. Within the Intermediate 
Game Tables is a section on die roll modifications. 
The red numbers in the EFC represent situations 
favorable to the attacker; the black numbers 
indicate situations favorable to the defender. Zeros 
dictate no modification. Whenever two o r  more 
units attack or defend, the unit with the highest 
experience rating is chosen to determine the die 
modification. 

EXPERIENCE FACTOR CHART 

and Davis: met stiff resistance in the form of 
Buford's cavalry brigades (Devin and Gamble) and 
Calefs Battery A, 2 U.S. Buford had rewgnizd 
early the defensive value of the high groundsouth of 
Gettysburg. He wasdetermined to hold out until the 
Union Army could arrive and take advantage of 
that terrain. From 8 A.M. to 10 A.M. his cavalry 
blocked the R e b l  advance-first along Herr Ridge 
and then along McPherson's Ridge. Just as the 
Confederates pushed Buford's troopers off 
McPherson's Ridge, they were met by the leading 
elements of the Union First Corps. From 10 A.M. to 
l I A.M., with the aid of Hairs 2nd Main Artillery, 
Cutler's brigade repelled Davis while Meredith's 
Iron Brigade demolished Archer. Losses in that 
hour werc severe for both sides. The 76th NY(Cut- 
ler) lost 234 officers and men out of 370; the 147th 
NY(Cut1er) lost 220 out of 380; the 6th Wisconsin 
(Meredith) lost 240 out of 420; and the 2nd 
Wisconsin (Meredith) suffered 38% casualties. 
General John Reynolds, Union First Corps com- 
mander. was killed near McPherson's Ridge while 
deploying the Iron Brigade. On the Confederate 
side, the brigades of Archer and Davis were so 
damaged that they were of little use to Heth for the 
rest of the day. 

By I I A.M., fighting had stopped except for 
sporadic artillery fire. Union First Corps divisions 
of Doubleday and Robinson arrived with the 
remainder of the First Corps artillery. Stone's 
brigade (Doubleday) was assigned along McPher- 
son's Ridge, between Meredith and Cutler. Row- 
ley's brigade (Doubleday) was placed at Meredith's 
left and rear. Robinson's division was stationed at 
the Lutheran Seminary for approximately an hour. 
During that time, breastworks werc built. Later, the 
arrival of the Confederate division under Rcdes 
prompted Robinson's removal to Oak Ridge. 

At 1230 P.M., the Union Eleventh Corps began 
arriving. Most of the corps was plactd north of 
Gettysburg, forming a right angle with the First 
Corps. General Howard wisely placed the 
remainder-Steinwehr's division and two artillery 
batteries-on Cemetery Hill. Coster's brigade was 
later advanced from Cemetery Hill to meet the 
arrival of Confederate General Early's division. 
Thus, at 2 P.M.. the Union First and Eleventh 
Corps faced the Confederate divisions of Heth and 
Rodes. The Nationals hoped to hold out as long as 
possible in order to allow the scattered Union army 
to collect itself around the high ground south of 
Gettysburg. But Early's division was rapidly 
arriving via Harrisburg Road and Pender's division, 
held in reserve by General Lee, was anxious to get 
into the fight. At approximately 2:30 P.M., Rodes 
began the attack that climaxed the first day's 
fighting. 

B. Time: 2 P.M. through 7 P.M., July 1 

C. Victory Conditions 
1 .  For the Confederate player to win, he must 

a) occupy Cemetery Hill with one infantry 
unit by the end of the 7 P.M. move. That unit must 
be at full strength and be organized. 
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b) have more non-shattered, non- 
disorganized infantry units on the battlefield than 
the Union player. 

2. For the Union player to win, he must prevent 
both conditions necessary for a Confederate victo- 
ry 

3. Any other outcome is a draw. 

D. Special Rules 
I .  Doubleday is now the Union First Corps 

commander. His reorganization value is 3. Those 
wargamers who favor "the might have been" 
situations could try keeping Reynolds alive. 

2. All Union artillery is broken down into 
batteries. Advanced game artillery units should be 
used. Each battery has one step and one combat 
point. If a loss is incurred, the battery is eliminated. 

3. A veteran (blue) unit is never shattered when 
it loses a step. It also never becomes disorganized. 

E. Abbreviations 
I .  S: shattered 
2. B: 1 breastwork marker 
3. X: down 1 step 
4. *: artillery unit 

F. The Confederate player moves first. 

G. Reinforcements enter according to the Order of 
Appearance Cards. 

H. Confederate Deployment 

1. Q 24 Lane 
2. ,Q 25 Archer-X.S 
3. M 26 Perrin 
4. 0 27 Poague* 
5. K 27 Scales 
6. K 29 Pettigrew 
7. J 29 McIntosh* 
8. H 30 Thomas 
9. 1 30 Pegram* 
10. J 30 Brockenbrough 
I I .  H 3 1 Garnett* 
12. I 31 Davis-X,S 
13. F 37 Daniel 
14. G 37 lverson 
15. F 38 Carter* 
16. F 39 O'Neal 
17. E 40 Ramseur 
18. E 44 Doles 
19. with 3rd C. Hill HDQ 
20. with 2nd C. Ewell HDQ 

I. Union Deployment 

1. 1 39 Dilger* 
2. 1 40 Wheeler* 
3. G 44 Wilkeson*, Yon Gilsa 
4. U 36 Smith, B, Heckman*, 

Wiedrich* 
5 .  N 34 B, Stevens*, Hall* 
6. K 33 Reynolds*, Calef* 
7. I 35 Stewart* 
8. 0 3 1 Cooper*, Rowley. 8 
9. M 31 Meredith-X, B 

10. L 32 Stone, 8 
1 1. J 34 Cutler-X. S,B 
12. 1 37 Paul, B 
13. H 38 Baxter, B 
14. H 40 Schmmlfng 
IS. H 41 Krzyzwski 
16. G 43 Ames 
17. M 41 Coster 
18. N 43 Devin 
19. Q 28 Gamble 
20. with 1 Ith C. Howard HDQ 
21. with 1st C. Doubleday (Reynolds) HDQ 

SCENARIO 11 : 
JULY 2-LONGSTREET'S FIRST ASSAULT 

A. Historical Background 
The first day of the battle of Gettysburg ended 

with the Union army in control of the heights south 
of the town. General Longstreet felt the Confederate 
army should march around the Union right flank 
and select a strong defensive position between 
Washington, D.C. and the Federal army. "Old 
Pete" believed the National forces would then be 
compelled to attack the Confederates. Lee over- 
ruled "Old Pete" and opted to defeat the Federal 
army as it lay before him. However, the question 
remained as to who should deliver thedecisive blow. 
A.P. Hill's Third Corps, based on its severe 
casualties of July 1, was useless for the day. When 
Lee confronted Generals Ewell and Early (Second 
Corps) about making an attack on July 2, they 
balked. Both generals felt that attacking Culps Hill 
and Cemetery Hill was impractical. When Lee 
suggested that they move to his right and attack, 
Early (a lawyer) protested. He claimed that troop 
morale would suffer if the Second Corps was forced 
to abandon ground over which it had fought. 

Thus, Lee was left with Longstreet's First Corps. 
But Pickett's division and Law's brigade were not 
yet at the battlefield; and Longstreet was obviously 
not in favor of attacking. Nonetheless, Lee decided 
to go with his best-Longstreet. Although slowand 
methodical in deploying his men, "Old Pete" hit 
with sledgehammer force once he began. 

Lee ordered Longstreet to make a concealed 
march to the left of the Federal lineand, then, attack 
"en echelon" along Emmitsburg Road. This meant 
that Longstreet's right brigade would strike the 
Union flank. This would begin a chain reaction 
along the Confederate line. As soon as a brigade 
went into action, the unit on its left would attack. 
Lee was convinoed this series of staggered blows 
would crumble the Union line. 

Longstreet, permitted to await the arrival of 
Law's brigade, began his concealed march around 
noon. Lack of reconnaissance resulted in delays and 
countermarches. It was not until approximately 4 
P.M. that "Old Peten was ready. Hood, who scouted 
before attacking, reported that the Round Tops 
were unoccupied and pleaded that he be allowed to 
take them. Longstreet, cognizant of Lee's firm 
intentions, felt compelled to attack as planned. 

However, there was another surprise! Earlier, 
Meade had ordered General Sickles to form his 
Third Corps on Hancock's left and extend it to the 
south of Little Round Top, "provided it was 
practicable." This was the line that Jxe observed in 
the morning and expected to assault. Instead, 
Sickles decided it was not "practicable" and moved 
his corps, the Union army's left flank, to anexposed 
position. His left faced southwest from Devil's Den 
to Emmitsburg Road. There, his line formed a right 
angle at a peach orchard and, then, ran north along 
Emmitsburg Road. Before Meade could alter 
Sickles' faulty alignment, Longstreet's "en echelon" 
attack began. By nightfall, his two divisions and 
part of R. H. Anderson's division were to engage 18 
Union infantry brigades in what "Old Pete" labeled 
the best fighting of any troops during the Civil War. 

B. Time: 4 P.M. through 8 P.M., July 2 

C. Victory Conditions 
I .  For the Confederate player to win, he must 

a) occupy KK26 and 5527 at the end of the 8 
P.M. turn, OR 

b) penetrate two non-shattered and non- 
disorganized units east of Taneytown Road and 
north of hex row K K .  They must remain there at the 
end oi  the 8 P.M. move. 

2. For the Union player to win, he must prevent 
both of these conditions. 

I3. Special Rules 
1. All of Longstreet's infantry units must be 

engaged in combat before those of R. H. Anderson 
may be used. 

2. Since the burden of attack rests with the 
Rebel player, allow him to attack with a shattered 
unit. However, allow the defender a die modifica- 
tion of + I  if a shattered unit is the only force 
attacking. 

3. Caldwell's division can only be moved if 
those of Ayres and Barnes have engaged in combat 
OR if two of Humphreys' brigades become 
disorganized or shattered. 

4. Newton's division can only be moved if 
a) Confederate troops occupy Little Round 

Top (KK26), OR 
b) Confederate troops penetrate east of 

Taneytown Road. 
5. Veteran units (blue) cannot be shattered or 

disorganized. 

E. The Confederate player moves first. 

F. There are no  reinforcementr. Ignore Order of 
Appearance cards. 

G. Confederate Deployment 

1. M M  17 Benning 
2. M M  18 Law 
3. NN 18 Henry* 
4. KK 19 Robertson 
5. JJ 19 Anderson 
6. GG 19 Eshleman* 
7. HH20 Semmes 
8. EE 21 Wofford 
9. GG 21 Cabell*, Kernshaw 

10. EE 22 Alexander*, Barksdale 
I I. BB24 Wilcox 
12. Z 26 Lang 
13. Y 27 Wright 
14. U 30 Mahone 
15. W 28 Posey 
16. with McLaws, Longstreet HDQ 

H. Union Deployment 

1. 35 24 Ward 
2. H H  24 Trobriand 
3. FF 2d Randolph* 
4. EE 2d Graham 
5. FF 25 Burling 
6. Dl3 25 Brewster 
7. EE 33 McGilvery* 
8. BB 27 Carr 
9. DD 33 Fitzhughs 

10. EE 29 Vincent 
I I. 11 30 Martin* 
12. CC 30 Cross, Kelly 
13. EE 31 Sweitzer 
14. CC 31 Zook 
15. BB 3 t  Brooke 
16. Z 32 Hazard*, Hall 
17. Y 32 Webb 
18. Y 33 Harrow 
19. X 33 Smyth 
20. W 33 Willard 
21. DD 34 Tilton, Ransom* 
22. V 34 Carroll 
23. DD 36 Burbank 
24. EE 36 Day 
25. DD 37 Weed, McCandless 
26. CC 37 Fisher 
27. CC 40 Wheaton, Eustis 
28. DD 39 Shaler 
29. with 3rd C.-Sickles 
30. with 2nd C.-Hancock 
3 1 .  with 5th C.-Sykes 
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by Richard Hamblen 

Many words andmany books have described the 
crisb that was passed on the Gettysburg barrlefitld, 
but all of them have suflered from the faulr of 
isolating rhe bnltle-the historians' rypical fault of 
concentrating on o great evmr itseyand kolating it 
from everything thar wasgoing on around ir. This is 
a fault became a great barrle is not an island; h e  
great event is connected timewke wilh the mundane 
events ihat happenedjust before, and thegread event 
is connected in space wirh all of the minor 
operations that were going on nearby at rhe same 
rime. 

In order to understand the Battle of Ge t iysburg, 
it ir necessary to pul it into context, for the battle 
W I ~ F  not a simpk aberration that sprang up without 
connections to rhe world around it. The battle of 
Get~ydurg-why it was fought, and why ihe armie~ 
had  hes strength they had, and why rhe batrle turned 
O U I  the way it did-had its roots in the immediate 
past and in rhe circumstances in Virginia when the 
campaign wus taking place. 

f i i s  article will not attempt to discuss rhe battle 
itseK for that ii a long srory that has been often told 
by excellent writers- Coddington's THE GET- 
TYSBURG CAMPAIGN, Bruce Catton's GLORY 
ROAD and D.S. Freeman's LEE'S LIEUTEN- 
ANTS (Vol. 1111 are three examplex of good 
accounts from diferent poinrs of view. v y o u  want 
accounts of the ba t lk  go there. 

What you wiiffipld in the article is something you 
will not find in any history book: a discussion of 
what wusgoing on around the battle of Gettysburg, 
and how it aflected the battle; in ppaicular, we will 
attempt to explain how the armies  hatf fought came 
to be in the state thar rkey were in, and how !hey 
were ufJected by the events thar preceded the battle 
and rhe circumstances surrounding the battle. 

The battle of Geitysburg has been portrayed as 
the cri~is of the war. Why did the armies happen to 
have the units that they did? What other units were 
nearby lhut could h v e  joined the battle ro change 
its outcome-and why didn't they j o i ~ ?  How 
important wa3 the battle, in rerms ofthetotalforces 
thal both sides had in tht theatre? 

And, in the end, what was the meaning of 
Getlysburg? Why was it fought; what were the 
consequences of victory, or defeat? 

Introduction: 
The battle of Gettysburg was the most famous 

and dramatic battle of the American Civil War, and 
yet the meaning behind the battle is strangely 
elusive. Strategically the campaign and battle had 
no meaning; Lee's invasion was not realIy threaten- 
ing anything-both the Richmond Examiner and 
P.G.T. Beauregard himself criticized the whole 
invasion from thestart as being essentially pointless, 
while "Fighting Joe" Hooker, the Federal com- 
mander at the start of the campaign, suggested that 
the Federals ignore Lee's visit to Pennsylvania 
entirely and just capture Richmond instead-and 
Lee himself never claimed that his invasion was 
anything more than an attempt (admittedly 
successful) to make life easier for the inhabitants of 
Northern Virginia by having the armies campaign 
on Northern soil for a change. Since a t  that point in 
time the Confederacy was rapidly corning apart at 
the seams everywhere else-one whole Confederate 
army was just about to surrender at Vicksburg while 
the only other major Confederate Army (of 
Tennessee) was running for its life from advancing 
Federal columns-it is no wonder that Lee was 
criticized and his invasion seems pointless. The 

Federal army was not trying to take any major 
Confederate strategic point, either, and they were 
not really trying to defend anything in particular; in 
the end, rather than being fought for some crucial 
strategic point, the battle of Gettysburg came about 
by accident, with both armies, finding the enemy 
nearby, trying desperately to concentrate their 
forces at what happened to be the same place. 

A campaign with no point, and a battle that 
came about by accident . . . historians have had 
trouble deducing the meaning of such a campaign 
and battle. Some historians have said that Get- 
tysburg proved nothing but that the Confederacy 
could not conquer the North, which it never 
believed it could do anyway; other historians have 
said that the battle had no meaning a t  all. 

They have missed the point. The people at the 
time, both North and South knew what the battle 
meant. The campaign and battle of Gettysburg were 
not fought for any strategic point, and not for any 
subtle advantage of position or resources. 

The battle of Gettysburg was, simply, the 
showdown between the two greatest armies of the 
Civil War, the Army of Northern Virginia against 
the Army of the Potomac. The Army of Northern 
Virginia was invading the North to bring on a fight, 
and the Army of the Potomac was close on its heels, 
rather than marching off to capture some strategic 
point or holding back to protect Washington or 
Philadelphia. From the moment they accidentally 
met outside Gettysburg, the twoarmies wentateach 
other hammer and tongs, blow after blow; the 
objective in Pennsylvania in 1863 was destroy the 
enemy. 

Gettysburg was the showdown. 

The Great Armies: 
The two armies that collided a t  Gettysburg were 

the two greatest armies of the American Civil War- 
the largest and most deadly Confederate army, the 
Army of Northern Virginia, against the largest and 
best-equipped Federal army, the Army of the 
Potomac. These armies were perennial antagonists 
in the Eastern theatre, opponents in battle after 
battle fought in the hundred miles of countryside 
that lay between the enemy capitols, but strangely 
enough, by mid-1 863 the complete armies had faced 
each other only once before, at the peculiar battle of 
Fredericksburg. At every other battle between these 
two protagonists, one or the other of thearmies was 
only partially present: on the Peninsula only the 
Union I through VI Corps were at the Seven Days, 
at Second Bull Run only parts of both armies were 
present, at Antietam several Union Corps were 
absent and the Confederates, although all present 
on paper, wereactually greatly understrength due to 
mammoth straggling, and at Chancellorsville half 
of Longstreet's Corps (including Longstreet 
himself) were absent from the Confederate forces. 
Only at Fredericksburg had both armies been 
entirely present (the XI and XI1 corps were 
available, although not used), but in the end that 
was an unsatisfactory battle for both sides since 
neither could attack-the Confederate trenches 
were unassailable, and the Federal artillery made 
the Union positions unattackable (Jackson made a 
try and stopped before he got started). 

So by the time of Gettysburg there had never 
been a real, full-strength showdown between the 
two greatest armies of the Civil War. Gettysburg 
would remedy that; the armies would meet out in the 
open, where they couId get at each other, and both 
armies would have a11 of their units present-or at 
least all of the units they had left. 

For, ironically, by the time the showdown 
actually came, both armies had been worn down 
until they were much less than they had once been. 

For, both armies, the high point was probably 
the Fredericksburg Campaign, where all of their 
forces were finally assembled and reorganized into 
efficient units. The armies that fought at Gettysburg 
were really formed at Fredericksburg, where both 
sides finally received all their units and arranged 
them into the general organizations that would still 
be ineffect eight months later, at Gettysburg. Before 
Fredericksburg both sides' units were present and 
fighting at this battle or that, it is true, but at 
Fredericksburg great portions of both armies were 
disassembled and put back together again in 
completely new shapes. Regiments were shuffled to 
make new brigades, and brigades were rearranged 
to make new divisions. On the Confederate side 
Longstreet's Corps was completely overhauled into 
four large divisions and one small division in place 
of the multitude of semi-divisions that had been the 
practice previously. On the Unionside the 111 Corps 
was completely reorganized and greatly reinforced, 
the XI was reshuffled into a new format, and other 
corps were reinforced and reshaped until the Army 
of the Potomac finally assumed its familiar 
configuration-six corps with three divisions (I, 11, 
111, V, VI and XI) and one corps-the XII-with 
two divisions. The amies,that  foupht at Freder- 
icksburg were recognizable at Gettysburg. 

Not that these grand armies did not change by 
the time of Chancelloxsville-changes both for the 
good and for the bad. Both armies had detatched 
units to go to other theatres; the Army of the 
Potomac had lost the IX Corps to the Middle West 
(it's a good question whether the IX Corps, with its 
unique travelling history-it took the North 
Carolina sounds, took Knoxville in Tennessee and 
took part in the siege of Vicksburg in addition to its 
duty with the Army of the Potomac-should be 
considered a normal part of the Army of the 
Potornac proper), while Longstreet had taken two 
large divisions and one small division-over half of 
his corps-into North Carolina for a little campaign 
there. Longstreet and his two large divisions were 
still part of the Army of Northern Virginia even 
when they were away, however; they would be back 
for Gettysburg. 

On the plus side, both armies had changed 
somewhat by reorganizing their cavalry and 
artillery. The Confederates had completely 
reorganized their artillery structure by 
Chancellorsville; in place of the old practice of 
attaching individual batteries to brigades, the 
Confederate artillery was now lumped into bat- 
talions, where the massed guns of several batteries 
could combine to much greater effect. Each 
Confederate division had one battalion, and there 
were several more battalions available as a reserve. 
On the Union side, the big change by 
Chancellorsville was in the Cavalry. All of the 
available Federal cavalry had finally been grouped 
together and organized into a cavalry corps with 
three two-brigade divisions and one reserve brigade. 
These changes were to prove important for both 
sides; the Confederate artillery was to give a good 
account of itself at Chancellorsville, and the 
Federals at last had a concentrated body of cavalry 
that would be able to stand up to Stuart's three 
brigades (Hampton, F. Lee and W.H.F. Lee) in a 
frontal fight. 
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The Opposing Armies at the time of 

Chancellorsville- 
The armies that fought at Gettysburg grew 

directly out of the armies that fought at 
Chancellorsville, so it might be worthwhile to stop 
at this point and look at the forces that both sides 
had available throughout the Virginia theatre at the 

I time of Chancellorsville. The central focus of 
attention is the great armies themselves, but both 
sides had other significiant forces nearby, so wewill 
look at the balance of forces in the entire Virginia- I northern North Carolina theatre. 

At the time of the Chancellorsville campaign- 
the beginning of May, 1863-in addition to the 
main armies there were four major groups of 
Confederates confronting four major groups of 
Federal soldiers in the Virginia area, ranging from 
the mountains of West Virginia to the North 
Carolina sounds. All of these groups were close 
enough to affect, and be affected by, the main action 
in northern Virginia. 

The most remote group was the Confederate 
detachment in Southwestern Virginia, under Sam 
Jones guarding the salt mines there and keeping an 
eye on the large Union forces up in Northwestern 
Virginia. These Federal forces were part of the 
Union Middle Deparrmenr, which had the respon- 
sibility of guarding the whole North-South border 
(except for Washington) from West Virginia to 
Delaware; the Middle Department had the troops of 
the Federal VIlI Corps to use for this guard duty. 
With such a wide area of responsibility, the Middle 
Department's VIII Corps was also confronting the 
next Confederate detachment-the Confederate 
"Army of the Valley", actually a small detachment 
under W. E. Jones stationed in the Shenandoah 
Valley. Both of the Confederate groups in 
Southwestern Virginia and in the Shenandoah were 
very small, while the VIII Corps wasquite large, but 
the difficulties of campaigning in the mountains and 
the need to garrison cruciaI points against Con- 
federate partisans and raiders kept the Federals 
from going on the offensive with the VIII Corps. 

For the defense of Washington itself the 
Federals had the Defenses of Wmhington, a large 
independent command that really wasn't confront- 
ing any Confederate groups because there weren't 
any Confederate groups that were threatening 
Washington (except for the Army of Northern 
Virginia, of course, and the Army of the Potomac 
was watching that). In a way these forces were being 
wasted, but they were there on the fail-safe principle 
that even if everything else went wrong, Washington 
itself would have enough strength to stand off (or at 
least delay) a major Confederate attack-a not 
unreasonable precaution in light of Robert E. Lee's 
proven ability to make everything go wrong for the 
Federals. 

Once past Washington, the focus of attention 
moves to the coastal enclaves that the Federals had 
established along the confederate coast. The oldest 
of these was the Federal Department of Virginia, 
based in Fort Monroe but with major forces holding 
Suffolk and Norfolk just across the James River to 
the south. This Department of Virginia had two 
small corps, the IV Corps on the Fort Monroe side 
of the James River (the Peninsula side) and the VII 
Corps on the Suffolk/Norfolk side; these forces 
were within supportingdistance of each other if the 
need arose. Facing these forces, far up the James 
River at Richmond, the Confederates had the 
Defenses of Richmond under Elzey. These Con- 
federate forces were small and really were just 
defending Richmond itself and the immediate 
approaches to Richmond-especially the water 
approach up the James River. 
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The major bulk of maneuverable Confederate 

forces were in the Confederate Department of 
North Carolina under D. H. Hill. These Con- 
federates were keeping an eye on the Federal VII 
Corps in Suffolk, but they also had the responsibiIi- 
ty of guarding the rest of the North Carolina coast, 
which meant that they had to worry about the next 
Union enclave down in the North Carolina sounds 
area, around New Berne (D. H. Hill also had to 
worry about the defense of the crucial port of 
Wilmington, but fortunately there wereno Federals 
shore there yet so he needed only to be prepared 
3gainst the threat of an assault from the sea-and 
most of the Union amphibious capability was tied 
dp in the a s ~ u l t  on Charleston, South Carolina, 
farther down the coast). 

The Union forces that held New Berne and the 
North Carolina sounds were another small corps, 
the XVIII corps. 

Thus, looking at the theatre overall, the 
Confederates had their Department of North 
Carolina that was confrpnting the Union XVIII 
Corps in North Carolina and the Union IV and VII 
Corps on the Virginia coast, with the additional 
Defenses of Richmond concentrating on the 
Virginia Federals. In the Virginia mountains the 
Union VIII Corps was confronting minor Con- 
federate forces in Southwestern Virginia and in the 
Shenandoah Valley; and the Union had a large 
prrison bording Washington. 

And in addition the Army of Northern Virginia 
and the Army of the Potornac were confronting 
each other in the vicinity of Fredericksburg, in 
Northern Virginia. 

To find the strengths of  these commands a t  the 
time of the Chancellorsville campaign, consult the 
chart labelled Opposing Forces in Virginia during 
Chancellorsville. 

The road to Gettysburg- 
In a way, the above discussion (with chart A) 

describes the opposing armies at their peaks. The 
slide downhill started immediately, with the 
casualties a t  Chancellorwille-the loss of Jackson 
alone was a crippling blow, and the Confederacy 
and Union lost many thousands more as well. 
Ordinarily, this would have been to the Union's 
advantage, due to their superior ability to make up 
their losses, but in this case, a fluke of history 
intervened. The enlistments of many thousands of 
Union troops were expiring, and large numbers of 
regiments were simply leaving the army for good. 
The Union army was melting away-and at exactly 
the moment that both sides were mustering their 
strength for the great showdown to come. 

The Confederates started their preparations for 
the showdown first, simply by mustering all of the 
strength that Lee could get his hands on. Not only 
did Hood's and Pickett's divisions return from the 
Suffolk campaign-French's division from North 
Carolina was also added to the Army of Northern 
Virginia. Lee was also able to swap Colquitt's 
weakened brigade from Rodes' division for Daniel's 
strong North Carolina brigade, and Ransom's 
division from North Carolina was to march north to 
guard the Confederate positions in Northern 
Virginia while Lee invaded Pennsylvania (a new 
Brigade-Clingman's-was transferred into the 
Department of North Carolina to partially make up 
for all the strength that was departing for the Army 
of Northern Virginia). 

That was not all. Stuart had had only two 
cavalry brigades at Chancellorsville, but two 
others-Hampton's and Jones'-were really part of 
his command, so he summoned them in to deal with 
the swarms of massed Federal cavalry that had 
made their first appearance at Chancellorsville. 
That gave Stuart four brigades, but that was not 
enough; the call went out, and every cavalry brigade 

in the theatre- Jenkins' brigade from 
Southwestern Virginia, Robertson's raw brigade 
from North Carolina, and even Imboden's brigade 
of raiders and partisan rangers alljoined the cavalry 
of the Army of Northern Virginia. 

With all this new strength available and with 
Jackson gone, Lee decided to reorganize his army 
into three corps, incidentally doing away with the 
Army Reserve artillery in the process-the two 
army reserve battalions would go to make up the 
corps reserve of the Third Corps. In addition, one 
new battalion wouId have to & made up from loose 
batteries to go with the new division in the army- 
and Lee decided to balance the strengths of his 
divisions by reinforcing this new division with two 
brigades from A. P. Hill's oversized division. 

With that, Lee began to move. As hemarched up 
the Shenandoah, the army picked up the Md. 
regiment that was on garrison duty there, and then 
proceeded to scatter the Union forces in the Valley, 
leaving behind two small regiments as rear guards. 

As he marched away, however, things were 
starting to go wrong khind him. Ransom'sdivision 
was not freed as promised-D. B. Hill was worried 
about all the Federals he was facing (the IV, VII, 
and XVIII Corps), and had held Ransom back. This 
meant that at the last minute, two brigades of 
Pickett's division had to be detached to hold the rear 
areas that Ransom was supposed to be guarding- 
so Pickett lost Jenkinsand Corsefor theduration of 
the campaign. 
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So, with that final note, Lee and the Army of 
Northern Virginia vanished into Pennsylvania. 

The Confederates' disposable force in 
VirginialNorth Carolina at the time of Gettysburg 
can be seen in chart B and the most obvious points 
are that: 1) the Army of Northern Virginia contains 
about 70% of all the available force; and 2) if Lee 
had gained the additional units he wanted from 
Northern Virginia and North Carolina, he would 
have gotten another 10%-which explains why Lee 
was so disappointed not to get those units and why 
D. H. Hill was reluctant to let them go. 

While all of this was going on, the Federal army 
was in increasing disarray. In the first place, they 
had to accept their Chancellorsvillelosses; then they 
had to aacept the fact that many thousands of their 
best soldiers were going home, their enlistments 
expired. As a final stroke, they had to deal with the 
effects of the first stages of L-ee's invasion of 
Pennsylvania-for Lee had cut into the available 
Union forces by scattering or destroying them. 

After Chancellorsville, the first problem the 
Federals faced was the loss of large numbers of 
regiments. Such corps as the I Corps, which had lost 
almost nothing at Chancellorsville, practically 
melted away, losing a third of their brigades. The I 
Corps was hard hit, the I1 Corps not so hard; the 111 
Corps, V Corps and VI each decommissioned a 
whole division and used the regiments that were left 
over to fill out their remaining divisions. 
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With the army melting away and Lee's army 

starting to march, clearly something had to be done 
to reinfom the Army of the Potomac. The Union 
reaction to this need was sensible, if obvious; every 
free unit that could be spared was transferred to the 
Army of the Potomac as it marched north after Lee. 
Unfortunately, the Confederate Army was interfer- 
ing with all this by the simple means of steamrolling 
up through the heart of the Federal Middle 
Department, scattering Milroy's 2nd Division and 
effectively knocking it right off the board, and 
forcing the isolated elements of the VIII Corps to 
run for their lives--away from the Army of the 
Potomac approaching from the south. In the event, 
only one Middle Department brigade would be able 
to join the Army of the Potomac by the start of the 
battle (Lockwood's brigade, which was coming 
from a part of Maryland that was not on Lee's route 
of march); the rest of VIII Corps was so disarrayed 
that it was either hiding in the mountains or was 
trying painfully to circumnavigate Lee to get to the 
Federal army-and in fact these latter troops (under 
French) would arrive just after the battle. 

Other Federal groups could do more. Every free 
division in the defenses of Washington joined the 
army; the cavalry division went to become the new 
third cavalry division of the army (the old third from 
Chancellorsville having been merged into the old 
second division on June 1 I ) ,  the Pennsylvania 
Reserves division (less the 2nd brigade, which 
happened to be detatched south of the Potomac 
when the division marched off) became the new 3rd 
division of the V Corps, and Abercrombies Division 

(less the first brigade, whose enlistments had run 
out) was split up, one brigade to the I Corps and one 
brigade (Willard's) to the I1 Corps. 

That was about all the help the Army of the 
Potomac was going to get. The IV and VlI Corps 
were too far away to send help, but they did make a 
demonstration designed to =are D. H. Hill-which 
worked, and contributed to the chain of events that 
caused Pickett's two brigades to be left behind. The 
XVIII Corps, however, had just lost eight regiments 
of their own, mustered out, and what was left was 
tied down to garrison duty, so they could be no help 
at all. 

As it marched north to Gettysburg, the Army of 
the Potornac had had all the help it was going to get. 

The Confederate invasion had a shattering effect 
on the units in the VIII Corps, with somecommands 
dispersed, others trying desperately to form into 
their divisions at a centralized location, and still 
others trying to march to reinforce the Army of the 
Potomac. The Middle Department had broken up 
into five pieces-six, counting the brigade, Lock- 
wood's, which had joined the Army of the Potomac. 

The VIII Corps proper was left with only its first 
three independent brigades, the ones in Maryland 
and Pennsylvania, and it did not keep all of thost- 
of the 1st brigade, only the cavalry was left, the 
infantry being with Lockwood, and some of the 3rd 
brigade had joined French's column, which was 
marching to join the army. 
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The second major piece of the VIII Corps was 

the force stationed in West Virginia, now under the 
command of the Department of West Virginia. This 
fragment included the old 3rd Division, the old 4th 
independent brigade, and half of the 1st division- 
the 4th, 5th. and 6th brigades, all of which had been 
stationed in West Virginia. 

In the wake of Lee's invasion was the Maryland 
Heights garrison which had been passed by, with the 
debris of what was left of the 2nd division (Milroy), 
which had not been passed by-it had been run 
over. The debris was formed into a new brigade, 
Elliot's, to go with the old 3rd brigade of the 1st 
division, which was holding the place with the 
garrison and heavy artillery units. 

Major-General French had the rest of what was 
Ieft of the VIII Corps, and as the battle of 
Cettysburg started, he was around Frederick, 
Maryland, trying to catch up with the main army. 
He had the old 1st and 2nd brigades of the 1st 
division, reinfomd by a few units from the 3rd 
brigade, and aided by what was left of Milroy's 
cavalry. 

In addition, there was a new f o m  on the 
horizon; Lincoln had called out the militia to meet 
the invasion, and they had been put into the new 
Department of the Susquehanna. These were 
essentially garrison troops, not fit to move far and 
certainly not fit to go up against the Army of 
Northern Virginia, but they were handy for keeping 
off cavalry raids and holding rear areas. There were 
18 points of these scattered around Pennsylvania, 
with the largest accumulation at Bloody Run-8 
point's worth-where there were still more of the 
remnants of Milroy's division. In addition, there 
was one enormous militia division under W. F. 
Smith at Waynesborough, 6 brigades with 20 
points, but militia being militia, there probably isn't 
much more worth saying about them. 

For the Union strength in Virginia circa 
Gettysburg, consult chart C. 

The most startling thing about the Union 
strength is how weak the Federal forces were; they 
had lost nearly a quarter of their maneuver forces 
since May, and most of it came out of the forces that 
were going to have to meet the Army of Northern 
Virginia in battle. The Army of the Potomac lost a 
full third of its strength, and in case of a disaster, 
Washington had been entirely denuded except for 
its integral garrisons. Much of the Federal strength 
was effectively out of play, along the Carolinacoast 
or off in the mountains. 

. . . These are the forces that were available to 
both sides as the campaign in the East came to its 
climax. Robert E. h e  had chosen his opportunity 
well; he was going for the final showdown, and he 
had chosen a time when the Federal forces were 
badly off balance. Never before and never again 
would he have such a favorable ratio of forces and 
also have such a chance for victory to bring such 
enormous rewards. If there had to be a showdown in 
the East some time, then this was the time . . . 

. . . And so the Army of Northern Virginia 
marched off into the unknown North, leaving 
behind them the cries of anguished critics (what is he 
doing?! Send forces to help Bragg! Send forces to 
save Vicksburg!). Jackson was with them no more, 
and Stuart was taking all of his best cavalry off on 
another raid, but who knew what that could bring? 

And behind him, under the new command of 
General Meade, the Army of the Potomac followed 
him into the North. 

Q 
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INTERVIEW: JOHN EDWARDS 
Commencing wirh rhis orricle, the GENERAL 

will prini a series of inferviews wirh some of the 
hobby's more noiabkJ?gu~es. Aithough admittedly 
an experimenr of sorrs in expanding our arricle 
format, we fee/ that the readership mighr enjoy a 
"sofier" brund ofortick which catches the liature of 
rhepeople behind rha wargaming hobby. Designers, 
expert players, garners from orher countries, and 
jusr abour an-vone whose views andexperiences will 
make good reading 13 eligible ro rum up on these 
pages. k t  us know who you'd like to see featured in 
these sessions and whar rypes of subjects you'd like 
covered. Your reaction will determine ho w long this 
series will last. 

The questions of our interviewer are printed in 
italics ro heip dgferentiare rhem from theanswers of 
our guest, John Edwards, our exclusive Australian 
distributer and designer of RUSSIAN CAM- 
PAIGN and WAR A T  SEA. 

How and when did you ger starred in wargam- 
ing ? 

In 1968, while visiting a friend in the States, I 
saw a copy of a most unusual game in a department 
store. It was called AFRIKA KORPS. I opened the 
box, looked inside, and was amazed to see how 
interesting it appeared so I bought the game as well 
as another one called D-DA Y and took them home. 
NeedIess to say I spent the rest of that day and much 
of the next several months exploring the games and 
playing them. 

How and when did the idea for doing your own 
series of games under the Jedko label originoie? 

It transpired slowly over a long period of time. I 
think I could best explain by relating the way events 
actually transpired. When I first started playing the 
games, I must have played STALINGRAD and 
BULGE at least 50 times solitaire. Changing the 
rules then seemed akin to sacrilege. 1 was getting so 
much enjoyment and I regarded the rules as gospel, 
and would never have dreamed of making my own 
modifications. Then, one day, while reading a book 
about the war in Russia, I realized that some of the 
units in STALINGRAD weren't right, so I replaced 
them with my own. Feeling like I was breaking every 
rule in the book, I played the game with different 
panzercorps, different combat factors and new 
corps numbers on the counters. Slowly but surely I 
was developing my own version of STALINGRAD 
which I then proceeded to play solitaire. ideveloped 
this game until by 1970 I had the equivalent of a 
monster game. THE WAR IN  EUROPE was 
probably about 3 x 4 feet in size and had step 
reduction counters and was actually the prototype 
for both WAR A T SEA (which was a naval variant 
of the large game) and THE RUSSIAN CAM- 
PAIGN, although at that time, I had only one copy 
which was played only by myself and one friend. 
About a year later, I started corresponding with 
Avalon Hill, as I was interested in bringing their 
games into Australia in larger quantities. I went to 
one of the major hobby shops in Melbourne, and 
spoke to the proprietor who condescended to give 
them a try after much talking on my part. So I 
brought in a small shipment from Avalon Hill. The 

caught on and I became Avalon Hill's 
exclusive distributor in Australia. During this time, 
about late in 1972, I developed the STA L-INGRAD 
variant to its peak, and I made a game called 
"STALINGRAD: AUSTRALIAN STYLE": 
which was a sort of expansion kit to STALIN- 
GRAD and was actually published in the S 61 T 
SUPPLEMENT. Then later, as the sales of Avalon 
Hill games grew, I decided that bemuse we pay 52% 
duty on imported toys, under which category these 
games were classified, 1 would print my version in 

Australia to keep the price down. So, in late 1973, I 
produced a game called THE AFRICAN CAM- 
PAIGN. This was a one-man effort done in my 
spare time, which I wasvery dubiousabout printing. 
I showed it to a few people and was encouraged by 
their response so I went ahead and printed 5,000 of 
them. This whetted my appetite for more. In the 
following year, THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN saw 
print, which, of course, was a refinement of 
"STALINGRAD: AUSTRALIAN STYLF". 
WAR A T S E A  followed in 1975. . . . Last year, I 
produced FIELD MARSHALL which was an 
introductory level game with tournament rules that 
could be bolted on. Its purpose was to try and 
encourage mare people to get into the Hobby and 
we were selling it as cheapIy as we could. Sort of an 
Australian mixture of TACTICS II and BLITZ- 
KRIEG. 

You stared that when youfirst starfedplaying 
wargames you played rhefirsr gomes you acquired 
upwards of50 times each. How active are you now 
in regards to playing these games that you import 
for Avalon Hill? 

Unfortunately, these days I don't get the time, 
and I'm afraid working with them so much day to 
day has lessened my desire to  play them. I probably 
am able to play a competitive game about once a 
year, although I often think of doing one and almost 
get the game set up, only to put it away again. Of 
course, I read the rules to all the new ones. 

rfyour gaming rime is so limited, you must be 
pretty parlicuiar in regards ro which ones you do 
play. Which games are your favorires? 

M y  favorite game of all time is THE BATTLE 
OF THE BULGE, but I also like my own 
RUSSTA IV CAMPAIGN. 

Do I deduce from those choices rho1 your 
favoriie ~ e r i o d  is World War It? 

That's rinht. 

What in particular abour these two games do 
youfind so inferessing thar sets them nparffrom all 
the others? 

Well, out of modesty, I would rather not 
comment on THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN, but I 
like the BA TTLE O F  THE BULGE because I can 
play it. I think the trend these days is to get a new 
game and sit down for hours lookingat it and trying 
to interpret the rules, but ending up with a 
headache. Instead of actually playing the game, you 

really spend most of your time referring back to the 
rules booklet. Myself, 1 like to  sit down and get into 
something right away and get on with the game. 
That's, I think, one reason why chess is so good, 
because its interesting in itself; complicated enough 
without any gigantic rule booklet that has to be 
referred to. 

Whar do you rhink of [he recent trend towards 
super-large, greatly detailed wargames encompass- 
ing map boards several yards long, and ut ilizing up 
to several thousand counters? 

I don't think that they're a mass market item. I'm 
sure that a lot of people get immense pleasure out of 
them and I know they must be selling well, or they 
wouldn't be continually turning them out, but, I'd 
hate to think what would happen ifa youngboywho 
hadn't played a game before went in to a store and 
decided he liked the sound of WAR IN THE WEST 
I don't think he'd be a very good bet to get another. 

Uric of the newer rrends in games here in the U. S. 
are the roleplaying games, such us DUNGEONS 
A N D  DRAGONS. Has rkb trend reached Austral- 
ia yet, and how does it rank in comparison ro typical 
wargames? 

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS has h e n  on 
sale in Australia for about a year now. 1 think its a 
mistake to compare it with wargames because they 
tend to have their own distinct following. Some 
wargarners are interested in fantasy games, but 1 
think a wargamer is a wargamer. A fantasy gamer is 
not necessarily a waxgarner. 

Do you note any preference among Ausrralian 
garners for multiplayer type games such as KING- 
M A K E R  or DIPLOMA CY as opposed ro the more 
conventional t wo-player game? 

That's a rather difficult question to answer. . . I 
think that most people who are playing DIPLOM- 
A C Y  and KINGMAKER would also be playing the 
other games, but of course, there are a lot of 
Australians who spend most of their game time (I 
would say 50% of it) on solitaire garnes.I'rn sure 
many Americans enjoy the multi-player games, but 
in Australia it's a matter of knowing enough people 
to lx able to have an enjoyable game. 

In England, wargaming smrred and is siill 
primarily revolving around the use of miniarures as 
opposed ro that of board games. Just which side of 
the hobby predominates Down Under? 

Before I started to import Avalon Hill games 
there were only miniatures in Australia, as  far as I 
know. Recently though, 1 would say that the board 
gaming players would probably bt the largergroup, 
but I don't really think that this means people prefer 
board games over miniatures. Those people who do 
get together in clubs to play wargames usually end 
up playing miniatures. But most people, of course, 
don't belong to wargaming clubs, so I'd say 
wargaming to the typical Australian means board- 
games. 

You make reference to clubs. Jusr how advanced 
is wargamirng in Australia? If you slop the typical 
man on the srreet, and ask him whar nwrgaming b 
all about, does he know what you are referring to? 
And jusr how prevaleni arp clubs? Tkur is, how 
many do you know OY which exist in Australia? 

The average man would probably laugh, or be 
completely unaware of what I was talking about. 
Clubs have come and gone in Australia. Because of 
our small population, there are not many clubs. 
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We've had big clubs come and go. I think, clubs to 
most people who are in them now, would represent 
small groups of local players who get together from 
tiwe to time. Whereas a couple of years ago, we had 
weral large organized clubs, they've since faded 
away. I'd say there are about 9 national corre- 
spondence clubs in Australia. 

Then I can rake it that postalplay, or rn we cullir 
hers in the States play-by-mail, is nun-existent in 
Awtralia? 

I do know some people personally who play 
games by mail. So it does exist. But I don't think it 
exists on a widespread basis. My reasoning for this 
is that we don't have many requests for the play-by- 
mail pads. I personally feel that this is a shame, 
because due to the large distances in Australia, play- 
by-mail is well suited to our country. To  rectify this, 
I think we need an Australian magazine with local 
advertising services. I know there are plans a t  the 
moment to produce a magazine in Australia called 
GAMES & BATTLES, and one of the features of 
this will be an opponents wanted listing, specifically 
for play-by-mail opponents. I think once this 
occurs, play-by-mail will be on the increase, and I 
think it will be very good for the Australian hobby. 

I. 
I know you import several hundred copies of 

THE GENERAL for retail distribution in Austral- 
ia. What hus been the response of Australianplayers 
to our magazine? 

It's been very good. When THE GENERAL 
arrives, it's distributed to the shops and the shops 
I've kept in touch with usually seem to sell most of 
them within the first week or so. 

In general, how would you say wargaming 
d~fers in Auxtralia from shut practiced here in the 
United States? 

Obviously Australians aren't as well-organized 
as you. But on the credit side. . . you wouldn't find 
Australians prejudiced against one company's 
games. They accept every game on itsrnerits. I think 
the Australians haven't got this bias which I find in 
the States towards one company or the other. 

Okay, you've Iefr me somewhat red-faced in the 
past when I turned down both of your games, 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGNand WAR ATSEA, only 
to change my mind later, when youpublished them. 
As Avaion Hillgames wenowfirzdone ofrhem to be 
rated at the very top of rhe Avalon Hill line. Can you 
go into some detail as lo how you dweloped these 
fine games? And why you believe they have been 
received so fuvurably here in the Statex? 

When I was designing my games 1. had no idea 
they would be as popular as they are. I think one of 
the factors was that I did them in my own time, at 
my leisure. For example, when I did THE 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN, I must have read about 
20 books on the war in Russia. This meant that Iwas 
walking around for weeks, even months withall this 
going on in my head. I had the flavor of the battle, I 
had the coldness of the Russian winter running 
through me . . . . . I was thinking that way. This 
influence and flavor was transferred to the final 
game, whereas people who work at SPI or Avalon 
Hi11 are given a certain number of hours to come up 
with a finished game, and the pressure is on them all 
the time. Whereas myself, I could do a little bit, get 
stuck and leave it for a week, doing it in my own 
time. I think this is the difference, really. A 
professional wargarne designer who works at 
Avalon Hill, cannot afford to turn off fora moment 

t if he'sgetting blase. Because I could do this, 1did not 
do anything which I wasn't happy with. WAR A T  
SEA was nothing more than a fun game meant to be 

k. playable and enjoyed. Too many people these days 
sit down, even if they're playing chess, and get too 

personally involved, and really take being beaten 
seriously. After all, you play a game to have fun. 
That's what WAR A T SEA is all about; having fun 
with no hangups over who won or interpreting 
complicated rules. A person playing WAR A T  
SEA, whether he wins or loses, isn't really going to 
get too upset about it. After all, it's a fast-moving 
game, involving both players, which brings me to 
another point . . . I don't really think a good game 
should involve somebody sitting around for half an 
hour twiddling their thumbs while the other guy 
moves his pieces. A good game should move quickly 
which means short rules, and complete involve- 
ment of both players at all times. Playing a game 
with hourly turns is sort of like taking turns boring 
each other. 

Tell us more about the actual design deckiom 
made in the game. 

Everything in WAR ATSEA is acornpromise of 
sons.  . . even thecombat factors onthecounter. I'll 
give you an example: All the British battleships with 
the exception of NELSON and RODNEY have 
eight 15 inch guns which give an attack factor of 4. 
Now the BISMARCK also has eight 15 inch guns. 
So, we must give t h i ~  a combat factor of 4 because 
everybody knows it's got the samearmament. What 
people don't know is that the BISMARCK had a 
higher rate of fire and is firing a heavier shell, and in 
actual fact should have a combat factor of five. But 
if I was to put the combat factor of five in, I would 
get flooded by thecomplaintsfrompeople who have 
read the specifications of the ship, and think 
"Where'd you get this 5 combat factor from?" So 
you've got to really design a game for the average 
person, yet still include a little extra chrome for the 
expert so he'll be happy. What we've done in this 
game, is togive the German ships, ifundamaged, the 
ability to add one to their die roll which makes their 
fire more accurate, which is a true portrayal. If you 
study naval history, whenever German ships werein 
surface actions, their initial fire was very accurate. 
You've only got to see what the GRAFSPEEdid to 
EXETER and what the BISMARCKitself, and the 
PRINCE EUGEN, did to the HOOD and later the 
PRINCE OF WALES. The latter actually broke off 
battle, which is most unusual for a British ship of 
that era. 

Why weren't PRINCE OF WALES and 
RODNEY removed from the game when they 
should have gone to the Pac$c? 

Well, for a start, if the PRINCE O F  WALES 
and RODNEY have to be removed from the game, 
we should also remove the GRAFSPEEonthefirst 
turn of the game, and then remove the HOOD and 
BISMARCK on the turns they were sunk. WAR 
A T  SEA starts with the situation as it was in 1940 
but does not bind the players to events that 
happened later. That's why they're playing the 
game-to see what they can do. We can't assume 
that Japan will bomb Pearl Harbor and thus go to 
war with the U.S. and Britain. To reflect this, 
American commitment has been kept to a minimal. 
We've limited the TEXAS, for example, to the 
North Atlantic Ocean when in fact, it did bombard 
the beaches at Normandy and could have been 
involved in the game. Thegame was kept simple and 
playable by making a few compromises. One of 
them was to leave out the French fleet, which I see 
has already been noted and provided in the form of 
variants in the GENERAL. The addition of the 
French fleet is an interesting variation and enjoy- 
able but it does not necessarily improve the game- 
only changes it. It did not improve the game to 
include the Ftench fleet, in my opinion, it only 
lengthened the game. As it is now it is a game that 
two people can sit down and play in their lunch 
hour. They can play it in haIf an hour. And, this I 

think, is one of the unique features of WAR A T  
SEA. If we go plugging in every little thing that we 
can think of, we make the game longer without 
really making it more enjoyable. 

A recently published F & M interview quoted 
you as stating that there was no d~fierenm between 
the Avalon Hill version a ~ d  the Jedko version of 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGh! Isn't rhix a bit of an 
exaggeration? 

Yes, my comments in that interview seem to 
have been taken out of context. I remember being a 
little angry over Richard DeBaun's review of the 
game and I defended the game as a game. I was 
particularly upset when he admitted he had not even 
played the game! What right did he as a self 
styled expert have to make such comments? He 
replied that he gave Avalon Hill the right to reply 
. . . to which I then said that 1 designed the game, 
not them and why didn't they write to me? I did in 
fact take his criticism prsonally and regarded his 
review as unfair. I dismissed his "fair reply" excuse 
by stating that I designed the game and did not, in 
fact, get a chance to reply. These are the circum- 
stances that led up to me saying that AH did nothing 
to change or improve the game. Don't get me wrong 
. . . you did improve the game by adding polish . . . 
which any professional company would be expected 
to do. After all, the Avalon Bill version did add set- 
up coordinates printed directly on the counters and 
badly needed Order of Battleplayingaid sheets. The 
rules were rewritten and a few things added here and 
there, but basically the two games are the same. 
They play almost identically except for the mishap 
over your interpretation of the AV rule as opposed 
to mine. The second edition Sudden Death Victory 
Conditions do go a long way towards correcting the 
game's major flaw in the Jedko version-that of a 
propensity toward drawn games. 

Afier two such favorably received games what 
eIse can American audiences expecr from John 
Edwards? 

I've just finished a game called FORTRESS 
EUROPA. It concerns the Allied invasion of the 
German continent in 1944, and it will stretch from 
the Adriatic Sea to the German coast. It will be a 
game, in some ways, similar to D D A Y ,  in that it 
will be divisional level, but there I think, apart from 
the map being close, the similarity will end. The 
game will have railway lines with two sided counters 
and air power provisions. I hope that it will be an 
improvement over the RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. It 
will not be absolutely comparable to it, in that the 
maps will be a different scale, but I thinkitwill have 
much the same sort of flavor. 

Anything else phnned after thar? 
The only other game in the sausage machine at 

the moment is a game on the Battle of the Bulge, 
which will be done in 1978. h e  already built up an 
extensive library on the Ardennes Offensive and am 
starting to get into it heavily. By the time I do  the 
game I'll probably have the Ardennes Offensive 
coming out of my ears. 

Who are your favorite designers in the hobby? 
Dave Williams, who designed the BA TTLE OF 

MOSCOW, ANZIO, and FLIGHT OF THE 
GOEBEN, would be my favorite. And of course 
you've got to mention Jim Dunnigan if only for the 
great numbers he's produced. A remarkable man. 

What would you estimate to be the number of 
acrual wargamc participants in Aus~ralia? 

I'd say around two thousand. These are people 
who play games regularly and own more than one 

- - 

game. @ 
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Germans: Arnold BIurnberg 
Russians: Dale W etzelberger 

Commentator: Don Greenwood 

Scenario 1 of SQUAD LEADER is.for quite 
obviow reasons, the one which many of you will be 
most fumiliar with. f i e  rules for this scenario 
provide the basis for everything which follows and 
rherefore virtually all SQUAD LEADER enthu- 
siasts have played it with more rhan passing inrerest 
while getring rkeir fen wer in this radically new 
game system. Our panicipanrs can probably lay 
claim to more games of it than most; both being 
primary testers of rhr game during its long 
development or AH. The cornmenrator also 
happens lo be the game's developer and has 
doubrless logged more hours over a SQUAD 
LEADER mapboard in the past two years than 
anyone else desiring to lay claim to that dubious 
distincrion. His comments folIow those of the 
participants h~ iralics. 

GERMAN COMMENTS- 
I have played "The Guards Counteratrack" 

scenario. as both the German and Russian player, 
on nine occasions and witnessed others participate 
in it almost as many times. The result wasalways the 
same; i.e., the Russian steamroller maiming the 
German defense. The pattern isalways similar; Fritz 
desperately attempts to hold all the buildings he 
initially controls; Ivan locks arms and rushes across 
the s t m t  after intensive prep fire, breaks into 
building F5 eliminating any German units in the 
building in hand-to-hand combat; concentrates 36+ 
firepower factors on building I7 while pinningdown 
the opposition in buildings M7 and K5. Final result: 
the Russians end the game with about Sm of their 
force unbroken, occupying buildings FS, I7and KS, 
opposed by two or three unbroken German squads 
in buildings M7 and M9, accompanied by one or 
two squad leaders who have been requested to turn 
in their Iron Crosses as a result of yet another 
German defeat in this scenario. 

A few months prior to SQUAD LEADER'S 
release at ORIGlNS 77, a prominent gamer, and 
playtester of SQUAD LEADER, Robert Chiang, 
wrote a detailed analysis of the scenarios. In that 
letter to Don Greenwood, Bob stated that ". . . the 
Germans should win at least 95%of games played in 
Scenario 1." I wish he'd show me how it's done. 

Realizing all that has gone before, my set-up is 
designed to attack, not just to receive fire. Keeping 
in mind the Russian victory conditions, my game 
plan is to trade buildings with Dale. It is my hope 
that while the Russians are storming building F5 
(which they usually take easily by turn 2), I can be 
entering building N4. With the fall of F5,17 and K5 
became very vulnerable. On the other hand, with the 
fall of N4, the Russian building M2 becomes equally 
vulnerable to German occupation and the support 
of the Germans in building K5 becomes easier. If the 
above c a n  be acxornplished, and 1 can deny Dale a 
3:l g t i o  in unbroken Russian to German squads, I 
will win the game. 

I placed the 9-1 leader and two squads in hex F6 
in order to keep them out of the field of fire of the 
Guard units in building F3 and to block an end run 
around the west of FS. Theseunits wilt quit building 
F5 as the Russians enter. 

I 
INITIAL SET-UP-Therrislittlt toinult inlhcowningscup.  Another Germansquad inJ4at theexpenseof 
K5 atcmc thc only likely improvement. 

The forces at H5 and 54 are designed to ( I )  use 
penetration fire for maximum killing power should 
the Soviets rush F5; and (2) minimize the number of 
squads that must be exposed to Russian Prep Fire. 

A comment on my opponent. Dale is a solid 
gamer who does not become dejected as a result of a 
few bad die rolls. He knows SQUAD LEADER and 
its rules, and how to use them. He will probably 
attempt to pin my units down in building M7 with 
fire from building N4. He may reinforce his N4 
position with the squad from N2 and some from 
M2, while taking most of the M2 units to building 
K2 in order to assault building KS. Meanwhile, his 
Guards will most likely prep fire at F5 and then 
advance across the street toward that building 
during the less chancy Advance Phase. 

RUSSIAN COMMENTS- 
SQUAD LEADER is a unique game in that 

Fate plays a large part in the ultimate outcome. 
Granted one should not take great risks, however, 
the tide of battle can swing dramatically in a short 
period. A few "snake eyes" a t  the right time can 
repair almost any situation. Thus, past strategies are 
not very useful. Generally, on the attack one must 
attempt to bring the most firepower to k a r  against 
theenemy, leaving some units free to move and react 
to any opportunity. I am going to try to blast my 
way into building FS withconcentratedfire from the 
Russian Guards. and from there. see what develops. 

The German.set-up is good, however, I disagree 
withpartsofit.InhexesH5&J4hehas2LMGfor 1 
squad. If I can break the squad, then the LMG will 
be useless, whereas if they were stacked with two or 
more squads, I would have to break both to prevent 
use of the LMGs. 

From a tactical standpoint, my initial thrust will 
be at thesetwo hexes. I will thenjourney out into the 
street during the Advance Phase to avoid the -2 
D I M  that would be employed if I went out there 
during the movement phase. Just call me a 
conservative Soviet. Other Russian units will be 
deployd to support an advance, depending on my 
Prep Fire results vs. hex L6. 

NEUTRAL COMMENTS- 
Given the Iirnilniioms imposed by the scenario, 

both set-ups are quire comperent. The obvious error 
of stacking an 8-0 leader in the front line where he 
can only be a detriment to his troops ha3 been 
avoided. Both players h w  correctly grmped the 
principle of keeping such h&rs close by for rally 
purposes, but out of the front lines where their 
brmking wouldjeopardize rheperformance of their 
squads. 

What few options this initial scenario allows in 
regards to set-up belong in must part to rhe 
Germans and no major faux pas are in evidence. FS 
ip quite correctly left vacated. 11s ocrupution would 
serve onIy lo expose forces ro the rnmsedfire ofthe 
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GETTYSBURG '77 ERRATA 
RULES CORRECTIONS 

1) p. I-Object or Game 
Culp's Hill is U40 nor U41. 

lhat the controlling playcr dcaircs. The same l a  true 
lor commanders. 

ens stack together? 
A. Yes. 

turn? 
A. Ycs, as longas it i a  within 3 hcnchofancncmy 
unit (23.01 1) 

16. Can a unit dcfincd aa ?iItacking" (must 
expend 6 a.p 'a) move just one hexand slop upon 
moving adjacent to an enemy unit. 
A. Yes-22.08 statcs "as soon ab a battleline 
advances adjacanl lo an enemy baltery or brigade, 
its move is ovcr lor the turn". 

17. May a defending unit which has sepamted 
itself rrom ils brigade to advance into an enemy 
h n k  as pcr 2.1.4M. still advance if i t  was initially 
adjacenttoanenemy unit, o r m u t  sucha unit not 
have hcen adjacent toany enemy units to take the 
'kdvancc in10 thc flank?" 
A. The only restriction is that il is not being fired 
upon during Y ~ r c  combat". 

18. I f  a marker or markers are forced lo violate 
the concentration restrictions during, say, an in- 
voluntary retreat, what happens to them" 
A. It must continuc to rctnat until ~ i m r  o l  the 
wncentration restrictions. It raceives a 10 pt 
dlaorganization penalty lor cach hcxofadditional 
retreat. 

3. Can division artillery firc 3 hcxci from a 
difltrcnl brigadc belonging to the hame corpE 
A. No. It musl Are with its diviuion. 

U. Arc strcngthb in artillcry flank fire tr~plcd? 
A. Yes. 

2) p. 7-Combal Qualifications 
Rule 3 is (. . . see 51 no1 ( . . scc 6) 15. May hcavy R r t  bF u x d  when artlllcry is uscd 

in combat fire? 
A. No. 

4. Can ballcrics movc indcpcndently a1 a 
commandcr's lnfluenoe? 
A. Yes. 

5. Explain theartillery field offirediagramonp. 
15, rule 20 0 via a vis 3hV and restricted Scld ol 
fire. 
A. Onc battcry may fire 360'. Ifthere is more than 
one battery in the hex, all must fire within tht 
lrsrriclcd ficld offircup to thcirmaximum range. 

3) p. 8-Retreat rulc 2. 
Changt lo read: "If the retreating unit is 

adjaccnl to more than ont unfriendly unit, the 
controlling playcr must try to retreat lo a hex 
opgosilc to one of the opponents hcxca." 

Add "Ilunable to rtttcat toanopposile hex, a 
unit may relrtat to any adjacent hex un~cup icd  
by enemy units. 

Add rule 3-If a unit forced to retrtat i a  
completely surrounded by enemy units, it is 
eliminated instead 

Change rule 3 to 4. 
4) p. 9-Combat Die Modification Example: 

Chang~ final sentence to read ". . . or +1 final 
modlficalion . ." 

26. Docs artillcry cxpcnd ammun~tion when it ir 
used for combat fire? 
A. No. 

27. What happens ifanassault onalone batteryir 
succeiiful, but theattacker cannot advancedw to 
being adjacent to othcr tntmy markers? 
A. Thc attackercannot advance and hence cannot 
capture the battery. 6. May an artillery battery changc its lacing in 

lhc movcmcnlphasc whilein thesame hex wilhoul 
mov~ng? 
A. Yes-and i t  can firt in thc samc turn. 

ADVANCE C RETREAT QUESTIONS 

1. Clarlflcarion. On lhc first lurn of advanct 
movement a bngade must move its allotted 
activity level. Thercaftcr, it must utilizc 6a.p. I f  a 
bnpde is partially adjacent to an enemy unil, ii 
can continut to movc unadjaccnt markcrs up to 
the enemy line. 

7. Why would you want to count howitzers and 
napoleons as rifled cannon as per rule 24.04? 
A. This occurs only in convcnmg artillery 
strength to combat strength It allow all cannon 
to be countwl. 

5)  p. 12-Change facing diagrams for unils In 
column so hat flank hextsarc front hexesand the 
front and rcar hexesare flank hexes. Do thc same 
for column diaeram on n IS. ., - = - -  

8, M~~ an artillery battery move by ";ldvance 2. I f  a unlt has to make an involuntary retrmt. 
6) p. 13-114.3) Change "Command Limit" to but in doing so, i t  must expose its hanks to Oank after 19. Docs combat,b "rctrcat movemenl alter combat" have and same "advana restnc- "Control Limit". A. No. firc. docs it still rctreat? (23.4. 30.2) 

*inn< a* rprreat and advance movement during the 
A. Yes. -" --. 

7) p. 17-(24.2) Change "brigade" to "battleline 9, wdy a limbered battery -cxposc a n a n ~  regular movement phase? 
marker". durinn i l r  mnvrmrnt~ 3. Should not batteries also be exempted from A. Yes. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

8) D. 17-126.0. rulc 21 chanee "Exnerienct A. No. advance and retreat? 
'fi r", - unit rctrcat cvcn though it ~ X V O B C S  ~ ts  , ., - - - - - -  - .  

ASS~UII Tabte" to Turrent Expericncc Chart". 10. A battery cannot fire i f i t  more than 3 hews ?'::?; rTC",",: iz'rf : c a ~ ~ ~ ~ O I ~ ~ ~ !  ;inkto A m y  range of influence? 
9) ]8-(27,0, rule 4) ,-hanee .ey27,~)w lo Rom its brigadc or division. Does i t  bti1l havc a ,-, --+--+ 

A. Ycs-a flank can be expored by a brigade in  
~ 2 8 h -  rangc of influence? 

., .'L.'YL advance or rcrrea~. , - - - ,  

10 p. 2 2 4 0  12) Effect, rule 6. Delete last 
sentence: *The range of influence. . ." 

A. Yes 4. Do unita that withdraw whilenamedtoattack 
sulier the 5 d p. loss? 
A. Yes. 

11. May an infantry unit in  column that finds 
itsclf in an cncmy zont o l  innucna mow? 
A. Yes. 

21a. Must i t  change into battleline formation? 
A. Yes. 

2lb. Can it remain in wlumn and retreat out of 
thc rangc o l  inllucna? 
A. No. It must form into baltleline. It changes the 
strcngh of cach markcr when converting from 
column to battleline. 

22. Must a unlt in  thc range of ~nflurnce o l  an 
artillery battery, hut not infantry or cavalry be 
named to attack in order to advance? 
A. Yes, This will be changed in a later edition of 
the rules. For now, rcducc range 01 i n f l u c n ~  of 
anillery to 3 hexes but award onedisorganization 
point to a brigadc pcr cannon for any enemy 
movement within its origlnal range of influence. 

11. What can anilltry units or units in  column 
which start in  cnemy range of influence do? 
A. They either stay where thcy are or change to 
battlelint and retreat or advance to atlack. 

11. Can an artillery battcry that finds itself in an 
infantry zonc of influence continue to move? 
A. Yes. It must either retrtat or unlimber 

COUNTERS, CHARTS AND TABLES COR- 
RECTIONS 

5. Clar:$mrion. I f  there is no hex to which a 
marker mn involuntarily retreat within the 
concentration limits, i t  must conlinuc until sucha 
hcx is mchcd. Each additional hex costs 10 d.p.. Counters 
6. Are all assaults conducted kfore any ad- 

vances aflcr combat? 
A. No, a unii can advance before assault if the 
defending unit made a voluntary rtrrcal. 

1. The PtgramiJackson battery counlcr should 
bc Jcnk1ns:Jackson battery countcr. 13. How arc cannon captured? 

A. I f  an enemy brigade advance into a battery's 
hex after an involuntary retreat. 

1. The reversc sidc o l  the Basic Game counters. 
Stuart I. Stuart 2 and Jenkins have been 
incorrectly positioned so that Jenkins backs 
Stuart I, etc. 

7. A unlt takes a voluntary retreat and is not 
under the primary control and thcn rolls a di t  on 
the Actinty Cost Chart with notenough points to 
make retrtat? How is this trcatd? 
A. Retrrst mnalways bemade. I f  inthenextturn 
a unit does no1 havc cnough a.p.. it docs not movc. 
but i t  can remove the a.p. expended from the 
retreat. I t  can mr ta t  again. 

13a. Can a unit in  column capturt a limbered 
artillery battery? 
A. NO. 

14. Can artillery capturc artillery? 
A. No. 

3. The Confederate occupation counter labelled 
D23 must be changed to D24. 

4. Change Anderson's coordination level to 3. 

15. May batteries movc in enemy batteries' range 
of influtncc? 
A. Ycs. 

1 4 .  I f  so, may thcy change facing there? 
A. YCS. 

5. Wcodh brigade of Ayre's division should have 
a whlte badge rather [han a blue badge. 23. May a marker containing more than 8 s.p 

purr ndvnncc us a rcsult 018 SUCFCSS~U~ assault or 8. I f  there are over 8 s.p, in a hex can i t  
volunlarily rttrcar? 
A. Yea. 

Intnmtdi te Conklerate Order of Appearance 
. .. -- - 
perform a retreat? 
A, A marktrcannotasseult ifetastrengthgreater 
than S s.D.. I t  can rctrcal. 

6. 4 P.M, reinforcernentsenttrat Cashtown, not 
Chambersburg Pikc (both are the same road) 

7. 2 P.M, entry-Hokc changd to Avery. 

9. What happens i f  a unit in  a forced retreat 
cannot continue its retreat because of the enemy in 
its rcar? 
A. It is eliminated from play. 

15b. May they face soas tocxposeaflank to iire? 
A. Yes. 24. Rule 23.4 states [hat a unit may never be 

movcd in such a way that il would exposcitsflank 
to fire. Does this mean that a unit whose flank ia 
altrady cxpoped to fire that wish= lo retreat 
cannot move ii during thc rc tmt  its flank will 
continue to be exposed to fire? 
A. No. Units may either voluntarily or involun- 
tanly retreat through flank ficld or iire. 

25. May an attacking unit which begim its 
movemenl phase adjaoent to an enemy unit 
advance at all? 
A. Only aftcr a successful assault or if lhc 
defender makes a voluntary retreat. 

26. Does a unit In voluntary retreat automatically 
rtccivc 5 d.p.? 
A. Yes. 

27. Can a unit voluntarily rctrcat at any movc- 
ment rate? 
A. Yes. I t  dwsnot have tocontinueits retreat and 
cnn stop any time though it Fnnnol pcrlorm any 
other type of movement or attack. A unit in 
voluntary lrtrcat can automatically we up to 6 

16. Under 20.1 (field o l  fire) ahould section 2 be 
intcrprttcd to mean that if more than one battery 
mupies a hex, thc rangc ofartillery in that hex is 
l imi td to 5 hexes no matter what the individual 
gun's renge may k? 
A. No, the restrinion is the arca cndosed by the 
heavy lines. Rangt is not affected by restrickd 
fitld of fire. 

Advanced Union Order of Appearance 
10. Is rule 3 1.05 applied only when the advancing 
brigade advances adjaccnl to a rctrcating brigade? 
A. No, only when the advancing marker ii to 
enter a hex mupied by a retreating marker. 

8. All Advanwd Victory Point Penalties arc 
awardd to the Conkderate player. 

9. 8:40 A .M.  rcinforccments-change Cooper's 
Bty lo Stcwart'r Bty. 

1 I. Can a defending unit which made a voluntary 
retreat in  the previous player turn, makc a 
dtfcndcr's abgnult against attacking units which 
advanoed adjacent to them in the prwioug player 
turn.? 
A. No. I t  must cithcrrcmain whtrc it is or it musl 
continue its retreat. 

10. Optional Entry-rule 3. change 0 6 LO 0.5. 

11. Wadsworth leader counter entcrs with Mere- 
dith and Cutler. 

17. Dws a battery exert a range of influcn~c as 
soonasit unlimbers. wen though it cannot firetill 
its next turn" 
A. Yes. 

12. Ranks battery enters with McIntosh cavalry 
brigadc at 1220 P.M.. July 2. 

18. Can a battery unlimbcr and fire in  the same 
turn if it docsn't move? 
A. Ycs. 

19. By the Activity Cost Chart, anillery may not 
move into tht  range of iniluenw of cncmy 
artillery, but in the rules manual only cavalry and 
infantry range of influence is mentiond. 
A. Only cavalry and infantry range of influence 
affcct amillery movement. 

12. Does an atlacking unit during "dclcndcr's 
rcturn fire" haw the option "to advance into the 
flank". i.e.. does the attacking playtr havc the 
same options as thc dcfcnding playcrwhcn i t  is not 
tht attacking playcr'a turn? 
A. Yes. 

Intermediate Game Table (on back of manual) 

13. Change all Die Roll modificat~ons from +to. 
and all-to + so that a~tuations favorableto attackel 
are-and situations favorable lo dcrcndcr arc +. 

Advanced Game Tables 

14. Current Experitnct Chart Procedure. rule 3. 
Expcricncc level is 4 (not 3). 

13. Doeg a unil which haa brgun to rttrcat 
actually have tomakearetreat moveevery turn,or 
do you have a choice ofeithcr "standingpaLmwilh 
thc unit or rctrtatlng it? 
A. In voluntary retrent,a unit m y  "stand pat". A 
unit must rctrtat each turn if it is in  involunatry 
retreat. 

a.p. 
28. Can advance be less than 6 a.p. i f  n results in 
combat'! 
A. Yes. 

19. Do the penallics olrulc 2 1.7 accrue at the start 
o l  a turn or at the end? 
A. Immediately at the end of each retreat. 

20. I f  artillery uscs heavy iire. one uses 2 ammo 
hclors, bul what does one gain for this? 
A. I fa  heavy Fire battcry fires atanenemy 3 hexes 
away, the rangc is reduced to I hcx for fire 
resolution 

15. Casualrics Table-Procdure. rule 3. Changc 
casualty points lo strength points. 

16. Anlllery Fire Table-Notes4clctc sentence 
starting with "Any number. . ." 

14. After what phase may a unit advance? Ancr 
firc wmbat-assault or both? 
A. After fire combat if enemy makes avoluniary 
rctrcat, or assaul1 if enemy makes an involuntary 
retreat 

17. Activ~ty Capability Charl--add to Infantry. 
Cavalry in Balllclinc column Z ln~t  at rest" 

31. A limbered battery movts adjacent to an 
unlimbered battery. What happens? 
A. Tht limbered battery must stop and the 
unlimbered battcry gcts to make a flank firc 
immdiatcly. 

ACTIVITY. STRENGTH AND DISORGANI- 
ZATION POINT QUESTIONS 

ARTILLERY QUESTIONS 

1. Do andlery batteries out of ammunilion 
possess a melcc strength? 
A. No. 

15. Must a unit which is defined as "attacking" 
movc adjacent to an enemy unit that [urn? 
A. No. 

15a. Or can lhat unit advancc ( u s q  its 6 a.p.'s) 
without moving adjacent to an enemy unit that 

I. Clurrprarion. I f  more than I1  ~ p .  fire at n 
brigadc marker conlaining less than 8 s.p.. break 
down slrenglh into krgcst incrrmcn~s on Break- 
down Charts, c.g.. 20 s . ~ .  brcaks down to I1  s p. 
and 9 6.p.. 15 a.p. breaksdown to I I s.p, and4s.p. 

22. Is CaleflTidball battcry limbered at the slarl 
of the Advanocd game? 
A. Yes. 2. When do battcrics move? Which wgment'! 

A. Each battcry may move in any one pcgrncnt 23. Can batteries from different artillcry btall i- 



THE GENERAL 
2. Is the Breakdown Chart used forartilleryfirc? 

A. Yes, it is used for all firc. 

3. Can a bartleline marker choose to Fire at lesp 
than lts actual strength? 
A. Yes. 

4. (21.17) Must a retreating brigadt use B a.p. in 
its movement phase to rctrcat il o u ~  o l  enemy 
range of inilucna? 
A. No. Once OUL of enemy range of influence. it no 
longer has to retreat. 

5. After using thc Breakdown cham. can [he 
phasing player state which s.p. are firing so as to 
allow use of doubling and/or best experience 
Icvcl? 
A. Yes 

6. Arc disorennizatton levels delermined imme- 
dmtely a% disorganization points arc rcxcived? 
A. Ycs. 

7. Under section 7.0 (strength distribution) it 
statcs thal 6 s.p ii the minimum a non-flank 
cavalry can be formtd at. Docs this mean that so 
long as thc nun-flank markers are all the same 
strength, they can be 7 s  or 8's or is 6 s.p. thc 
minimum and maximum lor cavatry? 
A. Six s.p, is mlnimum strength only. 

8. (26.01 b) I r a  markerofmorcthan8s.p. auffera 
casualtics in combat lire and is then aspaulted, are 
the casualties removed from thc firing port~on? 
A. Yes. 

COMMAND QUESTIONS 

I ,  Whcn do reinforcements lose [heir exemption 
from thc wmmand control rulcs? The turn they 
change formatlon)use lower numbcr of activity 
points. or the turn after this happena. 
A. Thc turn they atlcmpt to change. 

2. What good n an army commandcr il hc can 
only ust his lcadcrship rating? 
A. An army commander cannot activcly partici- 
pate in the control or caordinat~on of troops. He 
has somc function i f  ulilizing rule 0.2. 

unita? 
A. No-unless they also run through a fr~endly 
unit. 

5. Must commanders pay terrain costs? 
A. No. 

6. Does a commandcr have to bc with troops 
under hip authority to add to an assault. 1.e.. Can 
Rcynolds hclp XI Corps  unit^? 
A. Yes. A commander can use his leadership 
rating with any brigade. 

7. Can commanders ~nflucncc murc than onc 
assault. 
A. Ycs. 

8. Why do commanden not aid In rallying 
disorganized troops as in the Intermediate game? 
A. The ~dca in the Advanctd Gamt is lhat oncc 

FORMATION QUESTIONS 

1. Clar$icarion-When the term "marker" is 
w d  in the rules. ~t refers to ~nluntry or cavalry 
battlclinc and column markers. 

2. May a brigade add more than onc marker a 
turn to add to ils battleline? 
A. Yes. 

3. May a battleline marker fire into more than 
one hex? 
A. Yes, but only i f  i t  is on defense. An attacking 
marker can only fire at one hex. 

4. 1s there a cost for rduc~ng thc number of 
battleline markers of a brigade in a turn? 
A. No, exmpt thc movcmcnt cost accrued by 
moving the flank marker into the ncw flank. 

l h t  brigade defends at a strength of 1. it car 
automatically be formed into battlclinc in retreat 
bul i t  mcivcs 10 d.p. In doing so. 

6. Can a unit in  column changc to rest and the1 
changc to column formation Facing in a new 
dirwtion (about face)? 
A. Yes. Thiscanbedonewithout theintermdiate 
slep or moving to m t .  Stc 19.41. 

7. Durtng night turns. is the thrte hex rang< 
affected by friendly units or tcrrain? 
A. NO. 

8. Can a unit entrench at night within 3 hcxer: 
A. Yes. 

9. Can enemy brigades already adjacent at lhc 
start of night remain adjaent during night? 
A. Yes. 

troops stam retreating, it is d i f i ~ u l t  to reverse the 
momcntum unlcss given a period of warn. 

9. Rule 22.9 implies that a bngade not under the 
primary commandcr or a reinforcement gubtracts 
3 from thedie roll whenrollingfor Acttnty points? 
A. Ycs, i f  thc brigadt is attacking on its own. 

10. What if a brigade mmmanderis incapacitated 
and rcplaccd and the rcplactmcnt is also incapaci- 
tated? 
A. A rcplactmtnt brigade commandcr ntvcr 
changes in  rating no matter how often one is 
incapacitatd. 

11. Why are all brtgadc cornmandm rated at thc 
same leadership level? 
A. Within thc scopc of thc gamc. thcir personal 
tnfluence is built into the morale/expenence olthe 
brigade 

12. Do brigades that art in involunlary rttrcal 
munt aganst a commander's control orcoordina- 
tion limit (14.3. 21.5. 21 6]? 
A. NO. 

BASIC CAME AND INTERMEDIATE GAME 

1. On thc Basic Gamc CRT, can a unit attack 
when the strenmh difference is 13 or grcatcr? 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1. I f  a brigade which wasnamed toattackat lhc 
bcginning of its movement phase loses its attack 
status as a result of being morc than3 hexesaway 
from an enemy brigrtde or battery can ~t be numd 
to attack again at thc bcginning of its next 
movement phase? 
A. Yes. 

2. Doe6 infantry in column use the same column 
as "lnhntry" and "Cavalry in  Column" on the 
Activily Capability Chart? 
A. Yes. "Infantry" mcans infantry in  any forma- 
tion. 

3. Can a brigade In battlclinc tormation change 
its type of battleline markers at any timt? 
A. Only during its normal movement phnse or 
during advance and retreat movcmcnt. 

4. Undcr scclion 6.2 (formation continuity) it 
states that a brigadt in  column *muit be 
positioned so that the head of onc markcrpointr to 
thc rcar of anot her". When a brigade is us~ng road 
movement, do the abovc conditions apply to just 
the Lad and rear markers or the entlre bngadc? 
A. Whcn moving in column on or off aroad, the 
head of a marker naed only point to the hex 
occu~ied bv the marker in Front oftt. Thecolumn 

10. Docs an assaulting brigade have to combat 
firc to be able to appault? 
A. No. 

11. Docs a brigadc in column have a range of 
influence? 
A. No 

12. What is the maxlmum number of strength 
polrns that can occupy one hex? 
A. Thtre is no limit. 

13. Can two battlelint marktrs omupy thc samr 
htx with a combined strength greater than S s.p.' 
A. Yes. but only 8 ~ p .  can firc. 

14. Can a flank marker contain more than 8 s.p.? 
A. Ycs. 

15. On page 8, thercisadiagram showing thtfirt 
distribution of a battlehne marker. How is this 
distribution affected i f  thc markcr is less than 8 
s.P.? 
A. The strengtholthemarkerdom not apply.Thr 
fire distribution diagrams indicatt the maximurr 
amount of fire that can be directed into each hea 
bythat typeof rormation marker. Aunit candirtch 
less fire into rhc hex. 

16. How docs flank fire a f fm assaulf? 
A. I t  has no effect. 

3. (15.0) Can any given commander influence A. Ycs, ube th; 11-12 column. dws'not havt to be a straight line. 17. What is thc range of influence ofan infantry oi 
any given bngade? 2. In the Intermediate Gamt, what happens i f  5. What happens if a brigadeat rest ~sfircdupon cavalry brigade in battleline? 
A. Only those brigades under his authority. two adjacent units are adjacent after combat? or assaultd. A. It depends on thc typc o l  formation. P 
4. Can the distance From a commander to a A. Thedefendlng player In his turn must movc his A. I f  lired upon, there is no dcfcnsivc fire. The diagram or the range of influence for each type i t  

brigadcbclraccdthrough hexesadjacent toenemy shatttred unit away from the enemy unit(s). arlacktrautomatically gains flank tire. In assault, shorn on page 15.  

elim 
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FACTORY 
OUTLET 

Whenever in the Baltimore area feel free to 
drop in at our Factory Outlet store located in our 
design offices at 900 St. Paul and 20 E. Read St. 
This store is the world's only retail outletfeaturing 
a complete selection of Avalon Hill games, parts, 
magazines and accessories. Pay by cash or check 
or bring your credit card, and if visiting on 
Saturdays feel free to stay and attend a gaming 
session with lnterest Croup Baltimore and get 
involved with whatever playtesting happens to be 
going down. Or just drop by and play or talk the 
games of your choice on Saturday with any of the 
locals and enjoy the competition. 

Hours: AH Factory Outlet-Tuesday thru 
Saturday; 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
IGB Playtesting-Saturday; 10 A.M. 
to 5 P.M. 

We will now accept game orders by phone 
from those individuals with currently valid 
MASTERCHARGE. BANKAMERICARD 
(VISA).  or AMERlCAN EXPRESS credit cards. 
The number to call is 301-254-5300. Ask for Clo 
Newton or ext. 34 and state that you wish to place 
an order for a game. You must give the order taker 
the number, expiration date, and name of your 
credit card along with your order and shipping 
address. Phone orders are available every Mon- 
day-Friday Crom 8:30 AM to 5 P M .  Absolutely no 
collect phone calls can be accepted. 
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Solution to Contest Number 81 
During movement, the new airborne unit from Britain drops into G-8, the new H Q  unit moves to 

Antwerp to provide next turn's supplies (so new units may be landed), SHAEF HQ moves to GI I ,  and the 
8th Armored and 9th Armored, unsupplied and able to move only one hex, move anywhere they can get to. 
The rest of the units move and attack as indicated below: 

Attacking F~~~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ d i ~ ~  Die Attacker's Final Defender's Final 
unit Hex Unit(#) Odds Roll Position Position 

3 para - 
new air. G8 2SS 1 2  2 
(note: *indicates attack is helped by TAC air point) 

TAC Missions: 

Mission Defender 

ATT 3SS 
ATT 5 1 SS 

48,148,347 inf. 
DEF SHAEF 
DEF new inf. on HIO 
DEF new inf. on 11 1 

The German units left on I10 and GI0 must counterattack and cannot get better than 2-1 odds (which 
means German elimination, since the Allies can chooseadie roll of "6"). Notice that even if the German units 
were supplied-which they are not-only the 2nd SS could get a 3-1 (by moving to FIO and attacking 
SHAEF), and the Allies could choose an  "exchange" result and eliminate the German. 

With a11 of the German units doomed, the Allied player wins by clearing the board of German units 
before the end of the game! 

Alternate solutions are possible (and, if correct, will be accepted). 



WE WANT YOU . . . 
to wrlte for the GENERAL. If you can strlng 
words together Into an ~nteresting article 
format on any Avalon Hill wargame, there's a 
good chance you're just the person we're 
fooklng for You can supplement our l~terary 
staff w ~ t h  artlcles of strategy, game analyses, 
Ser~es Replays, commentaries, new scenarlos, 
or variants 

All articles should be type-wr~tten, double- 
spaced and accompan~ed by a self-addressed 
envelope bearing first class postage. Other- 
wise, rejected artlcles wi l l  not be returned. 
Articles should be supplemented w ~ t h  ~I lustra- 
tions and/or charts whenever possible 

Commencing w ~ t h  the January, 1977 Issue 
the GENERAL w ~ l i  pay $5 per runntng 1 0  
column of edited text. Letters t o  the Ed~tor are 
not sublect to rernuneratlon. Alternatively, 
authors may electto take their remuneratlon In 
the form of Avalon H ~ l l  products, paid at the 
rate of 150% of the cash remuneration. Note 
that illustrations and decorative tqpe faces are 
not subject to remuneration except by prior 
agreement w~th the editor. It is generally 
expected that art~cles w ~ l l  be accompanled by 
sufficient illustrations as a requirement for 
acceptance. 

At the end of each calendar year an  
EDITOR'S CHOICE article wi l l  be selected. The 
author of t h ~ s  art~cle wrll recelve a $100 bonus 
and a l~ fe t~ rne  subscript~on to the GENERAL. 
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COMPARTMENTTRAYS 
At last1 The long suffered problem of unl t  

counter storage for Avalon HIII games 1s 
solved The Avalon Hill compartment tray frts 
S ~ U Q I ~  Into the bottom of the bookcase style 
box A clean plastic cover f ~ t s  over the mold to 
prevent counter leakage. Each tray has slxteen 
1 'A'' x2lh'' compartments W deep whlch w ~ l l  
accommodate up to 400 unlt counters and 4 
d ~ c e  

The tray IS also usable In the flat box 
games By cuttlng off wrth a palr of ord~nary 
sctssors three of the four s ~ d e  panels of two 
trays another perfect f ~ t  IS arranged for the flat 
box games-tbts t lme wrth 32 compartments 
and 5 dlce depressions 

These trays are ava~lable by mall order only 
drrect from Avalon H ~ l l  They w ~ l l  not be 
Included ~n new game releases rn e~ the r  the 
retarl or mall order l ine The trays areava~lable 
only in  sets of 3 and sell for $3 25 per set plus 
75C postage charges. Postage coupons cannot 
be u t ~ l ~ z e d  to order compartment trays Mary- 
land res~dents please add 5% state sales tax 

T m  GENERAL 

FOREIGN 
READERS 

Due to contractual obligations with our 
exclusive distributors we cannot accept mail 
orders for games from Australia, Britain, Ger- 
many, Greece, Italy or Japan. Such orders must be 
placed with our exclusive distributors whose 
addresses you'll find listed on Page 2 of this 
magazine. Orders for parts and airmail subscrip- 
tions to the GENERALare not subject to this ban. 
APO and FPO addresses of  U.S. servicemen 
likewise are not subject to this ban. We also urge 
you to get i n  touch with the distributor for your 
country in  regards to placing your GENERAL 
subscription through him which in  most cases wil l  
result in  considerable savings for you. PANZERBLITZ BOOKLETS 

J After hundreds of requests for it, we've 
finally published the best of the GENERAL'S 
many articleson PANZERBLITZ-conventional MAGNETIC GAMES wargaming's a11 rime best seller Entitled 
"Wargarner's Guide to PANZERBLITZ", i t  

Now you can convert your favorite game for initiates and may very well end the "Best of the 

vertical display or secure in-play storage with GENERAL" series as no other game has been 

magnetic tape, unmounted boards and just an the target of a comparable volume of literary 
hour of your time. A l l  you'll need is a metal surface attention. 

and an unmounted gameboard. We supply the The 36 pp, manual resemblesvery much an 
magnetic strips with self sticking adhesive already issue of the GENERAL except that it is devoted 
applied. You just cut the S" x I' strips into half 100% to PANZERBLITZ. The articles are taken 
inch squares and apply them to the unit counters almost exclusively from back issues, dating as 
which came with your game. The result is a $$" far back as 1 971 In add~tion, two never before 
thick counter which will stack six high even when published articles appear; Robert Harmon's 
the mapboard is mounted in a vertical position for "Commanders Notebook" which analyzes the 
display purposes. Never worry about that pbm original 12 scenarios, plus Phil Kosnett's 
move being jostled again between turns. "Chopperblitz"-a hypothetical variant utiliz- 

Naturally this magnetic treatment will be less ing helicopters wi th  SIK new scenarios. 
valuable for counters with two-sided printing, but Repr~nts include Larry McAneny's "The 
that still leaves them with a multitude o f  uses. Pieces of  Panzerbl4tz"-voted the best art~cle 

NOTE: i t  wil l  be necessary to be sure that the top ever to appear i n  the GENERAL, "Beyond 
portion of all unit counters are uniformly applied Situation 13"-twelve add~tional scenarios by 

to the top half of  the magnetic strips. Otherwise, Robert Harmon; "Parablitz", "Panzsrnacht". 
the polarity may be reversed and the counters wil l  "Blind Panzetblitz"; "Situation 13"; "Champi- 
actually repel each other rather than attract. onship Situat~ons"; "Panzerblitz Conceal- 
Therefore, i t  is wise to mark the back of  the ment"; and "Incremental Panzerblitz." Top- 
magnetic strips uniformly across the top so as to plng it all off IS  a complete l~s t i ng  of all errata 
be sure to apply the top half of  the counter to the on the game published to date where the 
top half of  the magnetic strip. Opponents Wanted Page once ruled supreme. 

Magnetic strips areavailable from Avalon Hi l l  The Wargarner's Guide to PANZERBLITZ 
for 90a a foot or $7.50 for ten feet. Unmounted sells for $3.00 plus 50C postage and handling 
mapboards are available upon request for $6.00 charges from the Avalon Hill Game Company. 
apiece. Usual postage charges apply, as does the 4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore. MD 21214. 
5% state sales tax for Maryland residents. Maryland residents add 5 %  state sales tax. 
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PBM EQUIPMENT 
Tired of playing solitaire or humiliating Each ki t  sells for $6.90 postpaid and 

the same opponent day after day? You may includes enough materials (4 pads) to play 
be good in  your game room but what can virtually dozensof games, including adden- 
you do against a good player from another durn sheets which l ist grid-coordinates for 

part of the country? There's only one way those games not already possessing them. 

to find out - play them by mail! PBM is an Half kits consistrng of two  pads and all the 

easy.to.learn and convenient.to.use system of pertinent instructions sell for 53.50 Post- 

playing fellow garners across the nation. A paid. 

special CRT and combat resolution system Kits are available for the following 

makes i t  impossible to cheat1 PBM 1s an games: 
entirely different experience from face-to- 

*AFRIKA KORPS 'KRIEGSPIEL 
*AN210 *LUFTWAFFE 

face play. I t  has made better gamers of 'BLITZKRIEG 'PANZERBLITZ 
many who have tried it, and all those who *BULGE *STALINGRAD 
have mastered it. PBM is the only way to *D-DAY RUSS CAMPAIGN 
participate in the many national tourna- *GETTYSBURG '64 *WATERLOO 
ments held regularly for Avalon Hjl l  games. 

. 
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READER BUYEII'S GUIDE ' 1  I 1 
I I 
!TIN SUBMARINE $12.00 ! 
i WWII Multi-Vessel Naval came; 
I 
! 
! : INSTRUCTIONS: Rate all catmorier bv placing a i number ranging from 1 through g i n  the ap- 
I propriate spacaE to the right 11 eQuating excel- 
! lent, Saverage: and 8-terrible). EXCEPTION: 
I Rate item No. 10 In terms of minutes namseary 
I t o  plav flame as recorded In  lbminute  incre- 
: ments. EXAMPLE: I f  yw've found that h t  takes 

two and a half hours to play FRANCE 1940, you 
: v w l d  give i t  a GAME LENGTH rating of "15 " 

; Part~clpsts In the= reviews only if you are 
: lamlliar with the game in question. 

i 
I 1. Physical Quality 
j 2. Hapboard 
: 3. Comronents 
1 4. Ease ol  Uni~rstanding 
1 5. Cnnpleteness ol Rules 

6. Play Balanee 
1 7. Realism 
j U. Ixriternen! leve l  
I 9. Overall Value 
1 10. Game Len61L 
i The review sheet may be cut out, photocopied, 
I or merely drawn on a wpsrate sheer of paper. 
I Mail ~t to our 4517 Harford Road address with 
I your c o n t ~ t  entry or opponents wanted ad. Mark 
{ such corr~poncknce to the attention of the R & 
: 0 Department. 
I 

Opponent Wanted 2% 1 
I. Wanl-ads wil l  be acwpted only when printed on thisform or a lacsimile and must he accornpan~cd by a 
25t tnkrn lee. So refunds. 
2. Fur  Salc. Tradc, or Wantcd l o  Buvads wil l  bcacccptcdonly whcndcaling wi~hcolltclor'sitem~(games 
no longer available Frnm AH) and are accompanied by a $1.00 Loken ree. 
3. Inaen copy on liner provided (25  word maximum] and prior name. addressand phone number on Lhe 
nppropriatc Iincs. 
4. PRINT -if illegible your ad  wil l  not he printed 
5. So that as many adscsn bc pr~ntcd aa poastblc w i t h ~ n  our limitcd spam wtrequtsl lhar you useoWicial 
sme  abbrer~atluna aa well as the p r n e  ahbreviationv hated belor: 

Arab Israeli Wars = A IW: Afrika Kurps = AK: Alexander = Alex: An7io = Anz. Assault on Crele= AOC; 
M t l e  uf lhc Bulge= BB; B l ~ t ~ k r i c g =  B1~tz;Cacaar's Lcg~ons=CL;Cacanr =CAE; Chanwl1on~~llc:Chan: 
D-Day = DD. Diplomacy : Dip: France 1940 = F r  40: Face l o  Faw  = FTF: Gettyaburg = Get '64 or'77: 
Juttand : Jut: Kingmaker : KM: Kr iegp ie l=  Krieg: l.uliwaNe = LW: Midway = Mid: Napoleon = Nap: 
Or~ginso l  WWI I  : Orl#; P a n ~ c r b l ~ t r  : PB. Panrer LEader= PL; Plny by Mail  = PBM. Richthofcn's War: 

Rusrinn Campahgn = TRC. Third Rc~ch  : 3R: Tobruk = Tob. U-Baal= UB. Vatory in  thc Pac~i ic= VITP: 
War at Sea = WAS: \V;ltcrloo = Wat: Wooden Shipv & Iron Men = W S l M  

RW: 1776. Squid  Lcidcr = SL: Sralinprad = 'Grad: Sraruhip Troopen = SST: Tactics 11 = Tar, The + 
t 

CONTEST NUMBER 83 

It is the Confederate turn in an Introductory Gettysburg game. All of 
the rules except the optionals are in use. As the ~onfederaie-player, you 
are to move your units and set up your attacks so as to guarantee the 
elimination of every Union unit in the diagram by the end of your next 
turn. This assumes that you roll the worst attack rolls possible and that the 
Union player rolls the best results in his turn. There are no units in play 
other than those illustrated in the diagram. 

FilI in the chart below indicating the moves, attacks, order of attacks, 
units lost in exchange and advances andlor retreats, if any, for your units 
for this turn. At the end of your turn, you should be in a position such that 
no matter what the Union player does in his turn you will eliminate all 
surviving units in your next turn. 

Hex Order of Advance 

4 Use hex I.D. given in diagram. 

I 
Ten winning entries will receive certificates redeemable for free A H  

merchandise. To be valid an entry must be received prior to the mailing of 

NAME PHONE the next GENERAL and include a numerical rating for the issue as a whole 
as well as list the best 3 articles. The solution will be announced in the next 
issue and the winners in the following issue. 

I S S O E A b A  W H 0 I . E  . . . . . . .[K;l telrom I 10 I t t  sbth"1 cqu:~tiny cucellcnl. lo= I c r r~h le )  

ADDRESS 
k, 3 * r , r * r  

NAME 

4' ADDRESS 

CITY S T A T E  ZIP A 3 CITY S T A T E Z I P -  



ion Guards. Providing the G w r d  wirk any 
targets within their normal range than 

sary is about as sure a way as there is to l o ~ e  
ing FS, its occupants, and rke scenario. 
rtunately, they are in no position ro returnfire 

i~ quire another matter. Col. Berki and his 

be able ro reinforce H5 during his Movement 
r Troops in H5 are between the proverbial 

e". Post publicarion reports have indeed 

TARGET DR DRM/Im RESULT 

H5 12 +I116 - 

J4 6 +3/8 - 
L6 2 +3/ 16 35.8 

1YE FIRE PHASE 

TARCET DR DRMfIFT RESULT 

D4 8 + l / B  - 
G4 7 +3/B - 
G4 10 t 3 /8  - 
M4 8 +l/B - 

Wtretl.4.5.6 LMGx3 M5 10 +I116 - 
Hickcn, 13, HMG NS 4 +1/8 1:10,2 
Hamblen. I I. I2,LMG. 

M5 7 +3/12 - 

The German defensive fire may have done him 
more harm than me. By creating a Berserk unit in 
N5, he has caused a distraction whichmay allow me 
to sneak into building K4 while the Bergrker draws 

the lion's share of the fire. If the Berserker is lost, 
however, I may be in for trouble in building N4 as 
I'll be short a unit where he can concentrate the 
majority of his Fiepower. 

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGET DR DRM/IIFI RESULT 

1) 6. 7. 6 K5 6 +3/6 - 
7.) 16, 17, 18 F6 4 +?I4 - 

German squad 10 routs to L7; Russian squad 1 
routs to its leader at N4. The Russian then shows his 
skill in the low crawl by advancing all his Guards 
into the street in an assault on building F5, plus 
three more squads which advance into L3 in an 
attempt to take advantage of the Berserker's charge. 

NEUTRAL COMMENT- 
ThB is as unbthul afirst turn of "The Guards 

Counterattack"as Pve ever seen, but it is sure to lead 
to some nasty conseqwnces soon. fie only serious 
fault I can find with either player's attack3 is rhe 
Germart's use of 3 LUGS in hisjirsr attack on M5. 
The third gun added nothing to the nrtack and 
rirked an unnecessary breakdown by firing. It 
should have held its fire or taken a por shot at 52. 

Tke Russian's overall move is something eke 
agah, and is cerrainly bolder than I would attempt. 
Granted, the Russian is under rime pressures, but 
given his rotal failure to harm the German defenses, 
I would have waited to see whar a Rwsian Defensive 
Fire pkase and another Prep Fire phase would do 
before venturing into the street. As it srands now, 
the German in his Prep Fire Phase has break or 
worse percentages of: 47% on the stack in E.5,36% 
on H4,lm and 55% on G5, and 18% on F4. Given 
average luck, the Rwsian should have 4 of his 
Guards broken. A few low dice rolls could make if 
much worse and cripple the Russian's chances. The 
wait and see approach becomes mm morapalatable 
with the wise maximum advance into H3. This 
brings JB into normal range of the Russion Guards 
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and also doubles rhe potential firepower on H5. 
Waiting one more turn seems the more sensibk 
approach to me. 

To the east, I would have prepfired the M2 stack 
on K.5 rarker than moving to M4. The subsequent 
berserk starus of the R w i a n  2nd squad makes this 
mow look betrer lrkan it is. If the German is smurr. 
he'll ignore she berserk squad and concentrate$re 
on U. 

The German's bfggest mistake was in failing to 
rout Sgt. Hamblen to L7 with his broken spud.  Nor 
only did he mi3s a chance ro rally the squad in hi4 
Rally Phase, but by wcaring Ld. he forces the 
Berserk squud ro attack M7 which the German can 
reinforce in his Movement Phase from M9 and then 
greer rhe berserker with a 3-1 -I Close Combat Kill 
Number of "Y, 

GERMAN TURN 1- 
The Russian advance into L3 is the only real 

surprise. I thought for sure he would use them as 
reinforcements for building N4 or, at worst, head 
for K2 via M l - W K I  in order to  increase his 
firepower on J4 next turn. As it turns out, however, 
my only defensive fire which had any effect 
probably did him more good than harm by creating 
a berserk unit. It is essential that I enjoy a good 
round of Prep Fire this turn to offset his bold first 
move. 

PREP FIRE PHASE 
FIRING TARGET DR DRM/IFT 

1) 8, 9 W 9 01s 
2) Leiso. 1, 2 W 8 -118 
3 3 ,  LMGxl GS 11 0116 

F4 11 014 
4) 7, LMG x Z H4 7 018 

G5 7 014 
3) 1 1 , I Z .  LMG. Harnbltn. 

MMG M6 4 0124 
6)4 ,5 ,6 .LMGx3.Wttzd M5 7 +I116 

RESULT 
- 

1:3, a, 6 
- 
- 
1:8 
- 

KIA 
1:7,8,7 

RUSSIAN TURN ONE-Tht first c h a n g e o f  fire b m k a  only one krserk. The subsequtnt Russian advamr is probably toodaring lor 
sqund per side>ut dots result in Ihc Runsian 2nd Squad going this point in thc gamc. 
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Things are proceeding as well as can be expected 

and his failure to cause any damage yet to the 
occupants of building K5 is encouraging as it 
protects my move into N4. I 
NEUTRAL COMMENT- 

The Germw routs squads 2 and 3 ro H7 and 
ends hir turn by advancing Hieken to L7 to tend lo 
the broken squad there. He probabfy would haw 
been well advised to rout Kelso along with squad I 
to H? where he could artempt to rally zhem with 
Desperation Morale in the Russian rally phase. F5 
i4 1oxt and Keko should have raken rhe betterpart of 
vulor. 

The Russkn routs squads 3 and 4 to N4 when 
Cohenov will have lo do his besr to rally some type 
of &fenre force for the building. Broken Guards I3 
and I7 mut back zo G4 and E4 respectively. 

fie German attacks on the Guards were just 
plain unlucky. The Rus~ians got oflfar Iighrer than 
they should have. Over in the neighborhood of U, 
however, the Germans got just whar they deserved. 
The berserk unit should have been ignored in favor 
of a concentrarion of all avuiluble flre on U. The 
Russiam now A m  an "in"to K4 and iheavailability 
of plenty ofjirepower to lay on J4 means that they 
could well have rhe upper hand in any barilefor the 
building which now looms as the criticalpoint of the 
batlle. As successful as the atrack on M5 was, ihe 
German interests would have been better sewed by 
hving the l? fire group hii H3 which is now rhe 
principal firing point fir the desrruction of J4. 

GERMAN TURN ONE-Dcsp~tc breaking five Russian squadband make the wrong alack. the HUG could haw b m  carried to M 7  
killing the krstrker. ihcGcrman hasmadesomefalal mistakes. The where the 1 I .  I Z C  13thquadscould havecombinedfora 12-1 attack 
most obvious error is the abandonmtnt ul  thc HMG in order to get on the threesquads in L3. Tht Ruasianrctvrnfirc b m k s  theGerman 
Hicken and t k  I k h  squad to L6. I n  so doing. tht German has 2nd & 3rd squads and assures rhe fall of building H5. 
sacr i fd  his mml valuabk wcapon to p t  to the wrong hex in time to RUSSIAN TURN 2- 

The results of my attacks against the Guards 
were extremely disappointing as 1 managad to break 
only two quads.  F5 will fall soon now regardless of 
what happens from here on. On the other hand, I did 
eliminate the berserk squad and my successful fire 
into M5 has left N4 bereft of good order defenders 
and enables me to pursue my strategy of trading F5 
for N4. By moving Sgt. Hieken into L6 I have 
completed my preparations for the assault on N4. 

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE 
FIRING TARGET DR DRMIIFT RESULT 

I )  6. 7. 8 K5 5 +>/ I2  15, 6 
2) Dubovich, 9. MMG J4 9 +Z/S - 
3) 10. 11. 12 34 8 +3/16 - 
4) 14. 15 H5 8 +3/24 I:J 
5 )  16. I 8  F6 6 +3112 M:S. 7, 11 

ADVANCING FIR6 PHASE 

1) Hiikeo. 13 l.3 I 1  -112 - 

RUSSIAN TURN TWO-Russian prep fire brcaka the German 7th climrnared lor failure to rout, and advanc~ngfire on Fbdoomu Kt lw  
qund bttorc the Gcrmnn retaliate by breaking the 7th and I s l  and the Gcrrnan Isl squad lor rhe same reawn. 7 h c  Russian 6th and 
quads, and eliminating the 13th. 8th. and bmkm 5th squads. The Germen 9th arc losl in Close Combat. 
mrn$gc is increased when the now broken Rusrian 7th quad is 

Turn 2 commences with the successful rallying 
of the German 10th and Russian 1st squads. Col. 
Berti also manages to rally the 13th Guards despite 
the effects of Desperation Morale. 

The squads in L3 have toget out of the middle of 
the street but just where they go will depend on the 
resuIts of my Prep Fire. Between Dubovich and the 
Guards in  H3, I should be able to neutralize 34 and 
that will allow me to advanoe into K4 where I can 
hope for an early attainment of my victory 
conditions. Then I'll play defense. If 1 don't break 
the German 7th squad, then I better back off and 
reinforce MS. 

PREP FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGhT DR DRMllFT RESULT 

1 )  Dubovich. 9. MMG 54 8 +2(8 - 
21 10. 1 I ,  I 2  J4 5 +31[6 ! :I0 1 

Now that I've neutralized 54, 1'11 try to 
accomplish both the assault on K4 and the 
reinforcement of M5. Sending the 13th Guards into 
14 combined with my taking of building FS with its 
excellent fire positions for attacks on 17 should draw 
off enough fire to allow N4 to hold on its own until 
Cohenov can rally some more troops. 

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGET DR DRMIIFT RESULT 
I) K c h .  1 G6 I I  + l / S  - 
2) 8. 9 Kd 4 +3/16 24.8 
31 11.12. [~.LMG.MMG NS 5 +3/16 I:8 
4) Wetzel. 5. 6. LMGx2 MS 2 +I112 KIA 
5) 4. LMG 14 3 -216 KIA 

The decision to advance into K4 with only two 
squads was a mistake. Realistically speaking, I just 
didn't send enough to give myself an even chance of 
doing much g o d  in tither building. Given his 
attack on M5, though, I guess I'm fortunate I took 
the wrong course. In any case. N 4  is in a lot of 
trouble. I'll move my MMG to K 2  to at least cover 
the L5 approach to the building. 



NCING FIRE PHASE 

TARGET DR DRM/IFT RESULT 

K5 8 + 3 / B  - 
I7 3 ' 318  13, 7, 5 .  4 
F6 5 t11130 3:7, 7, 7 

the 1st squad for failure to rout, the German7th 
ves to J5 where Cpl. Pollack awaits. 
The Russian Advanae Phase reinforces the 

UTRAL COMMENT- 

Iso's immeddnte problems rather than just 

The abxenm of the German HMG is telling. rrn 

Given rhe more immediate problem of the 

German cheap shots at Russian squads- 
ecialiy three at a time. As it stands, the Germans 

titermore, the Germans in L4 and L7 using an 
stairs" LOS have a 28% chance of eliminaring 
Rursians in G7. Such m occurrence could well 

advances would be more acceptable ij they 

s, make him do it with several low dies rolh, not 

The Russian aucceeds in rallying all three of his 

PREP FlRE PRASE 
TARGET DR DRMjCPT RESULT 
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GERMAN TURN TWO-Thc G e m n  enjoys good Iortuot at the 
cxpmsc of g o d  judgement The Russian 14th. 15th, 20th and 21pt 
squads are broken in Prtp Fire while the 10th. l lth and 12th are 
aIlowed to cross tbe street at I4 without a shot being fired. The 
Russian returnn lire, nicking tht dcftnscs at I7 by breaking thc 

German 6th. The German sdvancing fire has mixcd rcsulis, brtating . . . . . . . . . - 
the Russan4th rqud. but turning thealreadj broken 1st squad lntoa 
berserker The Russian 3rd and G e m n  I I t h a n  lostinclosccombat 
while the berserk R w a n  Is1 holdsthc 12thana 13thloched1nmel~. 

7he German receives imulr on top of injury 
when his advanring fire on N4 transforms the 
Russian? broken lssi squad into a berserker-a facr 
only marginaily compensarcd for by ihc breaking of 
the Soviet's 4th squad in the same atrack. 

The Russian defensive fire info J5 was a good 
atrack despire i!s failure ro achieve casualties as it 
kept the German 7th squad under the eflects of 
Desperation Morale. 

Despite ail this, rhe German's posilion is far 
from hopeless. Given the same dice against dgferent 
targets, the German could wall be in a commanding 
posirion now. As it is, the well-rimed advance of 
Cpt. Wetzelberge and the rout of three squads into 
18 threatens 10 give the Gcrmanssomernuch needed 
manpower just in time 10 hold lhe w e s i e r n h k  
while the Sovieo ore in grave danger of losing N4 
and M2 in the easr. 

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGET DR DRMjlFT RESULT 
1) 10 J5 9 +3/6 - 
2) 1 1 .  12 17 7 +3/6 - 
3) Dubovich, 9, MMG M5 10 +2;8 - 
4) 3. 4 M5 9 +3/16 - 
5) 16. 18, 19 17 6 +3/ 16 1:3. 5. 8. 12 

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE 
I 1  lo? 11, 1Z 13 N4 7 +3/16 M.3,2,7.11 

During the Rout Phase Guards 20 and 21 return 
to F6, Cohenov-and Squad 4 rout into N3, 
presumabIy to allow the Commissar toextol thevir- 
tues of Mother Russia in the back room during the 
Russian Turn 3 Rally Phase as well as to avoid the 
melee in N4. In the Resulting Close Combat, the 
Russian 3rd squad is eliminated in a 2-1 but the 
berserk squad survives a 3-2, thus holding the 
Germans in melee. To add to their problems, the 
German I I th squad is lost to a 2-1 Close Combat 
attack. German squads 2, 3 and 6 rout to I8 where 
they meet up with Cpt. Wetzelkrge who advances 
into the Rex. The German 10th squad advances to 
M4 to cut off any potential reinforcement to 
buildings N4 and M2. 

RUSSIAN TURN 3- 
The German fortunes improve even more in the 

Russian Rally Phase, with the successful rally ofhis 
2nd and 3rd squads. The 6th  and 7th, still under the 
influence of DM do not rally however, and the 7th is 
desperately needed. The Russian 4th is equally 
reluctant, however, and is needed every bit as much. 

NEUTRAL COMMENT- 
m e  German attacks, although wildly successful, 

were more lucky than good and may ironically lead 
to their downfall. The failure to atmck the stack of 
Guards in 14 wirh everything 17 could muster is just 
incomprel%emibie. The remarkable goodforrune in 
H5 and G7 just does not compemate for rkefailure 
to seize a 424% kill opportunity p5% breaklon three 
Guards. His failure to do so should cause she fall of 
W. 

Tkis lapse is even more of a cardinal sin given his 
complete failure to utilize h b  alternativefirepower 
in Lh and L7. These forces could have sufliced to 
deal with theflanking move in G7. Instead, theygot 
carried away with a need to immediately take a 
building to make up for the one they lost. 
Meanwhik, Sgt. Harnblen cools kb keels in Lb 
unused. Apparently, the German was not aware of 
his LOS possibilities. 

PREP FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGET DR DRM/IFT RESULT 

1) Duhvich, 9, MMG M4 7 +1/8 M:9 
2) 16. 18. 19 17 7 *3116 M:9,4 

K5 should be mine after this turn. Odds are that 
at least one of my Guards will survive his defensive 
fire, and if necessary, Close Combat. The breaking 
of squad 10 in M4 was a stroke of luck as it will be 
eliminated for failure to rout. This manpower loss 
should enable me to hold M2. Col. Berki and the 
17th Guards move into HS for the dual purpose of 
rallying comrades and providing fire support. His 
loss of yet another squad in I7 makes Berki's 
exposure on the front line a more reasonable risk. 

My success against the Guards in G7 and H5 
gives my position at 17 a new lease on life. Thus 

[,reassured, I am launching my assault on M4. 
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RUSSIAN TURN THREE-The Russmn Prcp Firc proves very 
costly-bmk~ng thc Gcrman 4th and 10th squads. The lattcr is 
especially costly as it 1s elirninatd lor failurc lo rout, adding to the 
carnagc crtated by yet another successful flosc Combat which 
eliminalm the Gcrman 13th squad. The unexpected Ruasian 

reslatanae In N4 has probably =ale3 the German's Fate, despite his 
utter good forlunc in nculralizingtht Russian pcnttration orbuilding 
54. The German Sth squad's defensive fire breaks the Russian loth 
and 1 Ithandallows i t  to temporarily save the day ina CloseCombal 
cxchanpe with the Russmn 12th. 

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGET DR DRMj IFT RESULT 

115. L M G x 2  H5 5 +3/8 M:8. 9. 3. 4 
2) a 54 3 +3(8 I : l l ,8-5 

ADVANCING FIRE PHASE 

1 )  12 K5 2 +3/6 1:4 
2) 17. Btrki. LMG x 2 17 6 + I  (4  - 

I got the better of the Rout Phase. My 10th and 
1 Ith Guards rout to 52 where they are in easy reach 
of Lt. Dubovich while Corn. Cohenov moves into 
N2 with the broken 4th squad. The Germanloses the 
7th and 10th squads for failure to rout. In my 
Advance Phase, I'm moving the 9th squad and the 
MMG to L2 in an effort to reinforce N4 while 
Dobovich splits back to 32 to rally the Guards. The 
10th Guards advanae into K5 is met by a successful 
1-2 Close Combat, but not before the Guards blow 
the German 8th squad away with a 2-1 in exchange. 
Meanwhile the berserk Russian in N4 is deserving of 
the Order of Lenin. He not only survives another 2- 
1, -1 CAT, thus keeping N4 in melee, the German 
I3th squad succumbs to a I - I .  

NEUTRAL COMMENT- 
The German counteratrack in N4 is rnelring 

away befire his eyes rhunks to the heroics of the 
Russian firsr squad. The German advance inro M4 
is now shown post facto as n foolish move. M4 
oJfered no advanrage a! aU over M5 except for the 
possibiiiv of a Poini Biank Fire on Cohenov in N3. 
The advance shouid no! have been made until !he 
Russian threat to rout routes in N4 was elimznared. 
M5 ofJered borh betrer prorection from incoming 

Jre and LDS due to its height advantage. The 
premature advance proved ro be a very cosriy one. 

Ir is still anybody's game, however, thanks in 
large part ro the expuision of Russians from 
building K5. If th@ German ran rpinforce K5 and 
finallc. win his melee in N4, he has a chance. 

GERMAN TURN 3- 
1 lost my 6th squad to a fate roll during a rally 

attempt but a t  least none of the seven Russian 
broken squads managed to rally either. 

PREP FIRE PHASE 

FlRlNC TARGET DR DRM/IFT RESULT 

1) 5. LMGx2 JZ 9 + 3 / 8  - 
2) Hambltn. M M G  U 5 -112 1:6 

My recent losses have convinced me that my 
only chance is to reinforce N4 with all available 
men, taking it and M2, and hoping that my single 
squad in I7 can hold out. Therefore, I'm movingrny 
remaining strength to the east in the person of Cpt. 
Wetzelberge and two squads. 

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE 

FIRING TARGET IDR DRM/lFT RESULT 

1) Bcrki. 17. LMG x 2 K7 12 +1/6 
21 11. 18. 19 17 7 +3116 

ADVANCING FIRE 

1) Wetzel. 2. 3 

So far, so good-his defensive fire did no 
additional damage and he lost two captured LMG 
in the bargain. Wetzelberge now advances into M5 
where he can protect K3  and be on hand to join the 
melee in N4 if I don't kill the berserker this time. 

Another notch on the guns of the berserk squad. 
They've compIeted their single-handed destruction 
of my intial attack force and are still unscathed 
through three rounds of Close Combat despite my 
leader advantage. This is the last straw. I now am 
down to only 3 unbroken squads and am in danger 
of being wiped out; let alone winning the game. 
Losing 5 squads to Close Combat, failure to rout, 
and a fate dice roll is just too much to overcome. 

NEUTRAL COMMENT- 
Arnold's plighr is indeed grea! bur the siruadion 

is still not hopeless. He neglects to menrion rkar rhe 
Russiam have only 6 unbroken squads left at this 
point. A single low dice roll in rhe right place could 
still restore rhe situation. 

The Germw Rep  Fire selection was less than 
optimal. He does have toflre on 32 to prevent the 
rallying of the Guards there, bur a single LMG 
would have sufficed. 7he orher 6 factors should 
have gone ro hismorepressingproblem-HS or G6. 

RUSSIAN TURN 4- 
The German's failure to fire on H5 last turn has 

hurt him. Both Guards units there as well as the 

GERMAN TURN THREE-Fortunex were again mixcd as I7 a fate roll in  the Rally Phase and ye1 another 1-1 Close Combat 
continues to hold out against supcrior Rusbian firepower. but rate is against lhc krserk Russian Is1 squad. 
cmcl tothc Germans mother wayxnr they lose bolha brokcnsquad to 
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Russian 4th squad in N2 rally. The Guards then join 
in a massive attack on 17 which eliminates two 
German squads and opens the flood gates. 

FIRING TARGET DR DRM/IFT RESULT 

I) 14. IS. 16. 18. I 9  17 2 +3/30 KIA 

Now that his last squad on the west half of the 
board has been eliminated, I'm homefree. All I have 
to do is waltz into two more of his nearly defenseless 
buildings and let him have N4. Besides, 1 now owna 
9:2 advantage in unbroken squads. 

DEFENSIVE FIRE PHASE 

TARGET DR DRMIIFT RESULT 
N4 8 +I116 1:Il 
54 4 +3/2 

ADVANCING FlRE 

M5 7 +3/12 
K4 8 *1/6 

The Geman  defensive fire breaks the Russian 
4th squad which routs to N3. All remaining Russian 
quads advance in the Advance Phase. Berki and the 
17th Guards kill Pollack in a 6-1 Close Combat but 
the berserk Russian has run Out of luck. The 1 st and GERMANTURN FOUR-The German playcrsuccccdsin his initial due toerccssive lesss. Thcsituationaait now stands will force him to 
9th Russian squads miss with a 2-1 Close Combat goalof Laking two Russian buildings, but finds hirnselflosinganyuay, makc suicldal charges In avalnattempt tosatisfyvictorycondit~ons. 

against one German squad while the German takes 
them both out in a 1-1. PREP FIRE confrontation and may rally in rime to sneak back 

FIRING TARGET DR DRM/~FT RESULT into N3 and deprive the German of an "exclusive 
1) Wetzel. 3 K4 3 +1/4 1:6,4 conrrol", NEUTRAL COMMENT- 2) Hamblcn. MMG 16 7 -112 - Surprkingh, the Russians have not yet artained 

Despi~e finally winning a CIose Combat, the their victory eondirionr in terms of buildings 
German i4 all bur beaten. He had to hope rhur U controlled. Forrunately for them. they do nos have 
could somehow hold out and without it, his enrire 1) Berki. 17. LMG M5 12 -118 to. All they need do now is avoid t h  lorn ofthree 
posi!ion has collapsed. All he can do now is charge i! ::: i: 16, 18, 19 M3 1 1  016 

12 +3/12 squads. Rus~ian un i l~  and hope for rke best. 
The German should have dcfemivefired on 1kf8 ADVANCING F I R E  AFTERMATH- 

insteadofN4asrhewoodenbui~d~gwasaneasier I)Z,LMG N3 5 +3/6 - At this point, we end our blow-by-blow 
target. He had virtually no chance of stopping rhc description of the game with gloom and despair 
berserk squad in a stone building, but the mistake The turn ends with the German having much in evidence on the German lines. We would be 
went unpenalized given the outcorn of h e  Close good the pledge to take two buildings. N4 and M2 remiss, however, if we did not report the final 
Combat. Why isn't Hamblen firing the MMG? are now solely theirs, albeit at a rather highcost. The outcome, 

Russian 4th squad routs to P3 and Cohenov Facing a lost game in any case, the Germans 
voluntarily breaks to rout into 02. made suicidal assaults on 52 and K4. Miraculously, 

GERMAN TURN 4- the German 2nd squad not only reached 52 but 
NEUTRAL COMMENT- 

More bad news for the German. The two Guards succeeded in capturing it, and eliminating the two 
f i e  vo lmtar~  breaking of Cohenov was Wile  Russian Guards there in Close Combat. squads in J2 have rallied. clever. This way, he avoids n Close Combat It would make nice reading if we could report 

that Wetzelberge and the third squad had similar 
luck in K4, but they were gunned down in the street 
of L4at Point Blank range. Their chances of making 
it across the street, let alone of winning the Close 
Combat, were roughly 1 in 12. But if they had.  . . . 

RUSSIAN SUMMATION- 
In analyzing the entire game, I'll be the first to 

admit my play was far from flawless. The premature 
advance towards building K4 and the accompany- 
ing split decision to reinforce N4 were piecemeal 
commitments that amounted togross errors. I think 
Arnold blew his last reasonable chance by not 
staying in the I7 area. Abandoning the two squads in 
I7 to their fate was the fatal blow. 

NEUTRAL SUMMATION- 
7his game could easily have gone either way 

rhrough rhejirsr three turns. 11 was nut until turn 4 
that the Germanr'plight approached near hopelem 

The "luck" seems ro have been apportioned out 
as evenly a3 one couldexpect. A quick accounting of 
94 Rwsiun and 68 German dice rolls led to an 
"average" dice roll of 6.73 for rhc Russian and 6.72 
for the German. Naturally, nor all dice roll 
situations are created equal and rhe oversimpIi$ed 

Continued on Pg. 32 
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MISSION SCENARIOS byArnoldHendrick 

"Lieutenant, you're detached to the Corvette 
Novgorod, with the 3rd Platoon. Sealed mission 
orders are waiting For you on board. Don't forget to 
requisition the special equipment and support you'll 
need after you read the orders." The Colonel stood 
up, "Good luck, son, and bring 'em all back!" 

One of the real tests of military judgement is 
being able to  accomplish the mission assigned. 
Furthermore, this mission must be accomplished in 
relative ignorance of the enemy strength. The 
"mission scenario" system presented here ap- 
proaches this idea better than the simple straight- 
forward scenarios given in the STARSHIP 
TROOPERS game, and provides lor over 100 
variations, so that it is almost impossible to get the 
same mission on the same planet, and even less 
likely to be facing the same enemy. 

The operation of the system is very simple: 
I) The Terran player draws one card, secretly and 
at  random, from a deck of 52 playing cards (no 
jokers). This card indicates his mission, and the type 
of pIanet he will be landing on. 
2) The Terran player informs his Arachnid enemy 
of the type of planet, and may be obliged to  inform 
him of certain restrictions, in the case of some 
missions. From this information. the Arachnid can 
narrow down the possible Terran missions, but the 
exact Terran mission won't be revealed until the end 
of the game. Furthermore, only the Terran player 
knows the time limit of the game. which can range 
from ten to  thirty turns. (The planet typejmission 
code letters should be jotted down secretly and the 
card returned to the deck.) 
3) Both players now select their forces. Players have 
much greater selection ranges than in actual 
scenarios, so that the Terran player can equip 
himself as  needed, while the Arachnid player can 
form "incomplete" hive complexes (with fewer than 
the full number of brains, workers, warriors. heavy 
weapons, andlor  engineers). Play balance is 
maintained by a point system, which compares the 
"value" of the player's initial force to  what he 
accomplished, and relates this to the enemy forces. 
Although opposing sides don't know what the 
enemy selected, if it turns out you have twice the 
force the enemy does, to  just draw the game, you 
must do twice as much damageas you suffer, etc. In 
other words, if a player selects a big, powerfulforce, 
he must do a correspondingly superior amount of 
damage to the enemy, or  be will lose. In game terms, 
the net result is that it is easier and safer to command 
a small force than a large, providing a balancing 
factor on the impulse or every commander to  fit 
himself out with every weapon he can find. 
4) These *scenarios assume that the primary 
opponents are the Terrans and Arachnids. In the 
"Early War" period, the Humanoids are considered 
Arachnid allies, and in most circumstances can fight 
with them, or instead of them. In the "Late War 
period, the Humanoids are Terran allies instead. A 
few rule changes and additions are necessary to  
maintain balance throughout these mission scenari- 
os. 

Point Vatues 
Before the start of the game. each player must 

calculate the overall value of all the forces he has 
selected. This is the "initialarmy value" for that side. 
and includes the value of any Humanoid allies 
serving with a player. 

At the end of the game, each playertabulates his 
"final victory value," based on the damage he 
inflicted on the enemy (and any enemy allies). This 
includes damage, wounding and killing enemy 
units, prisoners, destroyed installations, etc. 

OveralI victory levels are determined by the 
following equation (see below). In the equation "TI" 
means Terran initial army value, "TF" = Terran 
final victory value, "Al" = Arachnid initial army 
value, "AF" = Arachnid final victory value. 

(T' (*I) = Victory Level 
(TI) XIAF) 

Victory levels use the following scale to determine 
the type of victory won: 

2.00 or more Terran decisive victory 
1.50 to 1.99 Terran recognizable victory 
1.15 to 1.49 Terran marginal victory 
0.88 to 1.14 draw 
0.67 to  0.87 Arachnid marginal victory 
0.5 1 to 0.66 Arachnid recognizable victory 
0.50 or  less Arachnid decisive victory 

With many missions, the Terran player has a 
secret victory requirement. He must accomplish 
certain goals, or he is unable to  win a victory. If he 
fails the requirement($), the best he can d o  is 
accomplish a draw. 

The Terran player also has an indication of 
whether he must "retrieve" his forces by boat, or get 
them into a safe planetary perimeter. Forces that are 
not retrieved or  within a safe perimeter by the time 
limit are considered captured by the Arachnid. 
EXCEPTION: Any Humanoid allies with the 
Terrans need only be retrieved if the scenario 
requires retrieval. 

Extend Multi-Scenario Play 
Players may wish to maintain a "Combat File" 

for themselves, recording victories and defeats, just 
as a real officer would. A decisive victory is worth 
+5, a recognizable victory +3, a marginal victory + I ,  
a marginal defeat -I, recognizable defeat -3, and 
decisive defeat -5. A player should keep a running 
total of his 'Tile points," and the number of 
"missions" he has performed. The overall total 
indicates his current rank, while the average score 
indicates his general combat ability. 

The Terran player should assume that the 
platoon leader (PL) man represents himself, and the 
PL should always be used. The Arachnid player 
should select any one master brain, and consider 
that to  represent himself (exact master brainshould 
be listed when planning out the hive complex). If a 
player is only using Humanoid allies, he is 
represented by the Humanoid Leader. If a player's 
personal representation is killed or captured, he is 
considered "out of the war," and a new record must 
be started. I i a  Terran suffers a WIA, he must roll a 
die: 1,2,3 and he is so badly wounded he can never 
return to  combat; 4.5-6 and he recovers. 

For those who like a specific rank representa- 
tion, for every +4 total file points accumulated, a 
Terran player advances one level in rank. Rank 
levels are: 3rd Lieutenant, 2nd Lieutenant, 1st 
Lieutenant. Captain, Major, Lieutenant Colonel, 
and Colonel. A total of 50 points must be 
accumulated before he advances to  General, the 
highest rank. The Arachnid player can conjure up 
equivalent ranks for himself. 

Optionally, the amount of forces a player may 
use could be related to the rank he has achieved so 
far. A Terran 3rd Lieutenant is represented by only 
a section leader, and cannot command more than 
three squads, and no more than two engineer 
squads. A 2nd Lieutenant is allowed one full Mi 
platoon, and up to one Engineer section. A 1st 
Lieutenant can use up to  nine squads of MI, but no 

more than one full Engineer section. A Captain may 
use any quantity of troops, limited to those available 
in the counter mix. 

Similarly, a n  Arachnid player would have to 
have a rank equivalent to 1st Lieutenant before he 
could use two hive complexes, and equivalent to a 
Captain for three hive complexes. 

There would be no limits on use of Humanoid 
allies, regardless of rank, but the overall number of 
heavy weapons unitsallowed to the player could not 
exceed his current number of file points, save that a 
minimum of four heavy weapons would be allowed 
regardless of the file number. 

If a player reaches down into the two-digit 
negative numbers (-10 or worse) it is likely he would 
be cashiered and replaced with a new "personality." 
Actually, any player who drops below zero should 
be allowed to drop that personality and start a new 
one. 

TERRAIN TYPES: 
Planetary Geoforms 

Type A Planer: 
(Arachnid). No Humanoids allowed. All terrain 

considered Savannah, no roads. 
Type B Planet: 
(Barren, modified). Barren terrain only costs 

aliens I M P  to enter per hex. In late war scenarios 
only, no Humanoids allowed, roads d o  not exist, 
and city /port  hexes are considered Savannah. 

Tlpe R Planet: 
(Desert). Rough terrain is considered barren 

instead, does not affect ranged weapons. City is 
considered ruined, equivalent to rough terrain, but 
the four space-port hexes are still intact citylport 
hexes. No more than 100 points of Humanoids 
allowed, and no water, power or  communications 
installations, o r  Humanoid fortresses, are allowed. 

Type G Planel: 
(Gas Giant). Thick and totally poisonous 

atmosphere. All terrain considered rough ground, 
no roads. All Terran MI drops and beacon drops 
must roll twice each for individual unit drift. All 
Terran WIA are automatically considered KIA 
instead, as atmosphere kills any men whose suits are 
opened. Special talent may not be used on this 
planet. 

Type H Plan~r: 
(Humanoid). Humanoids MUST be used. No 

terrain modifications. 
Type M Plana: 
(Mountainous Mining). AII savannah and 

citylport hexes are considered barren terrain, no 
roads. 

Arachnids allowed one extra engineer per 
queen, assigned to any combat brain in that queen's 
complex (allowing one brain per complex to have 
two engineers). Engineers must work separately, 
and individually. 

Terrans lose their extended jump movement 
phase, may not use extended jump movement. 
Terrans must roll twice for each individual unit 
drift, for MI initial drop and beacon drops. 

Type 0 Planer: 
(Ocean). Barren ground is actually the "great red 

ocean." Ocean costs 3 M P  for aliens to  enter, 6 M P  
for Terrans, and blocks ranged fire similar to rough 
ground, since "Ocean" operations actually occur on 
the floor of the ocean (not the surface of  the 
"water"). Note that M P  costs prohibit the Terran 
from making an extended jump move into a n  ocean 
hex, but do permit him to jump out  into a non-ocean 
hex. Ignore all roads in ocean hexes. 
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Arachnids may tunnel freely under the ocean, 

ineer demolition charge. Humanoid installa- 
s and fortresses may not be deployed in the 

an, and no Humanoids may start in ocean hexes 

transportation lines, and block ranged fire 

andlor target is in a non-marsh hex). 

movement rate for aliens to normal road 

EARLY WAR 
MISSIONS 

at least one Humanoid 

one engineer section. 
p or soft landing, and 
e end of the game. Time 
player is attempting to 
h case he is allowed 16 

no more than one engineer platoon. 
t arrive by drop or soft landing, and 
all by the end of the game. Time limit 

rt of the first turn, the Terran must 
perimeter markers within 10 hexes 
arkersare used they must be at least 
errans score bonus of 50 points for 

may arrive by drop, soft landing, 
overland via any one edge. Must 

nits that are not within 8 hexes of a 
ker at the end of the game. Time limit 

ity or all surface units, 
5 at the end of ANY 

Terrans cannot win 
ition, Terrans must clear 
nding hexes, and have it 
its on the last Terran 

th edge overland. Must 
are not within 8-hex 

ex at the end ofthe game. 

E. Capture 
1. Terrans must capture Humanoid leader or 

Arachnid Brain, and retrieve it from the surface ina  
landing boat, or they cannot win regardless of 
points. 

2. Terrans arrive by drop andlor soft landing. 
All Terrans and captives must be retrieved. Time 
limit of 16 turns. 

LATE WAR 
SCENARIOS 

F. Defend Humwoids 
1. Arachnids are on offensive, and may only use 

offensive demolition charges (no defensive). Arach- 
nid player must be so informed. 

2. Terrans must maintain at least one opera- 
tional water, power and communication plant 
within 15 hexes of the city throughout the game, or 
kill all Arachnid Queens; otherwise he cannot win 
the game. 

3. Terrans allowed one MI squad or one 
engineer unit in citylport hex(es) at the start, plus 
Humanoids. Other Terrans can arrive by drop, soft 
landing, or spaceport landing on the 5th turn or any 

later turn. Terrans need not retrieve units, entire 
surface of map considered a secure perimeter. Time 
limit of 15 turns. 

G. Evacuare Humanoids 
I .  Arachnids are on offensive, and may only use 

offensive demolition charges (no defensive). Arach- 
nid player must be so informed. 

2. Humanoids MUST be used. Arachnid scores 
no points for destroying any power, water, or 
communications installations, but is not informed 
of this until the end of the game. Any Humanoids, 
including heavy weapons and fortresses, left on the 
surface at the end of the game are considered 
destroyed. Humanoids may be evacuated only in 
special landing boats, which arrive by beacon or 
spaceport landing, on the 5th turn or any later turn. 

3. Terrans may arrive by drop, soft landing, 
andlor spaceport landing. Must retrieve all forces, 
no secure perimeter on map. Time limit of 12 turns. 

H. Raid 
1. Arachnids must beinformed that there are no 

Humanoids in this scenario, and that they must 
have one prisoner cell per brain in each hive 
complex. 

nitial Army \ 
Puints olthe ini 
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TERRAN POINT VALUES d 
:rmy value are detcrmincd by adding 11p the value ofeactl of the following units 

:roups of units: 
40 each MI (mobile infantry) squad of eight men. 
:O each MI commander, no m than one squad all d. 
:O rach Engineer unit (sqund), ximum o llowed. 
800 Special Talenl. maximum uf 1 alluwed. 

each DAP charge. 
1 each DAR charge. 
0 each HAG bomb, maximurn of K allowed. 
I each HE launcher. 
15 each N U U  launcher with four rounds. 
' each Listening Device (LD), maximum of 6 
O each HE demolition charge. 
10 each KUC demolition c1large. 

' *  :ach Air Car, maximum of 6 a!' ' 

:ach 1.anding Boat arrival-depa .. 
Capsule ir)r MI initial drop landing (one capsule per man  dropped 

irmy  noi ice Limits 
I .  The Terran playcr must purchase MI by whole squads, he cannot select individua1 men. M1 

:ommanders may he selected individually, in addition to squads, but the number ofcommanders cannot 
:xceed the  number of squads. Norlnally the 'Terran player is Iimited to one platoon of Mi,  and one 
.ection of Engineers. However. he i s  allowed two of each in an "assault." "uccupation," or "recover 
~risoners" mission. 

2. No more than two landing boats may be scheduled to arrive over any three-turn period, but 
rnllrnited number of boats Inay be used throughout the game, provided each planned arrival is valued 
;0 points more. Loss of any landing boat dues n 

11 Victory Points 
1-he 7.1 1 player sj ; victory I .s lor des I the eariy ssennrios I. 

I8 each Heavy Beam Weapon destr 
each Heavy Missile Weapon destroyed 
each Communications plant destroyed 

150 each Porver Plant destro3 
Water Plant destroyed. 
Humanoid Leader killed. 

LUU Humanoid Leader captured. 
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10 each 
7 each 
-4 each 

ARACHNID POINT VALUES 

I ;  Each complex requires ana Q w e  and MtSter Brain, and must haw at l a s t  one cwbat Brair 
and no mare than five combat hams. CompIex must be &her a straight line d brains and q w n ,  br 
q m n  *ith brains adjacent. 

2. Each combat brain must haw ai leas1 one He.fiavp Wapoa, Erigiw? Warrbi. or Worker. lt rreed 
nut haye h e  maximurn allowmm. 

3. An entire Uw-cornpI~x may not haw d~mulibian puinis exceeding five l imes the number k 

mmbpt brains within the- complex (is., a cmplax with the maxmum of five c m b t  hains codd nf 
have won than 25 tltmcrli$lon paints). Points m y  k o@ent.kc or dcknslve, or a mixture. 

, 

4. Risowr cells may be added ta a cawpbx to R E D U a  ifsvatue. ACanrplwr may fioi have mo 
pkmqer celk than. 

Final Ykmy P h i  
Tk Aracha~d p 

3. All thras c~mn~unicatioas s&rions tmy be combined into one gtant snpr-station, reprerenw hy 
n l ~  one marker; if dcstrdycd, the 6 ~ 1 ~ t P s ~ z i o ~ ~ c ~ ~ l t l t ~ ~ ~ h e  10% ofallthree ritation3. Both power pknrs I 
nay bc cornbid into a sirnilat @Ian1 super-plant. 

4. Comunimtiwsstar~onsmay nut k placed infwghtemin, Ammay thewakr plant-&epl;iecd in 
barren ternin. Nocmore t h n  ene installation piny h pgla~ed in a cky,'part he&. No installations may be 
ihced In EE7 or F P  Panding pad hexes), marsh hqes  {fg($? W only], or &earn hexcsjqpe O 
4kmt only). , 

:inat victory k m  
Compute ~ ~ r r n a f  And \ ~ ; ~ r n - ~ n b b n  n t l m m , d  t , ,ak~t  nhrr,c/;ura n* A-nknidnfiin B, 

s approgrjate 
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2. Terrans must destroy or capture at least one 

Arachnid Brain or Queen, or they cannot win 
regardless of points. 

3. Terrans arrive by drop and/or soft landing. 
They must be retrieved by the end of the game. Time 
limit of 16 turns. 

I. Assault 
1. Arachnids must be informed that tbereare no 

Humanoids in this scenario, and that they must 
have one prisoner cell per brain in each hive 
complex. 

2. Terrans must destroy all queens, or they 
cannot win regardless of points. 

3. Terrans arrive by drop and/ or soft landing. 
Terrans may either consider the entire map a secure 
perimeter and use a 20 turn time limit, or have no 
secure perimeter and retrieve force, and use a 26 
turn time limit. Terran must make selection before 
the start of the game. 

J. Occupario?n 
1. Arachnids must be informed that there are no 

Humanoids in this scenario, and that they must 
have one prisoner cell per brain in each hive 
complex. 

2. All other conditions same as the 
mission. 

K. Recover Prisoners 
I .  Arachnids must be informed that thereare no 

Humanoids in this scenario, and that they must 
have one prisoner cell per brain in each hive 
complex. 

2. Terrans must recover all surviving prisoners 
from cells, or they cannot win. 

3. Terrans may arrive by drop, soft landing, 
and/or overland via any one edge. Map is 
considered secure perimeter area. but recovered 
prisoners must be retrieved from the surface via 
landing boat before the end of the game, or Terrar 
cannot score victory points for them. Time limit n 
30 turns. 

ADDITIONAL 
SPECIAL RULES 

A. Terran Arrival 
1. MI INITIAL DROP: each MI phruun 

dropped uses a separate direction of launch and 
individual unit drift procedure. If parts of a platoon 
are dropped on different turns, each new turn 
requires a new direction of launch, as well as 
individual unit drift. The exact turn of drop must be 
specified before the start of the game, in writing 
(may be kept secret from the Arachnid player' 
Location of MI  drops need not be specified. 

2. SOFT BOAT LANDING: one or more 
landing boats may transport ANY Terran forces to 
the surface, using the soft landing procedure, 
including beacons. Each new turn, a new direction 
of launch is required for landing boats, but two 
boats landing on the same turn use the same 
direction of launch. The original target HEX and 
turn of landing for each boat must be secretly noted 
in writing before the start of the game. 

3. OVERLAND: any troops may arrive over- 
land, over any ONE of the four map edges, ONLY if 
the scenario permits. The edge selected must be 
noted in writing before the start of the game. Exact 
quantity of troops arriving on any turn is at the 
option of the Terran player. 

4. SPACEPORT LANDING: in some scenari- 
os, landing boats may use a "Spaceport Landing" 
instead of normal soft landing procedure. In a 
spaceport landing, only the turn of arrival must be 
specified. The boat will AUTOMATICALLY land 
on that turn, without use of beacons, on either hex 
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:FS or EE7, as the Terran player desires. Landing is 
mpossible if any Arachnid demolition charge or 
rerran demolition charge or nuclear rocket has 
xploded in the spaceport hex. If both hexes are 
:nocked out, no spaceport landings are allowed, 
nd all boats scheduled to land cannot, for the 
NTIRE game. There is no direction or launch or 
lrift in spaceport landings. 

5. BOAT LOADING: the Terran player must 
pecify exactly what troops are loaded into each 
boat before the start of the game, as well as 
pacifying the exact contents of each drop. Drops 
nd landings may be cancelled, or boats landed but 
heir cargo cancelled (left behind), but plans cannot 
!thenvise be altered. Cancelled forces still count 
oward initial army value, but are considered 
urviving fully operational troops, and thus do not 
fount toward the enemy final victory value. 

t. Aircar Transport 
I. Aircars may carry up to five Ml instead ofan 

fngineer squad. A special talent may be loaded with 
:ither. An aircar cannot carry both MI and 
ngineers simultaneously. 

2. MI transported by aircar are reduced to 2 M P  
when loading, and 2 M P  when unloading. MI may 
lot load using extended jump movement, but may 
M extended jump on the turn they unload from the 
iucar. MI transported by an aircar cannot use any 
f their weapons, and like engineers, defend as one 
!nit, using the defensive value of the aircar. 

C. Humanoid Leader 
I. If any Humanoids are used, at least one 

worker must be included. Any one worker is secretly 
recorded by the player controlling the Humanoids 
as the "Leader" of the Humanoids (use the worker 
ID numbers). 

2. If a Humanoid leader occupies a fortress, 
no other Humanoids are allowed within that 
same fortress. 

3. A Humanoid leader will automatically 
surrender if ina  hex that contains a fully operational 
enemy, but no friendly units (fortresses, other 
installations, disrupted, WIA or KIA friends do not 
count). When the leader surrenders, he is "captured" 
and remains in possession of the captor as long as 
surrender conditions continue to exist. Stunned or 
disrupted or WIA M.I.  cannot capture a Leader, but 
an MI with heavy damage can make a capture. 

4. A captured Leader can be carried by MI  like a 
wounded man. He can be carried by any Arachnid. 
worker or warrior without penalty. A player may 
not voluntarily direct any weapons at the captured 
leader, including ranged weapons firing into the 
hex, which would affect the leader, or explode 
demolitions that might kill the leader. This limit 
ONLY applies as long as the leader is in a captured 
state. Capture is permanent whenever the Terran 
player loads the leader aboard a landing boat and 
the boat leaves the surface, or whenever the 
Arachnid player gets the leader into a prisoner cell. 

D. Arachnid Offensive Demolitions 
I. The Arachnid player may store demolition 

charges, in a non-explosive mode, in a brain cell. 
During the game, that brain's engineer can carry 
them into any hex ol  the tunnels, or set them into 
any hex adjacent to the tunnel net of the brain. This 
is a special function, and prevents the engineer from 
opening a breach, building or repairing a tunnel, or 
performing any other special function. The engineer 
can moveafter emplacing the charge, during normal 
movement. An  engineer can only lay one charge per 
turn, maximum. 

2. Once the engineer lays the charge, it is 
considered active at the end of that special function 
phase, and can be set off any time. 

E. Arachnid CeH Creation 
Whenever the Arachnid player carries a Terran 

MI or Humanoid Leader underground, he will 
immediately create a prisoner cell in that tunnel 
system to hold the captured man, even if it is a KIA 
casualty (Arachnids are so unfamiliar withTerrans, 
they have a difficult time distinguishing WlA from 
KIA). No special engineer work is necessary, the cell 
is presumed ready and waiting, but is only drawn on 
the map when it is put into use. 

MISSION SELECTION KEY -EARLY WAR MISSION SELECTION KEY -LATE WAR 1 
Ace & King of spades: Raid, planet A (AA). 
Queen of spades: Raid, planet B (AB). 
9, 10 or Jack of spades: Raid, planet H (AH). 
8 of spades: Raid, planet M (AM). 
7 of spades: Raid, planet 0 (AO). 
6 of spades: Raid, planet R (AR). 
5 of spades: Raid, planet T (AT). 
4 of spades: Raid, planet W (AW). 
3 of spades: Diversionary Attack, planet B (BB). 
2 of spades: Diversionary Attack, planet D (BD). 
Ace of hearts: Diversionary Attack, planet C (RC). 

, King of hearts: Diversionary Attack, planet H (BH). 
Queen of hearts: Diversionary Attack, planet M (BM). 
Jack of hearts: Diversionary Attack, planet 0 (BO). 
10 of hearts Diversionary Attack, pIanet R (BR). 
9 of hearts: Diversionary Attack, planet W (BW). 
7 or 8 of hearts: Occupation, planet A (CA). 
6 of hearts: Occupation, planet B (CB). 
5 of hearts: Occupation, planet D (CD). 
4 of hearts: Occupation, planet G (CG). 
2 or 3 of hearts: Occupation, planet H (CH). 

b Ace of Diamonds: Occupation, planet M (CM). 
King of diamonds: Occupation, planet 0 (CO). 
Queen of diamonds: Occupation, planet R (CR). 
Jack of diamonds: Occupation, planet T (CT). 
9 or 10 of diamonds: Occupation, planet W (CW). 
6, 7 or 8 of diamonds: Assault, planet A (DA). 
5 of diamonds: Assault, planet B (DB). 
2, 3 or 4 of diamonds: Assault, planet H (DH). 
Ace of clubs: Assault, planet 0 (DO). 
King of clubs: Assault, planet R (DR). 
10, Jack or Queen of clubs: Assault, planet T (DT). 
9 of clubs: Assault, planet W (DW). 
8 of clubs: Capture, planet A (EA). 
7 of clubs: Capture, planet 8 (EB). 
6 of clubs: Capture, planet D (ED). 
5 of clubs: Capture, planet H (EH). 
4 of clubs: Capture, planet 0 (EO). 
3 of clubs: Capture, planet R (ER). 
2 of clubs: Capture, planet W (EW). 

Ace of spades-Defend Humanoids, planet A (FA). 
King of spades-Defend Humanoids, planet B (EB). 
Jack or Queen of spades-Defend Humanoids, planet H (FH). 
10 of spades-Defend Humanoids, planet 0 (FO). 
9 of spades-Defend Humanoids, planet R (FR). 
8 of spades-Defend Humanoids, planet W (FW). 
7 of spades-Evacuate Humanoids, planet A (GA). 
6 of spades-Evacuate Humanoids, planet B(GB). 
4 or 5 of spades-Evacuate Humanoids, planet H (GH). 
3 of spades-Evacuate Humanoids, planet 0 (GO) 
2 of spades-Evacuate Humanoids, planet R (GR). 
Ace of hearts-Evacuate Humanoids, planet W(GW). 
King of hearts-Raid, planet A (HA). 
Queen of hearts-Raid, planet B (HB). 
Jack of hearts-laid, planet D {HD). 
10 of hearts-Raid, planet G (HG). 
9 of hearts-Raid, planet M (HM). 
8 of hearts-Raid, planet 0 (HO). 
7 of hearts-Raid, planet R (HR). 
6 of hearts-laid, planet W (H W). 
4 or 5 of hearts-Assault, planet A (IA). 
2 or 3 or hearts-Assault, planet B (IB). 
Ace of diamonds-Assault, planet D (ID). 
King of diamonds-Assault, planet G (1G). 
Queen of diamonds-Assault, planet H (IH). 
Jack of diamonds-Assault, planet M (IM). 
10 of diamonds-Assault, planet 0 (10). 
9 of diamonds-Assault, planet R (IR). 
8 of diamonds-Assault, planet T (IT). 
7 of diamonds-Assault, planet W (IW). 
5 or 6 of diamonds-Occupation, planet A (JA). 
4 of diamonds-Occupation, planet B (JB). 
3 of diamonds-Occupation, planet D (JD). 
2 of diamonds-Occupation. planet G (JG). 
Ace of clubs-Occupation, planet H (JH). 
King of clubs-Occupation, planet M (JM). 
Queen of clubs-Occupation, planet 0 (JO). 
Jack of clubs-Occupation. planet R (JR). 
9 or 10 of clubs-Occupation, planet T (JT). 
8 of clubs-Occupation, planet W (JW). 
6 or 7 of clubs-Recover Prisoners, planet A (KA). 
4 or 5 of clubs-Recover Prisoners, planet B (KB). 
3 of clubs-Recover Prisoners. planet H (KH). 
2 of clubs-Recover Prisoners, planet T (KT). 
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The Road to Berlin 
You've survived the powerful panzers. You've 

survived the dreaded Stukas. You've survived the 
onslaught of the world's most feared army. You sit 
back, contemplate the forces &fore you and think 
wickedly to yourself, and now. it's nqv turn. . . . 

One of the great satisfactions of playing the role 
qf Stalin in fie Russian Campaign is the welcome 
feeling of relief that comes after enduring the rigors 
and hardships of the first several years. And then. if 
you're lucky or have played well (or both?), there 
comes a time in thegame when the German is finally 
spent. his armies lying weak and exhausted a t  the 
gates of Moscow. Victory has been denied him and 
all that remains is a shattered army and discouraged 
commanders. Hitler now faces the burning question 
that so long haunted Stalin: can I survive? The 
Russian is now put in therole oftheaggressor and it 
is he who picks the points of assault, it is he who 
smashes through enemy positions and it is he who 
marches steadily, inexorably across the board to 
Berlin and victory. 

The question of when the Russian player is 
'ahead' i s  a delicate one, for if he assumes the 
offensive too early in the game, his valuable Guards 
and armor will be chewed up by the still strong 
German panzcrs. But if he waits too long. not even 
the most rapid advance will get him to Berlin by the 
spring of '45. Although somewhat simplistic, many 
players just total the combat factors of both sides 
which are currently on the board and compare the 
figures. If the Russian's total is higher, then he is 
ahcad. But because the potential Russian produc- 
tion capacity is so much greater than the German's, 
the Russian is really ahead even if he is behind in 
total current combat factors. Why? Well, just 
examine the two powers' production capability. 
Assuming the Germans control two oil wells and 
have units available in the dead pile, the German 
replacements will total about 38 factors and the 
Axis allies about I I ,  giving a total of 49. In many 
cases this total will be less as certain replacements 
will not be available or will be smaller than the ones 
used for computing the total. The Soviet replacc- 
ments, on the other hand, are not fixed but are tied 
directly to the number of prduction factors 
currently in pIay. By July of 1942 this total has 
reached 20 and by March, 1943 it rises t o  its high of 
22. Of course some of these will have k e n  lost in 
combat, especially those starting the game in the 
south. Even assuming those lost plus two more due 
to German luck, there still remains 14 factors of 
production. As this production is per turn, the 
yearly rate would ke 84, easily exceeding the 
German's total. After May of 1943 the Russian 
production is doubled, yielding the rather astound- 
ing total of 168 factors per year. On top of this the 
Archangel replacements can be added (3.5 x 6 = 21) 
giving 189. Even if Stalin only had I0 factors of 
prcduction working for him his yearly output would 
be 141 factors, a figure which makes the Germans' 
49 factors wane pale in comparison. But wait a 
minute, you say. So what if my potential is sogreat. 
What good is that when the German outnumbers me 
by a hundred factors? A valid point, but generally 
true only in the first year or two. Examine the 
following table: 

At Start 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1943 
1944 

The above figures reflect the total possible 
number of combat factors each side could have at 
the end of the given year. Losses and replacements 
are ignored, while reinforcements and the various 
garrisons are included in the totals. From the At 
Start forces. it can be easily seen that the Germans 
will a t  first greatly outnumber the Russians, 
especially when coupled with the tremendous losses 
the Russian must endureduring the first year. But as 
the reinfomments pour in. the potential total 
quickly rises until it peaks at the end of 1943, where 
they now haw 121 more factors. The implication is 
that by that time the Russians can lose 121 more 
factors than the Germans and still be even. When 
you consider the greater Russian production, things 
are really looking up. That rather long-winded 
explanation explains why the Russian caneffective- 
ly be ahead even though he may be temporarily 
behind in total combat factors. My rule of thumb 
for determining who is 'ahead' is total the Russian 
combat factors and add to it one-half year's 
production. When this figure exceeds the Germans' 
total, I move! Obvious exceptions exist, such as in 
winter, when German effectiveness is cut in half. or 
when facing Iarge concentrations of German armor 
with only a small infantry force. 

On the Move 
Now that the correct (I hope) decision has been 

made to take the battle to the Germans, one 
problem often crops up that deserves careful 
consideration. The German is holding some line 
(usually a river, unfortunate1y)and youare about to 
assault it. But should you mass your forces for one 
giant attack, insuring a breakthrough, or should 
you spread your units, attacking in several places, 
but at lower odds? Consider the situation in 
Diagram 1. Assume it is September, 1943 and the 
weather is clear. The northern front has been 
inactive for months, but you have slowly built up 
your forces and now, with the anticipated reinforce- 
ments and replacements, you have a clear advan- 
tage. But how would you attack? (You may not 
enter hex row M, but may use rail lines up to and 
including hexes which you occupy.) 

I 1--"On ihc Movc" ISept '431 
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Before giving you my answer, let me indulge in a 
little mathematical hand-waving (anti-math freaks 
arc given permission to skip on to the next section). 
In this particular example, we have the choice of 
making one large 3-1 attack. or one 2-1 and two 1-1 
attacks, or three 1-1 attacks. The chance for a 
successful 1-1 attack, assuming that there are 
enough units available in the second impulse to 
attackshould the first impulse attack result be an A1 
or AR, is: 

113 (EX.DR) + 213 (A1,AI.AR.C) + 112 
(C,EX,DR) which equals 66.7%. A Contact result in 
the second impulse is considered a suc~ess as  the 
German will be forced to counterattack in order to 
hold the river line. The various possibilities 
therefore for three 1-1 attacks are: 

3 Suc~esses 29.6% 
2 successes 44.4% 
1 Success 22.2% 
0 Successes 3.7% 
Expected Number of Successes = 2.0 

The expected number of successes (the number 
you would expect to get on the average) is ex- 
actly 2.0 (trust me). The chance of never open- 
ing up a hole with three 1-1 attacks is an amaz- 
ingly low 3.7%. Now kt's compute the results 
for one 2-1 and two 1-1 attacks: 

2 Suacesses 55.6% 
1 Success 38.8% 
0 successes 5.6% 
Expected Number of Successes= 1.5 

SurprisingIy the chance of complete failure 
increases while the expected number of suc- 
cess drops. The last possibility is one 3-1 attack: 

1 Suocrns 94.4% 
0 Successes 5.m 
Expected Number of  Successes = 0.94 

The result is actually worse than the second case. 
From this analysis we canconclude that the multiple 
low-dds attacks are far superior to one high-odds 
attack. For the Russian the 1- I attack now becomes 
a potent weapon. The one bad feature of low-odds 
attacks is that your loss rate will be much higher 
than with the one high-oddsattack. Offsetting this is 
that the German loss rate willalso be slightly higher. 
As the two primary objectives when on theoffensive 
are to eliminate German units and open holes in his 
lines, this drawback is almost insignirxant, especial- 
ly when you consider the Russian's far superior 
replacement rate. 

The decision has thus k e n  made to opt forthree 
1-1 attacks (those who don't believe but skipped the 
previous paragraph had best go back and study it). 
Exarnine Diagram 2 for the solution. Note the 
placement of the reinforcements and replacements, 
which is critical if second impulse 1-16 are desired 
when the first impulse attacks fail. In fact, with the 
given positions, it may be possible to get 2-1 attacks 
on the units on G-17 and 5-17. The only case in 
which this would not be possible was if the results 
for all three attacks in the first impulse were A l  
(only a 3.7% chance-proof left to reader). 

In some cases you may want to take one large 
highadds attack rather than several low ones. For 
instance, if you could assure a breakthrough in the 
lint, you might then be able to surround a large 
force that youmight otherwise not have beenable to 
reach. Another case is where you have a chanae to 
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There is no chance to get k t t e r  than a 1-1 on any of 
the units in the region of Berlin and Hitler himself is 
in a position where no less than 56 factors is 
necessary to attack at I - I .  A casual or discouraged 
Russian may give in and settle for a draw without 
even playing thegame out. But there does exist afair 
chance for a win. Do you see it? 

The problem is that the German position is too 
strong In order to get a 1-1 against Berlin you must 
first drive back both groups on D-30 and F-3 1 (only 
a 11% chance) and then win your second impulse 
attack against Berlin (33% chance), assuming you 
can muster the troops to do it. The chance of both 
these events occurring is less than 4%. Clearly 
something else must bedone. Theanswer is to create 
a wca kness where none existed before. Take your I - 
Is against the stacks in question, but the key is to 
handle the German retreats in a manner detrimental 
to him. For example, if you win your 1-1 on D-30, 
retreat the 39th Armored and 23rd Infantry to B-30. 
but retreat the 54th Infantry to D-32. (Of course if 
the result was an EX the 54th would be eliminated. 
in which cast you would retreat the 23rd to D-32.) 
Now you can move in against this weak unit and 
place units adjacent to Berlin on B 3  1, soaking off 
from E-30. (See Diagram 6.) The units in Berlin will 
now be forced to attack at low odds and may retreat 
themselves, killing Hitler in the process as well as 
opening up the door to the German capital. In 
Diagram 6 1 have assumed the results of the four 
first impulseattacks against D-30, F-31, W-31 and J- 
3 1 to be DR, A1, Cand AE, respectively. The retreat 
of the  unitsdtfending F-3 I is critical. The 8th Guard 
Armored and 1st Guard Armored are retreated to 
D-30 (the attack on D-30 has already been 
executed), the 7th Guard Armored is retreated to G- 
29 and the 59th Infantry i s  eliminated. The attack 
against the units on B-30 is not so much toeliminate 
them as it is to establish a position for the 8th and 
9th Guards to prevent those two German unitsfrom 
easily participating in a counterattack agins t  the 
Russians on D-32. Should the Russians lose the 
attack on &30, the retreating units should go to C- 
31 (and D30 il both survive). Note that if the 
attacks against F-31 or H-31 are successful, those 
units will be eliminated. The order of attacks is of 
paramount importance. The 6-1 against the 54th 
should be taken first, while the soak-off (expensive, 
but well worth it) should be taken last. 

If the original 1-1 against D-30 fails, there is 
always the chance of the 1-1 against F-3 I succeed- 
ing. Then a similar situation to that shown in 
Diagram 6 can be created. The 3rd Armored and 
43rd Infantry are retreated to D-32 while the 8th 

Infantry is retreated to F-32 (via Berlin, a legal 
manuever verified by Avalon Hill). The weakness is 
now on F-32. but as the defending unit is stronger 
the h s t  d d s  achievable are 4-1. A 4-1 at least 
assurm you of a Contact, however, and this is more 
desirable than an Exchange, as it leaves more 
factors adjacent to Berlin. 

Thus seemingly impregnable positions can be 
broken by use of this tactic. In fact thechanceof one 
or both of the criticaI 1-1s succeeding is 55.6%. 
which is considerably better than the other strategy 
yield of 4%! 

Talvisota 
Even when on a major offensive, I avoid any 

talvisota ("winter war") in Finland. For that matter, 
1 also avoid any spring, summer or fall wan in 
Finland as those people are just more trouble than 
they're worth. The Finnish army, such as  it is, just 
sits quietly behind the river at A-1 I, impervious to 
anything buta I - I .  Evena 1-1 is goingto cost at least 
20 or 22 factors and if that does win, the Finns are 
only slowly pushed back into their capital. Once 
they get entrenched there, you're faced with more 1- 
Is. The amount of factors involved and time 
necessary to secure Finland seem futile when you 
consider that Finland fallsautornatimlly in Septem- 
ber, 1944. (This assumes you control Leningrad, but 
if you don't control Leningrad, what are you doing 
attacking Finland?) S o  leave them alone and hope 
they'll leave you alone. Five or  six factors on B-10 is 
usually enough to deter them. Eventually Manner- 
heirn will realize the error of his ways and you'll get 
your nice little 14th Infantry from the frozen North. 

Optional Questiorlg 
With the advent of the second edition rules for 

THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN many previous 
ambiguities were cleared up and new rules and 
scenarios added. One new optional rule is the 
Sudden Death Victory Conditions in which each 
player secretly selects one objective (city, oil well or 
elimination of a unit) for each year. If during the 
first clear weather turn of a given year, a player 
controls both his own and h i  opponent's objective 
for that year he immediately wins the game. This 
rule solved very nicely the myriad of draws that 
oacurred due to the rather restrictive nature of the 
first edition victory conditions. A weak position can 
suddenly be turned into a sudden victory because of 
a well planned and well executed attack. The rule 
has only minor drawbacks, which 1 shall discuss 
later. 

For the year 1942 the Russian must select 
Sevastapol, Kalinin or Kharkov for his objective. 
Generally Kalinin is the best selection as the other 
two targets lie in the south and most Germans 
concentrate their initial thrust in that area because 
of the three prductioncenten. Kalininis alsoeasier 
to defend as  it lies near Moscow, a source of many 
replacements, and any German trying to reach this 
rather remote town may find himself badly bitten 
during the winter months preceding the spring of 
'42. Of the three German objectives, Leningrad, 
Bryansk and Dnepropetvsk, Bryansk is the most 
likely choice. It is not a major city and many 
Germans like to use that area as a winter staging 
area. On the off chance that the German has selected 
Dnepropetvsk, I like to garrison that city as heavily 
as 1 safely can. The German may be forced to attack 
that city rather than the production cities of 
Khrkov and Stalino in order to protect that year's 
objective. 

1943 brings threeobjectives. Voronezh. Moscow 
and Stalingrad, which can cause serious problems. 
If the war has gone well for the Germans in 1942, he 
can probably pick any one of these three cities and 
hold it by spring. The trick is to guess right. 1 prefer 
Moscow simply because it is the hardest city for the 
German to take, and loss of the Russian capital 

usually spells doom anyway. However, largt 
garrisons in the other two cities and feints towarc 
them will help cloud the issue. German commanderr 
tend to pick Kharkov as their 1943 objectivt 
(Leningrad and the oil well on PP-13 are the other 
two) because it is the safest choice. It is the easiest tc 
take in the early yeanand theeasiest to defend wher 
the Russian counter-offensive strikes. Keep r 
careful eye on which city the German seem: 
paranoid about. If you think you know hi: 
objective, it might be worthwhile to launch a mi1101 
offensive inthatarea. Even though youmay havenc 
chance to take it, the German will be forced tc 
withdraw troops from other areas to protect agains 
your threat. At no point, however, should tht 
German's possible objective be sought to tht 
detriment of your own. As long as you hold you] 
own objective you can't lose, but if the Gerrnar 
holds yours, it'svery unlikely that youwill beablttr 
take his. 

1944 presents the most difficult choice to thc 
Russian: Leningrad. Rostov or Kursk. If the wa. 
has gone well, there is no problem. Undoubtedl! 
you'll control all three. But if you're anticipating ; 
bad day (or have an extremely strong Germa~ 
opponent) the decision is important. Each of t h ~  
three have their own advantages, but for this year 
prefer to piay the player. If you're playingagainst ar 
opponent who is known to have a predilection fo 
attacking the southern production centers, it is bes 
to pick Ltningrad. Similarly if your opponent is i 
known Moscow or Leningrad hater, pick Rostov. I 
in doubt, flip a three-sided coin. The Germa~ 
objectives arc Sevastapol, Riga and Kiev, an equal11 
difficult choice for him. Again, try to feel him out t i  
see if he reacts more strongly to attempted thrustsa 
one area than to others. 

This brings us to 1945 and the objectives tc 
which I have some mild objections. The Russians 
have a choice of Bucharest, Berlin or theelimination 
of the Hitler unit. The German must occupy (or 
control) Warsaw, Lwow or eliminate Stalin. The I 
first problem with these conditions is that the i German player should never pick the eliminationof , 
Stalin as hi objective. If he has any chance to kill 
Staiin, who will be hiding as far east as possible. he 
must already control Warsaw and Lwow. Converse- , 

ly, if he doan't control Warsaw and Lwow, he has : 
no chance to kill Stalin. In either case it is much 
easier to control one of the two cities than it is to tr  
for the Russian leader. 

Similarly the Russian should always pic1 
Bucharest as his 1945 objective. The reasoning is as 
follows: if Hitler is in Berlin (and has no chance to 
move to Bucharest) the Russian commander will 
concentrate solely on reaching Berlin. If he traps 
Hitler in Berlin, the game is his regardless of who 
controls Bucharest. If Hitler is ensconced in 
Bucharest, the Russian will now direct his forces 
against the Romanian mpital. ignoring Berlin. If he 
also controls Warsaw and Lwow, the game is again 
won when Bucharest falls. Mote that in either cas 
you must control Warsaw and Lwow by the fir: 
clear turn of 1945. This leads to my third and mo! 
serious objection. All the German needs to win is to 
control Warsaw and Lwow by this time. But if he 
controls these two cities. he undoubtedly controls 
Bucharest and Berlin, both of which are Russian 
objectives. He won't have to fight for his opponent's 
possible objectives in order to win, as in the earlier 
years. It is also the only year in which a player's 
objectives arecloser to hi opponent than to himself. 
Switching the cities for each player (i.e.. make 
Warsaw and Lwow Russian objectives and make 
Bucharest and Berlin German objectives) and 
ignoring the elimination of leaders hefps somewhat 
but is not entirely satisfying. When using optional 
victory conditions 1 prefer to ignore the 1945 
objectives completely. c 
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A.M. Philoso~hv . . . Continuedfiom PE. 2, Cob 3 skills to  aet me  to  devote swace to  a sub~ect  absolutelv nothinn t o  do w i th  the wav I edit the - .  
Bruno Sinigaglio have been characterized by our 

'falling all over ourselves trying to  give t he  game 
away to the other fe l lowwhen one of us makes a 
mistake. It is th is type of comradery which is the 
ultimate prize to  be gained i n  wargaming or any 

1 hobby endeavor. 
t 

/ One problem thus addressed, let's tu rn  to  
' some more as provided by letters f rom the 

readers. 

Dear Mr. Greenwood, 
I hate to trouble you with some complaints you 

probably have no control over but, as the Avalon Hill 
public relations man so to speak, I will now 
commence to jump on your back. 

I t e  been playing AH games seriously for about 
two years now and have subscribed to the GENERAL 
during that period. As I read through your magazine I 
can't help getting the feeling that I've missed 
something. It's like missing the first half of Colombo 
and trying to catch on. For example, the old Russian 
set-up for STALINGRAD you say. Huh, hold on a 

! minute, what standard Russian set-up? Then there's 
the (I imagine you must consider this a cliche) usual 

' opening movesforAFRlKA KORPS. I've been trying to 
piece together these moves from A.K. series replays 
but, I'm still not certain as to: "the usual opening 
moves for AFRlKA KORPS'? 

There is also the matter of the lack of articles on 
! some very good games. Forexample.BATTLE OFTHE 
1 BULGE is just about your best game (in my opinion 

anyway) but, the only thing you've printed in three 
years is a variant. I can't really complain about 
FRANCE 1940 since I remember one meager anicle 
awhile back. Then there's everyone's hate game 
[with the possible exception of a Mongolian milkman 
in Jefferson City. Missouri)KR/EGSPIEL. Surely there 
is something to make this game worth playing. In 
general, you must realize that we all can't be 
"hardcore garners" (this is kinda interesting, Mr. 

I Muellar and his hardcore garners feel "passed by" 
while I feel sort of left out). Your newer subscribers 
erethirsting for old information. Some more booklets 

, like that on PANZERBLITZ would be great. 
I Now for a rather direcz question. Why don't you 

make some new boards for PANZERBLITZ like you're 
' doing for SQUAD LEADER? It would add a lot of 
I variety to the game. 
I I realize my next question sounds pretty unrea- 

sonable and probably is but here goes anyways. Is / there any reosonforrheuirtual exclusionof theSouth 
I in wargaming conventions? Maybe you couldsuggest 
! Atlanta for the next Origins. 
I Lastly, where was the series replay in the last I issue? I'm Sure the subscribers to your magazine 

wuld scrape up a few extra bucks a year for a couple j 01 extra pages. 
I Jeffrey S. Barker 
, Stone Mountain, GA 30087 

I am the first to  admit that I'm not entirely 
happy wi th  the anic le m ixo f  the GENERAL as it 
is presently constituted. The matter of keeping 
both the 'Old Guard' who have subscribed to  the 
magazine from day 1, and the vast influx of 
newer readers happy w i th  t he  same 36 pages is 
a problem w i th  no  real solution. The wants and 
dislikes of the t w o  groups tend to  be mutually 
exclusive. I t  would help however i f  veteran 
writers would overcome the fault of overgener- 
alization and not take for granted that the 
audience knows what 'standard' or 'accepted' 
moves are. This lack of detail is the biggest fault 
shared by wargaming authors tcday and is one 
of the major reasons I return so many manu- 
scripts. 

As to  the article mix itself; I don't wr i te them 
. . . I just choose the best of what's presented. 
Were I to  receive a n  outstanding BULGE or 
FRANCE'40 article I would publish it in  the next 
available issue. I can'tpublish what Idon't have. 
As to  KRIEGSPIEL, I doubt whether any of our 
readership possesses the necessary literary 

wh ich  is commonly accepted'as the joke o f t h e  
industry. Publication of more Wargarner's Guide 
books appears to  be the  best solution to  i n  depth 
study of the old titles and also lessens the 
problems caused by our continually dwindling 
stock of available back issues. Work is already i n  
progress on  STALINGRAD, AFRIKA KORPS, 
THIRD REICH, PANZER LEADER. and DIPLOMA - 
CY but these projects have a l o w  priority. 

Why  no  new boards for PANZERBLITZ? For 
the same reason it takes us so long to  do the  
booklets mentioned above. Lack of t ime . . . 
research time, art time, press time.There isonly 
so much t ime i n  a day and w e  have todevote the 
bulk of i t  to  those projects w i t h  the largest sales 
potential. The SQUAD LEADER game boards 
w i l l  be offered as part of a series. of games and 
wi l l  therefore have a more salable package, and 
consequently a more receptive audience. 

As to  ORIGINS going south.  . . that's simply 
not our decision. W e  get only one vote on a board 
of 9 manufacturers and first a group from the 
south has to  put together a professional bid. The 
wargaming population density is not strong in  
the south however and that might detract f rom 
its chances as a possible site. 

The Series Replay did not appear in  Vol. 14, 
No. 5 because w e  didn't have one . . . not 
because w e  ran out of space. Regardless of how  
much you pay for the magazineweare l imi tedto 
a maximum size of 36 pages plus insertsdue to  
the limitations of our binding equipment. 
Getting we l l  written, legally played, and correct- 
l y  illustrated replays is not easy. Even when one 
is presented to  us w i th  we l l  wr i t ten comments, 
documented moves, and embracing good legal 
play (which isn't often) w e  sti l l  have to  devote 
weeks to  the commentary and illustrations. 
When w e  have one, we print i t . .  . when w e  
don't we don't. 

Another reader, James Cohen, voices a 
related complaint about the GENERAL'S content 
but follows a different tack in  laying the blame 
on management. Hisversion is what we believe 
to  be a commonly held misconception on  the  
part of many readers. 

Dear Mr. Greenwod. 
The reason 1 am wrrting this letter is to finally 

express a complaint that I have had about the 
GENERAL for the lastcoupleof years. My complaint is 
concerning the fact that you persist in devoting 50% 
(literally) of every issue of the GENERAL toonegame. 
usually a new release. l understand the importance of 
advertising new games, but the way it is now, unless 
a reader has the one game that you're pushing this 
month, he might as well turn to page 18 and forget 
the rest. 

Sure, having three or four, 4 or 5 page articles on 
a newgarne is goodforsales, butwouldn't one or two, 
2 or 3 page articles and a picture on the cover be just 
as good? I think it would. You should adopt a policy of: 
a. not hav~ng more than two articles on the same 
subject; b. not having morethanlhof the magazineon 
one subject; c. have at least one or two articles per 
issue on a "classic". 

THE GENERAL is printed for two main reasons: to 
make money for the management(as you calledthem 
in Vol. 14 No. 5) by advertising new games, and the 
pleasure of the reader which has been greatly 
neglected in the last several issues. Doesthe average 
reader like to see 18 pages devoted to a game he 
doesn't have? Does the average reader like to seethe 
vast majority of his games totally neglected, in favor 
of some two or three relatively newgamesthat aren't 
selling we117 Does the reader like to see the question 
box mcupied by questions concerning the very game 
that is just being released? 
James E. Cohen 
Louisville, KY 40207 

Mr. Cohen's gripe certainly makes a lot of 
sense on  the surface. Unfortunately, i t  has 

magazine-. ~ a n a g e m e n t  has neve; dictated 
what topics should be featured, or even in- 
cluded, i n  the GENERAL. Responsibility for 
subject selection is mine and mine alone. Were 
this not the case I would relinquish the post in  
short order. Any kudos or brickbats for the 
magazine's content belong exclusively to  me. 

Why  then, do I persist i n  devoting half of 
every magazine to one new game? In the first 
place, there is no  standing policy for devoting 
feature status to  new games. It just SO happens 
that the new games are the easiest for our staff 
to  write on  w i th  any degree of expertise. Having 
just concluded a year's exclusive study on a 
particular game, they are exceptionally we l l  
versed in  the wherewithal to write a feature 
length ar t~c le  on  that subject. Oftentimes, they 
have a host o f  informatron which for one reason 
or another didn't make it into the game. The 
opportunity to  use this information in  a GENER- 
AL feature is too good to  pass up. Why does the 
feature article have to  be staff written? It 
doesn't, w e  love to  feature free lance material 
f rom the readership but once again I must resort 
to  the standby-"you can't publish what you 
don't have". If everyone shares your disinterest 
i n  the new gamesandclamorsfor more material 
on the older titles, then why  is the bulk of 
material submitted by the readership based on  
those same new games? Believe me, I 'd love to  
feature more material on  older games and a 
greater variety o f  subject matter, but I'm limited 
w i th  what I haveto workwi th .  M y  responsibility 
to  the readership, as I see it, is to  present the 
highest quality material available i n  a profes- 
sional manner. That goal can't be fulfilled by 
publishing non-existent or poorly wr i t ten mate- 
rial. In short, i f  the 'Old Guard' is dissatisfied 
then they should get moving and submit some 
quality material on  the games they'd like to  see 
covered. 

More importantly, I do not agree wi th  Mr.  
Cohen's premise that the concentration on  a n  
in-depth coverage of a new game is all that bad. 
What he considers weaknesses i n  the GENER- 
AL'S format, I perceive as strengths. It seems 
eminently practical to  me  to  be able to  count on  a 
particular issue of the magazine to contain the 
answers to  the most frequently asked questions 
of a particular game via the Question Box. 

Especially when in  that same issue the 
reader can count on  finding a RBG analysis of 
the game as we l l  as design commentary, 
strategy, variants or perhaps some historical 
data all on  the samesubject along withacontest  
to  test his skill. This seems considerably easier 
than having to sort through a dozen different 
issues looking for a n  RBG here, a contest there, 
questions & answers somewhere else, etc. 
Besides, I believe the vast majority of the 
readership appreciates the in-depth coverage of 
a new game which allows them to  really see 
what they're going to  get for their money when 
contemplating a purchase. The present format 
offers far more to  t he  majority of the readership 
i n  my estimation. A t  the same time, w e  try to  
offer as much variety as possible in  the rest of 
the magazine. By  going to  a standard policy of 4+ 
pp of inserts w e  have expanded the GENERAL to  
its maximum size and attempt to  cram those 
pages full of as much gaming related material as 
possible. 

I would be more sympathetic to  your com- 
plaints i f  i t  was true that the present feature 
system is taking space away from a more varied 
format. Unfortunately, the paucity of quality 
material f rom which w e  have tochoose insures 
that th is isn't so. Often times it is no t the feature 
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article which gives us a problem, but rather how 
we will find enough quality 2 and 3 page articles 
on other games to fill out the magazine. 

And lastly, just so you don't think all of our 
mail is negative, here's a sampling from a fellow 
who likes what we're doing. Generally, I dislike 
printing letters which praise us or condemn any 
of our competitors. I've always looked down 
upon that sort of self-serving hype in other 
magazines and 1 don't particularly careto exhibit 
it in mine. I'd rather use complaint letters as a 
vehicle for expressing why we take the actions 
we do. It has been pointed out to me however 
that by following this policy exclusively I may be 
giving rise to an impression that "gripe" mail is 
the only kind of feedback we get. Never one to 
Dart a trend, I hereby spread a few wordsof "self 
praise" upon the waters. Advance apologies to 
all those who care to label the following as 
'Avalon Hill blowing its own horn'. I might also 
add that the opinions expressed are those of the 
writer and do not necessarily reflect similar 
views held by this company or any of its 
employees. 

Dear Sirs: 
Although I have been playing AH games for over 

ten years (I cut my boardgaming teeth on them), this is 
the first time I have felt the urge towrite.Thisresulted 
mainly from reading w r a l  'letters to the editor' in  
the General. especially thediscussion of those letters 
in  the most recent 'AH Philosophy'. It occurred m me 
that you will never reach any son of permanent 
consensus a b u t  garnedasign, publishingschedules, 
specific game concepts, etc. The gaming public is 
simply t w  diverse as well as being cantankerously 
argumentative-perhaps resulting from the wide- 
spread affliction of rules-on-the-brain. Nevertheless, 
I feel that AH ismore likelytoconciliate the massesof 
thegaming public thanany of theother 'Houses'.This 
is due, rather ironically, to its refusal tomandsatisfy 
every segment of that publi-merhingthat cannot 
be done in  any field of endeavor involving diverse 
opinions. Hence, the main purpose of my letter is to 
let you know what I think you are doing right. 1 hope 
you will forgive the episodicstyle of the remainder of 
this fetter. but given the disparate topics, I felt that 
brief, individual coverage was preferable. 

Publishing rate for games has been thesubject of 
several comments remntly. Your current rate (about 
six games a year) is just right. New designs come into 
the market frequently enough to prevent boredom, 
yet are spaced enough to allow a relaxed, large scale 
evaluation of the previous games-as well as the old 
classics. SPI has reached the point of no-return with 
its ma$$ive publishing tide: its games are so little 
appreciated by its audience that it must constantly 
renew its title stock inorder tosurvive. It is theclassic 
case of the man who rode the tiger. There are several 
lessonsto be learned from SPl's experience-lessons 
that I hope AH will take to heart: (1) The wargaming 
audience is extremely diverse in  its interests: some 
enjoy only tactical armor, some strategic naval 
games, some ancient era games, the list ispracticafiy 
endless. Publishing on a massive, continuous scale 
will split this audience into its pet subjects. When 
your interest is in the Civil War and there are ten 
games from your favorite company on the subject. 
you will tend tolimit your buying-and-playing-to this 
topic (obviously not to the exclusion of every other 
game but still to the degree that you must make a 
choice between a finite number of titles-and dollars). 
The ben approach, therefore, is to pursue the single 
largest segment of the market (probably the Mcdern- 
WW2 player-l personally prefer pre-WW1 games) 
and occasionally produce a gams for the other 
segments (say, 20% of the games). This creates a 
broadaudience for the "other segments" will usually 
buy the more spectacular "main stream" designs 
since they are not smothered with their own 
particular fetish; good examples of these "main 
stream" designs are Squad Leader and Russ~an 
Campargn. I know a gamer who is the classic example 
of this. He buys nothing but SF and Fantasy games 
from the other "Houses". Yet, he buys most of the AH 
releases Basically, the AH audience is a general one 

(no pun intended although it was rather clever). They 
do not wish to have a massive game publishing 
schedule; rather, they prefer to put more depth into 
individual games. They are more broadminded in  a 
gaming sense than SPI admate$. This brings us to 
the second point: (2) The audiences of the two giant 
Houses are not the same, they desire different 
spproaches to gaming. Therefore, AH will not 
especially gain from any attempts at imitation. 
Rather, by plotting itsown, moderatecourse. it will, in  
the long run, probably attract those garners disillu- 
sioned with the SPI style. In essence, keep your 
publishing rate low (4-7 games a year), stick with 
prducing wide-appeal titles (D-Day. Crete. Panzer- 
blitz, Wooden Ships, mc. : keeping your publishing 
rate down is a concomitant of having some wide- 
appeal titles to publish-look at SPI, they are now 
coming out with their fourth-can you believe it-their 
fourth Battle of the Bulge game. Its true1 They 
probably sotd 2000 of the first. 1OOO of the second. 
500 of the third, and 250 of the fourth), keep your 
games fresh by running variants and Generalarticles 
about them, and don't worry about the opposition- 
they will take care of themselves. 

In regard to the General. I think the magazine has 
come of age. The color utilization is fantastic1 Ii is so 
nice to have some color in  a gaming magazine finally! 
Your article 'mix' is usually pretty good. Keep those 
historical articles around, t h y  give some needed 
background. 85 well as intellectual depth, to your 
games. I also applaud your sticking with the glossy. 
heavy weight paper. Not only do your issues hold up 
longer than SPl's, but they have a 'quality' feel. I 
w u l d  rsther see your subscription rategoup(which I 
feel is a real bargain at present prices) than see e 
cheaper production effort. As the gaming markm 
swings more toward AH, I think you will see the 
General receiving the award for best professional 
gaming mag, 

Still another criticism of AH is its use of out-of- 
house games. This is pretty silly. If a game is good. 
does it matter where it comes from? This policy also 
allows AH to keep its staff small yet provide varied 
design and topic simulations. It also has saved a 
number of very gooddesignsfrom the junkpile-such 
as Russian Campaign, Alesia, and Kingmaker. These 
games, due toforeign publication or simple obscurity, 
would simply havedisappearsdotherwise, yet each is 
a classic in its own right. 

It would take far too much space to detail my 
comrnems on your games. Hence I will simply rate 
them by placing them in the following categories: 
Excellent-these games combine playing interest with 
some sort of lesson or information about the subject. 
Good-This category covers those games which fulfill 
either the enjoyable game criteria or the historical 
I ~ s o n  criteria. Average-means just that; the game 
has some points of interest or playability but fails at 
achieving either position in substance. Poor-games 
in  this category have majorfailings ineither or bmh of 
the t ea  criteria. Only those AH games that I have 
played four or more times are rated. 
Excellent: Squad Leeder (this will be the game, the 
new PanzerbIlfI), Third Reich, Panzerblitz, Panzer- 
lesder. D@Iumac y. Anzio. 
Good: Starshb Troopers, Ceesar, 1776. Kingmaker. 
Russian Campaign. 
Average: War a? See. Victory in the Pecific, Richthof- 
en's War, Afrika Korps. 
Pwr: Alexander, Stdingred Kriegspiel, T ~ c t i c s  11. 

My final comment concerns the so-called "mon- 
ster" games. These unfortunate creations are the 
result of 1 J a misguided belief in the efficacy of the 
designer to recreate history simply by adding more 
unitsand map area; and 2)theuhimatepacifierto the 
realisrn/specifics freaks. Now before you go and 
throw this letter away because you think I'm not 
going to buy Rising Sun, Iet me make a slight 
qualification. My personal feeling is that complexity 
and 'mass' should be contained within the rules and 
charts of a game, noi. I repeat, not within it$ 
components. Simple massivity of scale in terms of 
maps and counters does not make a realistic, Im 
alone good, gams. Third Reich is an excellent 
example. Although it is only a 'large' game, the 
combinations/varia~ions/reaIism of play is very 
good. In short. I feel that you should limit your 
"monster" games in two respects: 1)to the maximum 

number of counters that can be 'handled' 
comfonably-somewhat subjectively, I would place 
this at 1000 tops (of wurse that is total, not per side). 
2) to the maximum b a r d  size that can be deployed on 
a medium-large kitchen table (i.9.. on the usualspace 
available to the gamer); here again I would subjec- 
tively estimate that his would be around 48x36 
inches (probably the single biggest reason why the 
"monster" games are never played is the naar 
impossibility of finding a placa to set them up in). 

I appreciate your hearing me out on these matters 
and I hope that they might have an influenceonsome 
of your gaming decisions. I have been playing 4H 
games for a decade now, and I hope that both you and 
I will be around for the next decade when I can write 
you again. 
Thomas Shydler 
Las Vegas, NV 

ORlGlAlS RELEASES 

This being our last chance to communicate 
with you before the big doings in Ann A r b ,  we 
thought you might appreciate a progress report 
on what we're going to unveil there. This is by no 
means a concrete assuranm of what we'll have 
finished, but it is more accurate than earlier 
listings. We reserve the right, of course. to hold 
back anything not completed to our satisfaction 
in favor of a later release date. 

CROSS OF IRON, the first gamette in the 
SQUAD LEADER series, should be ready, but 
will probably sell for 510.00 rather than the 
earlier predicted $5.00. The scenario list has 
been expanded to eight and the countermix 
greatly enlargd, necessitating the price in- 
crease. "A RISING CRESCENDO" has been 
renamed CRESCENDO OFDOOM and has only a 
50150 shot at making the convention. It may, 
however, be available for a better price i f  we 
decide to offer the two together as a package 
deal. 

BISMARCK is progressing nicely and should 
have no problems making the show as sched- 
uled. GUIVSLINGER, on the other hand, has 
been shelved temporarily in favor of MAGIC 
REALM-a fantasy offering with the largest an  
budget an AH game has ever enjoyed. The rising 
interest in fantasy which has given such priority 
to MAGIC REALM may also mean that TRIREME 
will be delayed until the fall. The designer insists 
he can be finished by ORIGINS but it would 
mean going to press with less playtesting than 
we'd like. 

THE LONGEST DAY is still scheduled for 
ORIGINS release, but problems caused by 
government offices not forwarding ordered 
maps are causing alarming delays which could 
well ruin our best laid plans. 

And now for the biggest groan . . . THE 
RISING SUN will not make ORIGINS. The game 
has progressed a lorig way since Frank Davis 
joined us, but not as far as we'd like. If another 3 
months will make e difference between a good 
game and just another gams, we'll opt for the 
former. *** Q 
SQUAD LEADER . . . Continued from Pg. 23 
conclusive evidence, but afrw cmmI reflection it 
seems fairly safe to say that fuckplayed a minimal 
rok in the outcome. 

In my estimation, the turning point came during 
the German 2nd Turn Prep Fire Phase when he 
failed toJire at rhe massed GuardF k~ the open at 14. 
These forces succeeded in eliminniing two German 
squads in K4 and led to the fallof tharposition Tke 
assou11 OR building N4 should have been deluyed 
while L7nnd L6 covered n'sflunk byfiring into G7. 
This failure, plus the German's frequent less-than- 
optimum use of his MGs, were the major facrors in 
the Russian victory. Q 
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Gcntlemen: 

It is a p m e  of SQUAD LEADER and the 
batlle hard veteran Captain Jochen Tenham is 
kading thc advanoe company of thc 27th Fusilier 
Repment across opcn terraln unnwarc of the 
dangcr ahead of him. 11 m to be his job of 
clearing tht Amcrimns out or thc railway wnter 
known as Bucholz. But the Americans caught 
sight of his advance and scattcrd the comeanv 
into neighboring woods. As Capt. Tienham i o o i  
r e f w  in thc woods he raked histvculaases to scan . - 
the i o w  of Buchole. It la then that he notiaa 
something vtly strange, the town of Bucholz looks 
familiar. He tries to rcmcmber what battles he 
took pkcc in. Stallngrad wuld not k thc place. 
Then Vtlik~ye Luki comeg into memory. It was 
lenuury of 1943 when on a dark cold night hc lod a 
Iorceof4[1 mcn out of Velikiye Luki inwhichonly 
17 tivcd to see theGermanlincs. I t  was then that hc 
was awarded lhk Knights Cross for bravcry. But it 
is 1944, almosl2 years later and hc runs across the 
wry same buildinga and terrain. He looks again. 
'yes, it was in  that building that I held offa savagc 
Ivan attnck, and over there, that was where I was 
able to break through!" Now Capt. Joclien 
Ticnham knows wherc he IS and knows txactly 
what to do. Tome on men." h t  barks. '1 know 
exactly where to go, wc will have little troublt 
mopping up Amcrican resistance!" 

Ycs my friends, how many tlmes has this 
happened to you? Is S Q U A D  LEADERdtstintd 
lo become yet another PANZERBLITZ.  Must we 
make mort of those Situation 13's. In PANZER- 
BLITZ, how many timcs haw you led an assault 
agsin6t Bodnost? Must we be torccd tomake new 
mpboards? Are wt to do the same thing in 
SQUAD L E A D E R  God I h o p  not! I sincerely 
hope Avalon Hill starts working on thosc 
expansion klts, l f  not. SLipgoing tofallalonpide 
PANZERBLITL. PANZERLEADER and 
ARABISRAEU WARS. No doubt about it, SL 
k the finest wargamc I have ever playtd. 
PANZERBLITL is st111 fantastic. But I can only 
play PANZERELITZ oncc cvcry two months. 
T w  much playing and you get sick of looking at 
the board! SQUA D LEADERis bcginningtoslip 
into theabyss. X'm not knocking thegames. I only 
wilh Avalon Hl l l  would expand tht scope of the 
game like they promisd. I would like to Rght on 
"new" tcrrain with Tigew. Panthers. T-24/85> 
armoured cars and a phalanx of other equipment. 

Finally, why are no Russians issuod thc 14-5 
mm Anti-tank gun when it was u s d  extensively 
[hroughout the war. And I would like to havc 
some Gcrman Kuhelwagow. 

Likc 1 anid. SQUAD LEADER is the finest 
wargame 1 have ever played, but please expand thc 
gamc bdore I am forced to makc my Dwn boards. 

Frank Bcattit Avent 
Jackson. Tenn. 

Never fear, rh~gam~rresoreon [heir way wish 
plenty of new boards, rerraln f~atures, weapuw. 
AFVB, ond rules. SIX such gamertes ore now 
phnned u n ~ I u s  longusmough peopb kwp huuying 
rhm w ' l l  keep making them. Tkar asperr of ir is 
y ru you, rh@ players. II will k >nr@srmg ro 
derermin~ wkar pf,fecr such added wrie1.v hns on-  
exletasion ofn'ggame IVe" lo a rifle. 

Dcur Sir: 
**** 

Seeing Michatl Xynnki. Jr,'!. lelttr,inVoI. 14. 
No. 5, complaining about Games Centre. 1 have to 
c o r n  to thc dcfcnsc ol the accused. 

I have been purchasing games by mail from 
Gamcs Ccntrc in  London for t h m  ycars. In that 
time, they have provided me with, among others. 
thc CULDITLgame that Mr. Zywhordcr~d and 
the original edition of KINGMAKER Their 
XN~W has betn uniformly cxccllcnt: and they 
havc alwnys packed the games murely, so that 
they have arrived in excellent condition. 

On my own cxpcricnec. I would guts$ that 
Mr. Zynski's unhappyexperience was one ofthose 
waional  real foul-ups that even AH may have 
ban gu~lty of from tlme to time. 

Garners who order from Enuland should be 
aware that sca mail (which is thcbnly reasonable 
mtlhod of shipment. in view of the verv hinhcost 
of air mwil rorAparcels as big as gamts) i sl& and 
trratic. Ddivery times of two to three monthsare 
quile common. But the well-informed and patient 
gamcr may k r m r d c d  withsorne really excellent 
gnmcs thal are hard to lind in the United Statep. 
Take a look, for examplc, at SNIFFand L A S K A  
(both handsomely produced by F. X Schmid, of 
Germany), or CUL DE SAC (an inexpcnsivc 
English delight), or B L A C K  BOX (a MASTER- 
MIND cou6in with a d i f f e ~ n l  play appml.) 

Dav~d W. Walker 
Walerlown. MA 

Letters t o  the  Editor ... 

Dear Sirs, 
Congsatulations to Don Greenwood for his 

reply to Jarnea Mueller's rtqucat lor new "im- 
proved" r u h  lor the AH Class~s. Now I'm glad 
D-DA Y was updated and agree lhat BULGEIS in 
dire need of reribion, but these games were 
seriously h w d .  Any drastic revision of STA- 
UNGRAD. A K. or WATERLOO, however. 
would be a cardinal sin! For one thing, ilsuch old 
standbys are altered. what will it do to wmpctl- 
tional play? With so many different wargames 
availablt, it's hard enough for tournaments and a 
rating syatem I~ke AREA to mcan anything 
without changingiht fcw garnea that have bmome 
gtandard tcsts of wargaming skill. Imagine how 
master chess players would feel il thc USCF 
suddenly announced lhat as of now. Rooks will 
movt as Knights and Knights as Rooks while 
pawns w ~ l l  be allowed to mow backwards! 
Everyone knows lhat A.K, haaa high element of 
chanoc involved, but t h i  could be rcmcdicd with 
much fern drastic hang= than those outlined in 
Dave Robens' variant. A6 for play-balance. 11 n 
my opinion that A.K.. STAUNGRAD, and 
WATERLOO are about as wcll-batand as you 
could txpccl a wargame to be Indeed. I would b t  
concernd lhat any revigion might urrset their 
delicatt play-balance. in  closing, i think that any 
drasticrev~sion of those thret classic enmes would 
be one of the worst thinnbthat could ~ p p ~ t o t h t  
hobby. 

Brucc Rcmsburg 
Osmond Beach, FL 

To tht Edltor: 
- 

I was very intcrtsted to see a lener from on= 
3R cnthllviast about the combat strcngha of 
ocrtain units. He maintained that the SS units 
should be strongcrand also pointed out changcs in 
the strengths of other units on h t h  sides. I'm 
golng one step further. 

I) Upgrade the cornbnt strengths of the 1st 
and 2nd Fsjr units. 1. ~uppcst chanpng them to"4" 
or evcn -5". 

The Luftwaffe paratroops wcrc The Elite of 
the German ground troops narrowly uprtagcd by 
lhc SS Panzer units. The paras, aftcr their Pyhrric 
victory in Crete, wclr uscd by Hitler a4 a crack 
emergency [oru when it was nmgpary. Whcn the 
Allies took Sicily and began toland in Italy, Hitler 
called his paras in to stopgap the deftnsc. Thc 
paras were the toughest thc Germans had and 
didn't passfas the inhumane fanaticism that 
markxd many of the SS units. 

2) Give the 2nd Fsjr unit the status of a full- 
fledgedairboroe unit. I t  should only becapablc of 
making drops however. from Fa11 '39 to Fa11 '41. 
By the time the last para had been buried at Crctc. 
Germany had few trained paras who could 
actually perform in dropb. (Note. the twoairbornt 
units should be dropped at tht ratc of one per 
turn.) 

3) Also Mnoernlng the para units. disallow 
any German drops after Wintcr.44. By this time. 
Germany was critically short of transports. 
cxpcricnced pilots to fly them, and paras who 
could actually jump into combat. 

4) Parasarcalso theeliteormost ofthcarm~cs 
in  thc world. An ~mbitious playcr mlght consider 
chanping the combat strengths of the British and 
American airborne unlts from "3" to "4". Players 
may exercise their own judgement repd ing  the 
Soviet and Italian units. 

5) Many times, the Commonwcalth troops in 
the Britishforcegwert of avcry hqh standard. To 
reflect this, change the combat strength of thc I 
Can and Pofiah armoured corps reapctivtly, to5 
lrom4 (The Polish unit in thlscase would not only 
reprcscnt the Pol~shmrnrnitmcnt, but the Auslral- 
ians. New Zealandera, Indians etc. of the Com- 
monwcalth.) 

The rollowing art some optional rules: 
I )  In the event thal Britain ~b conquered, add 

the following Britlsh units to tht Amcrican force 
pool: 

1 Can Polish Armourd Dorps 
2 Can Br one 3 4  infantry unit 
Onc H air unit 

I f  England surrendered, the Commonwcalth 
troops would not necessarily surrender with them 
since they havc scprate governments. It would bc 
likcly they would join with thc U.S. In theeventof 
English downfall. let thc Engl~sh navy also go to 
thc U.S. or Mediterranean Front. Thcy ran be 
intercepted on the way in lhc normal fashion. 

British units in the Mediterranean Front 
would not ncccssanly surrender. Each individual 
ground, air, and naval Icxcluding the fleet in 
Britain) must takc thc VichyIFree French 
determination pro~edure An odd dic roll would 
mran the unit stays. An tvtn dic roll would mean 
the unit is elirninalod. Un~ts in the Mediterranean 
draw supply to the U.S. box through Gibraltaror 
through the Sum at thc Sucz supply rate. 

T h e  units would not actually be getting thcir 
supply from the U.S. until the U.S. entw thcwar. 
They would besupplied from Canada and the rest 
of tht Commonwealth. I n  effect, a Common- 
wealth Army of Commonwmlth and remnant 
Britigh units ia left This force will usc thc old 
Britishdata card and haw a BRP lcwl of 50anda 
growth rate 01 4m. (Note, this Commonwcalth 
Iorcc also includes any Fret Frcnch forces) 

2) For thtUDisposition of Vichy France" rulc. 
add the follow~ng: 

-2 ~f Britain fall6 
-1 i f  Russia falla 

3) Add two more 131s tolht  Russmnpanisan 
force pool after 15'43. 

4) Revolts: 
I f  the Soviet Union 1s conquered, tht 

unemployed Russian player may start a rcvolt to 
rcclalm his country. Hc rolls a die beginning the 
third turn aftcr mupation. A die rollof I mcunsa 
rtvolt. HEIS then given 30 BRFs to buildanytype 
o f f o w  he wishes cxcluding naval units. The units 
must be built at least t h r ~  h e m  away from the 
ncarest German unit, Thcsc units can trace supply 
toany Russian hex unoccupied by a Gcrman unit. 
Russian units guarding objoctivc hexes must roll a 
die to see i f  thcy join the revolt An odd di t  roll 
mtans thcy lxcome active in the mol t ;  anwcn die 
roll means they remain whcrc they are. 

The revolt acts like a functioning powcr. 
using thc Russian rorce pool card. I t  has a BRP 
base of 60 and a growth rate of 30% 

During a revolt. Germany loscsall the BRPs 
~t pined from the Soviet Union that year. 

Thcac rules provide grealtr dcpth to the 
pme. 11 ia no longer a questlon of. "Bang, bang. 
you'rc dead!" The German playcr must now 
struggle with a dciiant Commonwealth fore still 
holding onto the Medittrrancan. He must also 
k ~ p  strong units in Russia if heconqucrs it. rcady 
to counter any coup. It also kccps conquered 
players in lhc game and \nth interest. 

Barry Link 
Kelowna. B.C. 

Among rhe thingspeopb 1@nd toforger when 
knockiw r h ~  hisror~cul rapabiliries oJ units m 
THIRD REICK is tkar rke design w a  intended 
nor lo force an e.rar1 r@cr#lion of ?he war as it 
r m n p r r ~ d  Ruth@r, ~pabiliries ar rhebqinnmgof 
hosrrllrl@~ are hisroriml ond what course ?he 
pIa.rers P U ~ S U F  ofl@r / h a  is up ID rkem. Limirirrg 
G ~ r m n  pururrvops as you syggesr dicfales the 
Murse of lhegameolo~~g h r ~ r o r l ~ I l i n e s  regardless 
of rh@ success rhe G e r m a ~  pla.ver moy have 
enjojvd up ro rhar rime. 

Sir: 

Inspired by Richard Hambten's and Joseph 
Connolly's articles In the GENERAL (Vol. 13-3 
and 14-31> 1 have dcvcIopcd what for me is the 
dcfinitivc Frcnch Navyladditional units variant 
for WAR A T  SEA. Hcrt i t  is: 

I. British Navy: Add the Tiger and Torch 
Convoys, using Hamblcn'a rules In 13-3. Add the 
port of Gibraltar at the wegtcm end of the 
Mediterranean, also as per Hamblen 

11. German Navy: Add thcprt-Dreadnought 
battleships Schlcsienand Schleswig-Holgtein(1-2- 
3, no gunnery bonug) as pcr Connolly. 

111. Italian Navy, Add aircraft carricr Aquila 
( & 2 4 ( 2 ) ) ,  enters on Turn 6.  Thia Italian effort at 
navalaviation came nearer tocompletion than the 
Graf Zeppelin, and cvtn uscd some of the latter's 
equipment and Cittinp. Add on Turn 1 the cruisers 
Bolzano. Trento. and Trieste 11-1-8); thcst ship 
were the fasttst hcavy cruisers in  the world, but 
they had insufficient endurancc to lea= tht  
Med~terranean-only thc four [-1-7 ltaliana may 
leaw. Additional hls~orical nitpicks: switch thc 
cntry turns of Roma and Impcro, and on Turn 4 
change Littorio's mmc to Italia. 

1V. French Nary: Add pon of Touion ( I  
repair point, m y  not he bomkd) on the 
Mediterrancan coast of Francc. Like the French 
Atlantic pon (which should be renamed Brtst). 
Toulon is nvailablc to [he Axis during Turns 2 
through 6. Add on Turn 1, starting in Brest or 
Toulon. and operatod by the Allies, the lollowing 
ships: battlcahlps Richelieu IM-6); Dunkerqw. 
Strasbourg (3-34): Lorraine. Provenw, Breiagnc. 
Courbet. Paria (not Oman) (3-3-3): aircraft carrier 
k a r n  (0-1-3(1)): cruistra Algerie. Colbert. Fmh, 
Dupleix. Suffren, Duquesne, Touruille (1-1-71. On 
Turn 2, add Jean Bart (2-64) in Bre~i. Also on 
Turn 2, bcloreany shipmovemcnt. the Axisplaytr 
rolls two dice for cach French ship individually to 
detcrmint the~r fate as pcr Connolly's table. 
Players might want to ahift the die roll numbers 
around to mve the Axis playcr a better chance of 
controlling French ships. although tht Allies 
should rttain their present 25% chanm. Surviving 
Flrnchahipsmuststay in port dunngTurn 2:Turn 
3 and after. lhty operate normally lor the~r 
respeclivt controllers: and at thc beginning of 
Turn 8 all French ships under Axis control arc 
removed (scuttled). 

I also use the Prince o l  Wales!Repulsc 
removal rule, and the Mediterranean POC 
change6 from the Connolly ariiclc. Ilplayers use 
lhc Italian Frogmen unit. \nth lts special attack. 
they should allow the Allies toattemptanX-Craft 
raid on tht Germans: at the beginning of Turn 6 or 
Turn 7 (Allied choicc), the Allied player rollsone 
die against onc German ship in port in Germany 
(actually Norway). A rcsult of "5" disables that 
ship for thecntircturn (it may not go toscu).aN6" 
is a hit and the Allied playtr rolls again for 
damage. 

Thc nct cffect of all this is a succmlon of 
highly varied gamcs-the unpredictable Frcnch 
distribution tends to really shakc things up. 

Sincerely. 
John F. Lyman 
Carrbom. NC 

Dear AH: 

We're finally getting some good THIRD 
REICH articles in  thc GENERAL, e.g., Dave 
BottgcrBt JeffNordland's went ones.Gentlcmtn. 
h e p  them coming: thcrc art still plenty of 
s t r a t e h  to k cxplorcd and written about yet II 
only I had time to wnte and tell you about thc 
straredm I've tried (which didn't work). 

I'vc found T H I R D  REICH to be mo6t 
cnjoyable by mail since it gives onc a good three 
hours enjoymtnt about cvcry two weeks. A well- 
playtd l t f  gamc can take a while, so i f  you don't 
have the time to allocate, I suggest you try i t  by 
mail too. t'll b t  glad toshare my pbm system with 
anyonc who hasn't yet come up with a playablc 
system-just drop me a self-addrcsscd, stampcd 
envelope. 

And now to get a gripe off my chebt!!! Thc 
indexing gystem thal many gamc companies are 
using is a disaster: one neds an index just to find 
something in the index. Rank-ordenng the rules 
by number is useless unless one memorizes tht 
number of the rulc. Surc. the way they are m up 
now n a  logical system (Fundamenlal Rulta. Rules 
of Infrastructure, Rules of Mechanic, etc.), and i t  
makxs for an attractive visual prcmtntlon, but 
whtn it comes down to actually using them, the 
system doesn't work, that is, onccun flnd the rule 
lastcr by pqing through the area of the w l t  book 
where he remembers the rulc to bt. than by galng 
first to thcOrmnized Rules Index. Inmy opinion. 
the index should be alphabetizcd and tach rule 
should be followd by thc page number, or page 
numberx, on which information about that rulc 
cnn be found. 1 considtr myself a vttcran 3 R  
playtr and still havc to refer to the rules quite a bit. 
I'd give anything ror a good, old-fashioned. 
alphabetized indcx Icxctpt my T H I R D  REICH 
game). 

Ron Magauu 
13 MacFnrlan Avc. 
Hawthorne. NJ 07506 

CIW /he indexing ~ ~ s r e r n  used in S Q U A D  
LEADER a rrv. Sofor rhe respons@ lo 11 h ~ s  be@n 
very favorahb and il mukes an exrrernc1.v 
~omplicared game quire pl~yoble. W@ are ~rond-  
ordizing our r u l @ ~  ind@xing for fulure presenra- 
rlons along eirher the SL approach, or Ihe 
Alphbrrrcal ourline s~sl@srrm whlch Randy Reed 
fawrs. 
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READER BUYER'S GUIDE 
TITLE GETTYSBURG '77 Edition $1 0 

1 
SUBJECT Tactical Representation of the American Civil War Battle 

GETTYSBURG '77 garnered a cumulalivc worst AH gamc currcntly being published I n  [his 
rat ing of3.04, which p l s c d  i t  25th among the 37 vital category. Ease o l  Undcrstanding war only 
games rated to date. GETTYSBURG '77 is a bit stightly bcttcr, tying TOBRUK lor  35th place 
difficult to ralc because i t  wnvists o l  three . , , again ahead or only 1914. These &in@ are 
differentversions: Intrcductory. I n t emed~a te~and  totally unacccpiable for a new game. and we'll 
Advanccd.Thst.initsclf,isnolellthatrevotution- have t o  make signilicxnt improvemenls to the 
ary, but the fact that each verslon utilizes a totally rules i n  the second editinn 
diffcrcnl game System is. Usually advanad W H A T  T H E  NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the 
versions just add mor t  complex rules t oan  already reu l ts  can be cons~dered like this. Anything 
established game syslem. but i n  GETTYSBURG under z W is pretty darn fantastic Scores ranging 
'77 you karn an tntirely newgame when ~ o u m o v c  from 2 3  are excellent while 3s must be con- 
on to the next levcl. Thia c a u x d  considerahhe sidered sood 4 through 4.8 would k mngidered 
confusionas ratersdidn't know whichwmctora le  fair, ~ i t h  the upper half o f  tho 4.5 combinatlo" 
or whether l h c ~  should rate all three combined considered pmr.  Anything rated higher than s 6 
The Introductory game a far too aimplc fur most ~ n d ~ m t c s  a dlre daficisncy m d  should mmrlt 
GENERAL rcadtrs and the Advanmd game far either immediate attempts at redesign or dropping 
too complex for those seek~ng a Fast-paced game. f,, the l ine,  
The attemp[ t o  k all things l o  all people probably 
hurt the game's overall ralings ptrlorrnancc. l -  Ph~sical Quality. . . . . . . . . . . 2.53 

The pme'a bmt showing came i n  the 2. Mapboard.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.48 
Mapboard category where ~t recebved thc9th btst 3. components . , . + , . + , . . , . + , 2.50 
show~ng to datc, A rcmarkablyaccurate. colorlul. 
andvivid protrayal o f  the bat[leficld, thc map was 4' Of Understanding ' ' ' ' ' 4'32 
probably hurt by a failure t o  idennry with t y p ~  5. Completeness of Rules . . . . . 3.79 
certain key positions as wcllas thtgcneral lack of 6 ,  Play Balance, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.07 
tcrrain cfftcts on the play o l  the game. The only 
other supenor pcrforrnancc came in the Realism 

7' RealiSm ' ' ' A ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 2-46 
department where the game rankcd 11th overall. 8- Excitement Level . . . . . . . . . . 3.02 

O n  thcdtbilside. theonly worseperformancc 9.  Overall Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.21 
i n  Comple[eness o f  Rulcs belongs to the now 10. came ~~~~~h , , , , , 4 hr 36 min. 
defuncl 1914. making GETTYSBURG '77 t h t  

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART 
The games are ranked by their cumulat ive scores which IS an average of the 9 categories for  each 
game. Wh i l e  ~t may  be  la i r ly  argued that  each categow should nor welph equally against themhers. 
we use it  only as a gene ra l~za t~on  of overal l  rank. By  breaking down a game's rat ings i n to  individual 
categorres the gamer isab le  tod iscsrn for h ~ m s e l f  whe re  t h e  game is strong or weak In thequali t ies 
heva lues themost .  Readersarereminded that  theGame Lengthcategory is measured inmul t ip lesof  
t en  minutes and that  a rat ing o l  18 would  uqual  3 hours. 

g g y E s g %  g p p 
. B n  0 % ;  2 %  :; - ;, 2 5 ; 2 g % a Y  

RICHTHOFEN'S MANEUVER CARDS 
m m 

% 3 ;  2 % '  g c 4 
* 6 " '  

Val. 14. No. 4 of the GENERAL printed a Roll. Falling Leaf. Flat Spin. Immelmann. Loop, 
2 5 

variant for  RICHTHOFEN'S WAR which Nose Dive. Stde-Sip. Tight Circle, and Vertical 1. RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 2.24 1.98 1 ,a5 2.02 2.24 3 07 2 78 2 41 1.78 2.07 28 6 
fmtur td  thc uscof 8 drck of27 mancuvercards to Spln i n  an sttcmpt (not always successful) to gt t  9 a,-j[lnn I FnnFR 7 7R 1 47 1 8ti 1 37 3 6 R  2.94 2.36 2.02 1.82 1 92 13 
aUmcnt thc mcchan~eal mOVcmcnt syslcm and on the cncmy's tail, rathcr than just tradc ~hota.  
add a degrcc of unccrta~nty and cxcitment to thc m i s  27 card dock is professionally illustratcdand I 
p m e .  Not just a random luck element, usc of  thc printed and avaibble from Avalon H i l l  with 
maneuver cards is dependent upon such lactorsas instruction sheet for $2 00 plus usual postage end 
turnlng ability, attack position, and pilot skill, handling charges. Maryland residents please add 
Using thc rnnncwer cards onc can mom vividly 5% sales tax. 
cxccutc the classic mancuvcra o f  thc day: B m I  

I 

IN AUGUST 37. KRIEGSPIEL 
AVERAGE 

AIR ASSAULT OK CRETE/MAI.TA: 

Q: Where docs Crcforce HQ ptarl. Cunca o r  
Suda? 
A: CanCa, i n  cilhcr hcx, nt pkycrb choicc. 'Suda' 
is a mistake. 

Q: Is Ihe'Sea Movemen1 and Comhat'example o f  
play correct" 
A: No. The A l l i d  2-2-3 unit i n  the example 
should be a 2 - 3 4 , .  

Q: Where docs thc HMS York counter set up'! 
A: O n  the red do1 i n  hex F-26 (ntu 6-25), 

Q: If a German 9-9-4 parachute hatta!ion is 
defending, supposc thc Allicd playcr ublains an 
'EX' result against i t  and chooses to remove only 
one altack s t ~ n p t h  point. Must the German 
baltalion brcnkdown and clirninalc thc nnc 
strcngth polnt HQ unit'? 
A: No. The German playcr hah the nprion or 
breaking down the battalion: he is not required to 
do su. I n  this casc, thc Gcrman playcr dms  nut 
break down the batlalion and consequently loses 
nothing. 

Q: Suppose [wo German 2-2-46 altack an Allied 
2-2-2 and a coaslal arlillery unit In  Lhe same hex at 
2-1 odds and rol l  an *EX' I f  the German player 
remove% one 2-24. the Allied player must rcmovc 
thc 2-2-2. Whal  happns i l  the German player 
remover horh 2-24's:' 
A: Since all of the defendin gunits are totalled into 
o n t  combined defense strength. the Allied player 
removes hurh units t2+0=2) 11 thc Gcrman player 
removes nne 2-2-4. If he removcs two 2-2-215. he is 
simply wastlng a unit. 

Q: 1% b o m h r  vlrenglh halved i f  lhc only A A  unit 
i n  range i r  b c ~ n g  bombarded by other air unit.;'! 
A: Yes The rffectaof AA  units nrcdcterm~ned at 
the moment the air unilb altempt to execute 
a~rcra l t  missions If lhc AA unit 1s neutralized 
before thc b o m h r  unita execute their hnrnhard- 
ment or air luppon mixxion$. thev a r t  not ha[vod. 
ll the A A  un i l  i r  ptill functional at the moment [hc 
burnhrdmen[ allack lb  reaolved. the bomberran 
halved This would hold trueeven i i t hc  tnwct fo 
the bombardmtnr m~ssion wnb the A A  unit. 

Q: IF there arc fivc atack~ng points 01 German 
infantry occupying Maleme Airfield at thc 
beginn~ng o f  the Gcrman plnycr scgment, how 
many air landing unita may land a[ that airfield 
during the a i r  land~ng xegment'i 
A: Only one stacking poinl may land lhat turn. 
Airborne. air landing-and sea movement un i lm i y  
not overstack on their initial platt.rv~unr un thc 
mipboard. Note lha l  this ia an exoeptlon to the 
slacking rules which apply nnly a1 the end of  lhe 
mnbement and combat phasca. Airborne unus 
lhat d r ~ i t  and okerstack are not eliminated unl i l  
the end n l t h e  movemcnt phdsc. 

Q: May the 42 Coy, R E  cxccutc dcmolition 
procedures while loaded i n  the truck unu'! 
A: No. 

Third Retch 

Q. Mubt the Sea Ehctrrl l o ra  tr inwceonicSR be 
hast* i n  tllc port of embartalion? 
A. Ycs- -this la why thc Naval Mobcmcnt Phnsc 1s 
bo important even 11 you only plan to use your 
fleet lo r  Sta E~ucorl. you alill need l o  plnn ahead 
to hove ~t i n  the r~gh t  porth for the SR phase. 
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Vol. 14, No. 5 of the GENERAL polled a 2.77 

cumulative rating which was a .24 drop from 
Vol. 14, No. 4 but still above our average effort. 
The individual articles fared as follows rn our 
1200 point scoring sptem as based on a random 
sampling of 200 readers. 
SQUAD LEADER First Impress~ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  357 
SQUAD LEADER Historicel Commentary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  315 
The French Are in. .................................... 1 19 
Gems Design: Art or Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  108 
The Final Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  91 
Away from the Combinud Fleet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  59 
Passing In Review .................................... 53 
The Early Years Rsexamined.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50 
Of Bugs. Beams, & Breaches .......................... 31 
Avalon Hill Philosophy.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 

The Third Annual Greater Los Angeles 
Simulations Convention will be held June 30, 
July 7, and July 2 on the campus of CSU 
Northridge. Tournaments, miniatures, and 
super-games will be featured. GLASC Ill will 
also host DipCon XI. Admission is $2 for pre- 
registration and $3.50 at the door. Dorm rooms 
will be available. Make checks payable to Fred 
Abrams. For more information write to: CSUN 
Simulation Garners' Assoc., P.O. Box 163, 
Northridge, CA 91 328. 

John Hill, designer of SQUAD LEADER, i s  
scheduled to be the guest of honor at KAL-CON '78 
September 2nd and 3rd in Kaiamazoo, MI. Many 
board game tournaments and miniatures games are 
being planned Details are available from Tod 
Kerschner at 816327-6420. 

THE CITADEL, a hobby shop in Groton, CT, 
is sponsoring a RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN PBM 
tournament. The format is envisioned as a field of 16 
entrants in single elimination competition. Each 
match will involve a double game (i.e. players play 
one game as the Russian and the other as the 
German) played simultaneously using common die 
rolls for weather and Archangel replacements. The  
winner will receive % 100 worth o f  merchandise less 
shipping and sales tax (CT residents only). Entrance 
fee i s  $5.00. For more details send a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope to: THE CITADEL, 171 Bridge 
St., Groton, CT 06340. 

The RHODE ISLAND MILITARY MODELERS 
& WARGAMERS ASS'N appears to have their 
act together too. At least President Leo Walsh's 
professionally printed card gives that impras- 
sion with its motto: "With true understanding 
comes the ability to avoidactual conflict."Those 
in the Rhods Island area looking for organized 
competition should contact Leo at P.O. Box 7, 
Shannock, RI 02875. 

The PLAY-BY-MAIL Systems Exchange Club 
has been formulated by Lee Bardwell. To join, 
just send him a PBM system for any AH game in 
which a PBM kit is not currently available. Also 
include a SSAE and you'll get copies of other 
systems sent in by other members for other 
games. Contact Lee at 169 Homestead Blvd.. 
Mill Valley, CA 94941. 

Those sending in potential contests for our 
puzzle editor shouldn't expect to hear from us 
until we've actually published your contest 
situation. That may take several years in some 
cases as all puzzle submissions are filed 
according to game and judged only when we are 
looking for a contest utilizing that particular 
game. Readers are invited to continue to submit 
potential puzzles and suggested solutions in the 
future. Remuneration for published puzzles will 
be paid regardless of when they actually are 
received. 

Every once in a whila excellence should be 
recognized andcompanies should pay tribute to 
the players instead of the other way around. 
Such is the case here as we salute Charley 
Cottle (above} for winning the prestigious armor 
miniatures and Outstanding Tactician award 
three years running at ORIGINS. Yes, Charley 
plans to attend ORIGINS IV in Detroit to make it 
four In a row. 

We must exrend our apologies for not 
responding to all of the hundreds of volunteers 
who offered to playtest our new products. We 
were simply snowed under by the number of 
highly qualified and interested garners. We truly 
wish we could have used all of those who 
volunteered but it just wasn't possible. Thank 
you for offering and we hope you'll be just as 
interested next time we take applications. 

The results of the Best Game Awards voting 
in the British magazine GAMES & PUZZLES 
once again found Avalon Hill games in dominant 
positions with three making the TOP 20 list. 
Heading the list for the second straight year was 
DIPLOMACY followed in the number 2 spot by 
KINGMAKER, Rounding out the AH representa- 
tives was ACQUIRE in 19th place following a 
year's hiatus from the Top 20. 

Empire: A Complete Rulesbook and 
Reference Source to the Napoleonic Wars 1796- 
7815, by Scotty Bowden (1 977 edition}. Empire 
Games, P.O. Box 5462, Arlington. Texas 7601 1. 
810.00. 101 pages. 

Although a~med entirely at miniatures 
players, this is a book that will prove of interest 
to anyone interested in wargaming in the 
Napoleonic period, primarily because of its 
excellent descriptions of the armies of the 
various combatants. Without going into exten- 
sive detail, suffice it to say that EMPIRE is in a 
scale of 60/1, and suitable for 15, 20, 25 and 
30mm figures. The author expects that each 
player will generally command from adivision to 
a corps, or from 15,000 to 40,000 men (250 to 
700 castings). 

All movement, fire, and combat in EMPIRE is 
simultaneous, with units carrying out pre- 
planned orders as designated by the players. All 
charts in the game use 20-sided dice for results, 
with fire, morale, movement, regimental integri- 
ty, ability to form squares, close action, and 
much more. The rules differentiate between the 
fighting and organizational structures of the 
French and all of their enemies, as well as the 
minor countries (in what other set of 
Napoleonics can you find rules dealing with the 
Turks?). Each battalion or squadron-sized unit is 
classed by its size, fire value, and morale. There 
are also tables showing the maximum percent- 
age of each army that can be line, light, 
grenadiers, lagers, etc., with quite a bit of detail 
(the Austrians, for example, can have 9 different 
types of infantry and 6dlfferenttypes of cavalry). 

Each nation has several pages of comrnen- 
tary devoted to itsmilitarysystem, which ismost 
helpful to anyone seeking an undsrstandlng of 
why that nation's troops fought as well (or as 
poorly} as they did. 

In summary, this 1s an excellent reference 
and rule book for Napoleonic wargamers of 
every description, and weH worth purchasing. 
The only criticism one might find is in the 
incredible number of spelling errors. 

NAPOLEON AT BAY: 1874 
By F. Loraine Petre, Hippocrene/Arms and 
Armor: 1977. 219 pp. 

One of five excellent military studies of 
Napoleon's campaigns; this volume was written 
in the early years of the present century. The 
author belongs to the pre-1914 school of 
detailed narrative historians, and this work is 
one of the best accounts of the campaign of 
France 1814 available. Petre deals at length 
with the military and diplomatic events of 1814. 
Included is extensive data on strengths, move- 
ment and organization of all the armies involved. 
The maps are precise and adequate, and 
enhance the work when continuously raferred 
to while reading the tern. This book is a must for 
all Napoleonic enthusiasts, and in particular,for 
those interested in the 1814 campaign. 

Available now from Hippocrene Books, Inc., 
1 71 Madison Ave., New York, NY 1 001 6. Price: 
$14.95. 

GRIPE OEPT: Those of you sending in 
Opponents Wanted adswhich are not printed on 
the proper form or a photocopy of same are just 
throwing your quarters away. We will not take 
the time to rewrite your advertisement onto the 
proper form for you. Those not wishing to send 
coins through the mail may make their 25C 
token want-ad payment in equivalent amounts 
of uncancelled postage stamps. Readers are 
also cautioned that "for sale" type ads are 
accepted only when they apply to discontinued 
Avalon Hill games. Any non-qualifying ad will be 
rejected without refund. 

The winners of Contest No. 8 I who detected the 
missing German squad and came closest to 
occupying and defending the stone buildings 
necessary for victory were: J. Stahler, Silver Spring, 
MD: B. Meisel, 8alto., MD; P. Polli, Palatine, IL; 
J. Wirt, Chula Vista, CA, I). Carey, Rockaway, NJ; 
J. Alsen, St. Paul, MN; J. Wells, Seattle, WA; C. 
Farnum, Holt, MI; 0. Nolte, Ridgewood, NJ; and 
P. Koch, Lincoln, NE. 
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